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FOREWORD

.

This research and development was conducted in support of EXploratory, -

Development Task Area ZF522.011:(The Asseiisment and Enhancement o£ Pre-
requisite Skills).

t,

w- -

The overall project covered comprised two phases. The first phase, which
provided informatiqn on the4role of reading skills wfthin the context of
the Navy's occupatiobal and careet development, systals,.was documented by
NPRDC TR 77-40, The Roleof Readini in the Navyr(Sticht, Fox, HaUke, & Zapf,
1977). The second phase, whiCh is docukented by tnis report,.prOvides a
general approach to the design, development, and implementation of a training
system that incorporates both job skills and learning/communication skills
improvement withinian iategraied ftamework:

The results of this study are intended for use by the Chief of Naval
Education and Train ng, Dr. Thomas:Duffyac'ted-as contract monitor.

J. J. CLARKIN
-Commanding Officer 4
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Pxoblem

SUMMARY

In the,past, training research and develeat'efforts have been directed
at adapting the training system, to individual difference's .in cognitive
and affective.processes. Recently; R&D efforts have beeninitiated for
providing training to help the learner become amore adaptive person by
improving 'hiS'baSic learning communication skills within the context of an

:.adaptive training progekili One such shill is reading; that ,is, using
Wait ten language in performing job tasks. Although reading and welting
skills are widely used -in Navy school and, job settings, approximately 2J
percent of the Navy's enlisted personnel have reading problems that can
hinder fleet readineds and career development. - Although -such, personnel
seem favorably disposed toward training that improvesjobskillsthey
apparently-do not make full use of the existing Navy education system, at
Least in part because they do'not.consider it relevant to either their job
duties or their career development.

Pqrpose

The purpose o'''the Present effort is to'design a general plan for the
development of an integrated job Sk4.11s/reading skills training system.

Approach

Reading demands of Navy

job reading tasks, (2) .class'fying these tasks in somegeneral taxonomy,
(3) constructing a Navy Read g :Task Inventoq (ma and Reading .-
Task Test (NRTT), (4)1scaling the reading difficulty level of Navy-reading
tasks, and (5) weighting the occurrence of-. different tasks in different

Jobs by frequency and criticality of performance.

,

ratings were determined by. M..idelftifying

o T he next step was to review the components of the Navy's training system..
to identify any existing formal or infOrmal linkages between them hat
might.be used to facilitate the integration of job skills and literacy
skills training. Based on the results of these two efforts, a general plan
was designed outlining the initial development of a/jobrelated reading
training program and its later integration into the Navy's job skills
training program.

RE/sults

Results from administering the NRTT to a Navy sample indicated"that.the
sample had a median reading grade level of 10th grade,which is consistent
with previous findings. In addition, the NRTT data showed that 22 peent
of the sample had, a reading grade level (RGL) below the 8th grade level.
Thud, it appears that a fair numbtr of Navy personnel,do have reading
pioblems.

Survey of the components of the Navy's training system indiCated that
there is a relatively close interaction, of a formal nature, .between'the
job skills training system and the career counseling system, but little or
no formal interaction between these systems and the= general education system.

/
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, Basically, there are two formal policy linkages between the job skills train-
ing and GED systems: (1) the Academic Remedial Training -(ART) program for
identgied low literate personnel and (2) the required educatiOhal opportuni-
ties/services orientation given to all new .personnel within 30 days of their,
arrival at a new`dueY station. For all intents and purposes, there are.
no content linkaged.beEween the job skilld trainingaid the GED systems.

The general plan designed foi a job- related reading training'program
consists of lamellate and long-range changes. The immediate changes are
(1) to tighten existing policy (formal) linkages between the components.
of the Navy's training system and (2) to increase-the content linkages
between recruit training and ART. The long-range changes are. (1) to 'cle-4
velop individual job-related reading programs for personnel in Class A
schools, in ,recruit training,, and assigned to permanent duty dtations,qind .

(Z) to integrate theSe reading programs into the job skill's training system.

Conclusions

'1. It appears that `the NRTI /T approach cart, with additional*refirrement,
be used effectively to assess the reading demands of Navy ratings, as well
as to provide information on iob-related reading curricula and objectives.

2. Insp2ction of the career counselihg.system indicates that reading
could act as a barrier to advancement for a substantial numbei of enlisted
personnel and that the Navy does not have any systematic approach to literacy
training.

3. Wen though there are limited linkages between the componentd of the .
Navy's training systftms, it does seem quite possible to'utilize the ,current
system in the development of the4integrated Sob skills/reading skills train-
ing system with only minor modifications. ,

Recaumendations

To improve the job proficiency of while reducing the costs
:-of training, it is recommended that -

.

,l. The training programs be systems engineered and self-paced to
reduce training time.

2. Training time 'be reduced for reading progranksuch as ART by con-
vetting general'reading training into 'job- oriented reading training and
then integrating the job skills and reading skills -training.

3. The effectiveness of reading trainJ.ng be increased by converting .

GED programc into ob-refated reading programs.

viii
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'Problem

.

INTRODUCTION.

Over che years, the Armed Services have pursued training research and
develophe6t.efforts focused on meth-ds*for adapting,the training system
to individual differences in the trainee's cognitive and the-affective
proceaSes. aecently, research' and developmeit,gfforts have also been
initiated fof studying methods for providing,training that would help the
learner to become amore adaptive person by trproving his basic learning/
communidation skills the -context of an adaptive training program:
That is, the job skills training program islesignedetoadapt to the indi-
vidual leatning/communication needs of the trainee, while simultaneously
providing additional training to improve those learning/communication skills
-in which' he appears .to be deficient. If the Armed Forces. are to prepare
personnel to function in the more compact, technically-oriented military
force of the future, their future R&D":efforts must focus on producing more
adaptive training programs and more adaptive personnel.

.

Background 4

A

Work in this area in the, Navy.has been undertaken.at the Navy Personnel
.

Research and Development Center (NAVPERSRANDCEN), San Diego, California, by --a-7--
Duffy, Carter, Fletcher, and Aiken (1975) in an R&D program that fpcuses

4 initially on improving skills for performing tasks involving written materials.,

To complement this and other NAVPERSRANDCEN efforts to improve Navy
training programs and to enhance the learninestratengs,and basic cap-'

t-abilities of Navy personnel, the Hunan Resdurces Research Organization
(HumRRO) was contracted to study literacy skills, primarily reading skills,
in relation to various Navy ratings and at various-stages of alt enlisted
person's. career. A .

The HumR119. effort was conducted in two phases. The first phase, which
was documented in NPRDC TR 77-40 (Sticl'it, Fox, Hauke, & Zapf, 1977))was'a
study oE the role of reading and, to a lessei extent, writing skills within
the context of the Navy's occupational and career development system. In
this study, a structured Navy Job Reading Task Interview-was administered
to a sample of en4sted personnel composed of students, instructors,-and
job performers. Tie interview consisted of three sections. The first
section was designed to obtain, data on general reading and writing activi-:
ties; and the second, to elicit !pecific job reading bask data; that is,
reading that is requiredto complete a job task. The third section was
Concerned with personnel attitudes toward the Navy training system, reading
problems, and reading training.

Data obtained- from the structured interview indicated that 'reading and
writing skills are widely used in Navy school And jib settings, and thus; he
use of these skills appears to increase in the more echnical or data-ofiented

, ratings and at theihigher rates. Subjects indicated that reading problems
werA experienced by,20 percent of students in both Class A schools and'rate
training courses, by 15 percent of persdns in recruit training, and 15 per-

t cent*Cif those who were performing on the job. At least one fourth indicated

10
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.

that they, themselves, had-. "some difficulty"-:in understanding,the materiels
used in each of these four career activities. \

\
Many Navy personnel felt that they could benefit from reading training,

.patticularly if that training were job-oriented. However, they do not re-:\
," gard everything taught in job skills training programs as relevant tg.their\

jobs. In many'cases, what was taught was viewed as being of more importance\
.

for passing the Navy -wide:exaM than fordoing the job. This suggests that
cit, \.

therjob skills training programs might benefit from systeths engineering .

oriented towards reducing "nice-to-know" course content, with increased ,

\oemphasis on mastery of "needto-know" content.

Further information obtained during the.iiatervIew; dealing with the
importance of.ofi,duty education' for job performance, indicated that be-
tween 75 tcYi5 percent ofthe personnel had not had any off-duty education
which they viewed as relevant to their job. Of seven, job performersowho
reported off-duty education, only two said it was importnt;for their pre-
sent job; none, for the Navy-wide exam; and one, foi a new/job. Thus, al-
though Navy personnel,seem favorably disposed toward training that improves
their.job skills, inclUding job-related reading, training, they, apparently do
not utilize the current education system toa peat extent, at least in paft
because it'is not considered relevant to either their job duties or their
opportunities for career development. .

These findings suggest the possibility of.designing t comprehensive job-
related literacytraining system for Navy personnel that would:. (1) systema-
tically,relate to job reading demands and career development, and (2) provide
'a job-functional context for the teaching of skills and knowledges needed
to-successfully accomplish job readingtasi,a at the highest rung of the
career ladder Through the development cf closer.linkages between the
general educational develompent system and the job skills training system,
it shoplId be pobsible to develop a training system.that is both adaptive
to the needs of indililduals in the Navy, and capable oproducing a, more
adaptive individual whose basic, generic skills render him 'more generally
useful' o.the Navy; to the society at large, and to himself.

Purpose .

The purpose "of the second phase oZ the HumRRO effort then, which is
documented in this report, is to design a general plan,for thedevelopr-
'ment of an Integrated job skillsireading'skills training system.

4
.
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,
/ APPROACH

t

The,complete design, development, and evaluation of a career-oriented
Iitdracy training system is a large undertaking, requiring considerable
time, money, manpower,and facilities. It is important, therefore, that
the R&D work proceed in a systematic manner according to a carefully pre-
pared plan. This plan must permit the achieveqent of the ultitaate goals of
the R &D program within the constraints of the Navy as an operational sygtem.

Figure 1 presents a general plan for producing a 'comprehensive, integrated
job skills and literacy skialscareer develophent systei in the Navy. The
first step clothe plan calls for a thorough analysis of reading within the
Navy, includYng the determination of general reading levels for performing
job-related reading tasks so that reading training objectives may be tar-
eted-to job requirements. In this regard, Sticht et 1. (1977) have pre-
sented information of a general nature about reading i the Navy. Next,
methodologies, were examined for making more precise determinations.of the
reading demands of.Navy ratings. This,examination includes a brief disnussiOn
of various methods that liave been developed for aetermining reading demands
of jobs by military and civilian research organizations. Also, results are
presented for exploratory research by the present project to developa Navy
Reading'Task Invent y for determinikg reading demands of Navy ratings.

f
An additional as¢ ct of the step 1 activities given in Figure 1 is the

study of job skills training and the general education system within the
Navy td determine the feasibility of improving linkages in these systems,

-

and potential for revising these sysrems to produce.a moretintegrated job
skills and literacy skill training system. Information relevant to these
career development subsystems was obtained via site visits to, Navy Training
Centers, interviews-with sognilant Navy and civilian training pertonnel,

.
and review of relevant Navy and civilian literature. -This information fs
discussed in relation to the design of an integrated job skills and literacy
skills system having the components indicated in step 2.of Figure 1.

.

..
...
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1.1 DETERMINE READING DEMANDS
OF NAVY RATINGS

1.2 - STUDY JOB SKILL iTAINING AND
GENERAL EDUCATION SYSTEMS

i

.

2.0, DESIGN AND'DEVELOP INTEGRATED JOB SKILLS AND ?.FADING SKILLS
TRAINING SYSTEM

V

.er

2.1 INTEGRATED RECRUIT TRAINING/READING TRAINING

2.2 INTEGRATED A SCHOOL RATE/READING.TRAINING

2.3 INTEGRATED ON-THE-JOB TRATNIN READING-TRAINING

Figute 1. General plan for developing an integrated
Job Skills Reading Skills TrAning System.

13
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DETERMINING READING.. DEMANDS OF NAVY RATINGS

Methods for Establishing Job Reading Demands

J

Iii ,the past, the reading demands oflcivilian and- military_ jobs have been
stated (1) in terms of the types of reading materials and reading'tasks the
job involves (the summary task statement method), and (2) as a single index
number denoting the reading grade level (RGL) of ability needed to perform
well on the job (the summary index number method).

Summary Task Statement Method

In this apprOach, job analysts or others interview management per-
sonnel, and sometimes workers, to determine whether or not a given job-re-
quires reading. If so, a simple statement-to.that effect is recorded in
the job description. An example of this approach is Army RegUlation 611-201
(5 Jan 67); Enlisted Military Occupational Specialities, which says, for
example, that the field radio repairman's job "requires verbal and reason-
ing ability to read and understand technical,material pertaining to'main-
tenance of field radio equipment," and that the giound vehicle repairman's'
job 'requires verbal and reasoning ability to read and un4lerstand technical

-.materials pertaining to equipment being maintained." Although such 'job
statements are found in documents throughout the Armed Forces, they are
inadequate for determining training objectives or curricula to develop
reading-skills. For such prrpoes, more detailed descriptions of the
various reading tasks performed are desired.

- .

e.
- In'thelfirst phase of this project, the authors-employed a chedk-

list of materials (e:g:, notices', messages,-and manuals) that people commonly
read on the job to specify reading tasks.(Sticbt et al., 1977). Sharon (1972)
used a similar method to determine what kinds of materials are read by adults
in the United States. Althdugh such methods identify what people read more
precisely than foes the task statement approach, they fail to identify why
people read certain malerialb, how difficult. the materials are,-or how often
the materials are used.

A recent project by the Department of. Manpower and Immigratioil of
Saskatchewan, Canada has refined the summary task statement method (Smith,/
1975). The reading tasks performed in-various career.fields were analyzed
to find out both what kinds of materials (e.g., notes, memos, letters, direc-
tions, instructions, policy manuals, and procedural manuals) are read and
why they are read (e.g., to-locate and understand the main point.or area,
to follow directionsoto'put details in 'order; to notice and interpret how
fact or details are *elated, and to make comparisons). To obtain thii
information, interviewers depicted the'general type of mrterial they were
talking about. For instance, to determine if a given job required the
reading of graphs, two graphs were shown and interviewees were asked to
indicate whether or not they read similar graphs in performing their jobs.

This method of deriving summary task statements deals not.only with
what must be read in greater detail, but also with why a person eads that
material. Additionally, the Canadian work has distinguished ent. -level

1'
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;

from advanced level reading requireMents 'by asking respondents to,indicate
what reading tasks they performed (1) when thq first ent ed'the job and

4
(2) at present.

The Canadian method clearly provides more useful information than the
.typical summary task statement or-list of materials4 If, curriculum planners
know the types'of reading tasks performed in di t occupations, they
can include activities for training peOple to perform se tasks. Also,'
they can design curricula to include instructional tasks using materials
similat to those,used in various career fields.

.Even though the Canadian approach far surpas e typical summary
task statement in specification of reading tasks, Sit st fails to precisely
specify reading tasks. For instance, the questions of what materials.job
holders read and ftie they read are askedeparatelyi,without,reference to,one
another. Thus, although we learn that, in a given lOh,.a person reads policy

.

manuals and this same person reads to follow directions, we do hot know that, he'
reads to follo14' directions in policy manuals. Amore explicit statement of a
reading task would include both a statement of what was read and why it was

Summarylodex Number Method

There are five' common methods of .assigning summary index numbers
to job reading demands: (1) educator estimates, (2) job analysts' judg-
ments,, (3) readability formulas, (4) correlation of reading and job pro-
ficiency measures; and (5) job reading task tests.

Educator Estimates. Perhaps the most widely used method for stating.
job- reading demands,is the reading grade level (RGL) Indek number. This
apparently Is because the need to.state reqdinakdethands of jobs has usually
accompanied the need for literacy training. FZr instance, in World War II,
the Army was-required to establish literacy training for many low lit'erate
personnel (Goldberg, 1951). That training's goal, was to.bring reading skills.
.up to the level typically achieved by children in the 4th grade. The Navy
set up a similar program for its recruits, with a nominal goal of achieving-
5th grade reading proficiency (Fletcher, 1976). These levels were estab-
lished by educators as estimates of the minimal reading demands of Army and
Navy jobs. Since WW II, whenever large mobilizatiOn efforts have resulted
in the induction of large numbers of marginally literate personnel, the
Armed Forces have all established reading trainingpiograms whose goals-
were represented by RGL index numbers (Sticht &'2ape, 1976).

Job Analysts' Judgments. In civilian settings, the Department of
Labor (DOL) has sought waysto establish-the reading demands-of jobs, for use

reading skills. In the DOL approach, job analysts es -mqte the levels of
in programs aimed at providing marginally literate 'sons with marketable

General Educational Developmant (GED) required for various jobs, basedon
interviews with job performers and supervisors, and on observation of the
job being performed. Jobs are then categorized as requiring.one of six
levels of GED that roughly parallel schoql-based educational development.
For example, a. GED of level 1 approximates the education'obtained in'grades
1-3 and level 2 parallels that J grades 4-6 (Phillips; 1970).
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This approach, like the first, is judgmental. Although relatively -----'

low in cost, the ladeof specificity in the rules for arrivingol A jiidg-
. ment of the GED level (and, hence, ehe reffleAng level of the job and the

abgence of empirical information to validate he estimates tender this .

method too imprecise and uncertain for establishigg reading demandS of
jobs.

.
Readability Formulas. The development of sp ally.constructed.

readability formulas makes possible a relatively 1 cost method:forses-
' timating reading demaDds-of jabs. By applytng a readability formula to

samples of job reading materials, an average RGL of difficulty for the
materials can be computed and used -to represent the reading requirements
of the job or job training progrAm.

i

Readability"formulas balk typically been constructed by two means.
1

In one approach, prose passam,from school textbooks of ,,arious grade
, levels are sampled and Eeaturessua as iverage sentence length and

the number of one-syllable words in 100 words are determifted (Fry, 1968)..
These-features are then used in correlational analyses to find out how
well they can be used to predict, the schOol grade level of thvaterial,

- .4 Generally, averag sentence length and word length increase as materials
from higher grade are sampled. Because of this positive correlatidh, .

it is possible to determine average -values for features such as sentence
and word length,.enier these Values in a regression equation,and then v,

state that materials having those values are typically found, say, in
the 6th'grade-of -ghol.

s

...

However, since this approach does not involve any direct measure
of peop3,e's abilities to comprehend the materials, it is not known what
percentage of 6th grade students can actually- .comprehend the material
having the structural features typical of materials found at the 6th
grade. FOr this reason, most readability formulas have been constructed
to relate features of teNtual material such_ as sentence'and word length
to performance or tests of,copprehension. An RGI, is then assigned to
the material by setting a crerion of accuracy on the comprehension-
test, say 70 percent correct, and deterimining thq_earliest grade level
at which some.designated proportion of people, gay 50 percent,'attain
that score on the comprehension test. lf, on a given comprehension'test,,
it was not until the 6th .grade that 50 percent of the students got 70
percent correct, that material would be assigned'a 6th'grade reading
difficulty Or readability value.

o

\ 2. Sample the''materials representatively.

3. 'Calculate the critical features (e.g., average sentence length):

)

To use such a formula to determine job reading demands, one niust:
; a

1, Identify job reading materials. , a

9
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4.. Use these features in the readability formula./ to obtain an
estimate of the comprehension score 70 percent of. the people would get if
they were to take a comprehension test like the one lsed to construct the

. ,,,, , .

. 5. Convert that score to a grade level score Wang' appropriate
tables (if step 4 provides 'a direct estimate of reading difficulty in

. reading grade, score equivalents,_ step 5 is ,unnecessary) .
, ..

. A .

6. .phtain the average RGL of all' tlie -materials sampled.: This, is
the RGL demanded by the jot. --, _

'There are a number of Problems in using -this 'approach to determine,4 _
,

the reading requirethenti .of. jobsY' First,-it depends' not' only bn the features.
of the text materials, but also on- the comprehension -test. items, the:criterion
set as the acceptable score on the test .(e 4. , 70% correct), and the criterion
set for the proportion of people- at each grade- level (,e.g., 50%) who must

. achieve the criterion score. Jor example, in n'Arnly-sponsored .study,- Caylor,
Sticht Fox, and Ford 4,1973) found that they could, increase the RGL assigned
to some materials by as much as two to three levels merely by increasing the

_criterion score on the comprehension test from 30 to 1,5. gercenil correct..
,

illi

, .

Second, . in using this method; 'it may hot` be pOssibleto obtain' a °-
-.

,

.

. .0
repreientative sample

.

of job materials or even pp. determine the proper do-
main of materialstfrom whidh .sampling should be done: IA this regard, a
'major difficulty can arise due to the diet-lnction between formal job-task
specifications .and the actual or informal' job tasks that are peiformeA daily.
If persons. consulted "iegarding reading materials used in, doing a job base, '
their statements on their conceptipii, of the formal job, they are likely to
list materials that no one could reasonably be expected to .use in 'his normal
work -day activities: Alio, Interviews with amployesS may produce 'a distort d
sample of job reading materials, either through willful exaggeration or Amin-

,

tent ional omission.
o'

readability measureg,,tend -to set reading requirements 'some-
what higher thaddo the --othefempirical methods. For example; Caylor et al.
(1973) shot.red that !some Army jobs would. require 12th grade or higher skill
levels if readability factors 4nly were considered. However, since many

- persons with reading skills well- below that level wore performing success-
fully on those jobs, their findings must be viewed with caution.

Correlation of Reading and Job Proficienc y-Measures. A, general method
for estimating job reading keqUirements is the traditional psychometric pro-
tedure used to validate selection and classification testa. In this proce-
dure, performale ou A reading predictor test is related via correlational
techniques 'to performance on a job proficiency test. Ti a sufficiently high
relationship exists, cutoff stores on the reading predictor variable can be
selected to increase the. proOability of. obtailpmg students or employees who
will reach' an acceptable level of achievement on the' job proficiency criterion',

.

reasures.

17
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.Sticht (1975b), in conducting research f&r the Army, applied this
procedure to determine reading,demands of four jobs: cook,,..mechanic, supply
clerk, and armor crewman. SoldW 400 experienced men in each rating were
Administered standardized reading tests and two measures ofjdb proficiency:
(1) a 4- to 5-hour job,sample test,:in which each man performed job tasks
derived from job and task analysesi,and (2) a papei-and-pencil job kn6w-
ledgetest. In this effort, the-lowest level of reading used to establish
the reading demAnds of the job was defined in'terms.of.quartilesf that
is,:if a person was performing at a level belpw 75 per'cent of his fellow -
job performers,, and if his performance was Aystematicaily related to

,

reading skill, then it is:not unreasonable to target a reading training
program at a level associated with not.being overrepte edin the lowest
fourth"of job performers.

It should be noted that the purpoSe of this effort was to derive a
goal for reading training, Since all persons tested were, in fact, workin
in their jobs;-they,can be considered asvuccessful iob'performers. Hen

4 . it was necessary to discriminate among successful. job performers to der ve
goals for reading training.

4'

This method also has some aeridus lipdtations. For instance, since
the job proficiency measures are likely to-be only indirectly mediated by
knowledge that may have been learned by reading, the'relation of reading
-to 4.9b sample, performance shbuld"be smaller than those among general
triading measures and job reading tasks or other paper-and-pencil' measures
of job proficiency. This consideration, plus the fact thattfiecosts
of constructing an extensive. job- sample tilt and adolAstetinglt to
--A.fepredentative sample of jobs and job,kerformers are prohibitive would
sr'm to mitigate against the use of tuch tests for aIrbUt fundamental
research purposes.

Although correlating reading skill with job knowledge rather than
with job proficiency would ivetcome eost and administrative difficulties4
and permit standardization, the language skills required to answer test

(questiops may be very different from those required fors job knowledge
demands. Thus, feeding test scores may correlate- with a knowledge test
not because of the reading demands of the job but because of the language
demands of the test. The application of this method is:jystified only
if it can be shown that, the job knowledge test reflects job proficiency
and that job knowledge, rather than general reading skill per se, was
needed for scoring well on the job knowledge tests:

'Finally, this methOd provides nodirect in(UcAtion of how well a'.
person must read td perform .jobreading tasks.-Many job tasks can be
.,Farn,d Ant peiformed without reading. Obviously, to theeextent that job
loerformanee're4uires reading and jobknowledge, the job knowledgelipest can
reflect these demands. ,

, Job Reading Task Tests. The correlational analysis technique can
' be-made more directly relevant to job reading demands by relating general

reading skill to performance- -not of job tasks in general, but rather Of job
reading tasks (i.e.,; tasks in whi a reading is required).

18
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In this regard, SAcht (1975b) interyiewed Army cooks, mechanics,
and supply clerks at their job sites, asking them to identify reading materials .
they had used in performing some job task. He theobteined copies of these
materials and 'analyzed them aiito the reading tasks involved. Ta$44 such
as "reading tables of.contents," "reading indexes," "reading procedural
directions," and reading talfteS of standards and specifications" were
identified and used in construdting special .job readipg'task tests (JRTT).
to test individual ability Co perform different job reading tasks.

tbeJRTT and a general reading cpst were administered to, several
hundred Army personnel. Results were then used to relate various criterion
levels of achievement on the JRTT to the general RGL of ability needed to
achieve this criterion.

Thus, it was possible to indicate general reading levels associated
with various criterion levels -of performance on the job reading tasks as a
group. Given this information and'a decision about the criterion -level of
performance that jot'performers or job aspiradts should display on the job
rending tasks, a general literacy requirement can be estimated for.eacy
job:

, .1

In the Army research,.it was fOund that, if ,a criterion of
excellence was Chosen such that 70 percent of the people was expected to
get 70 percent correct on the jobreading tests, the general reading require-

, went for cooks was the 7th grade level.; mechanics, the 8th grade; and supply
clerks,'the 12th grade.

.

.
.

Of all the methods presen ed to this point, the job reading task
method repretenta the most direct approachto determiaing job reading require-
ments in that it takes as its cri erion measure the reading score oa the

. JRTT, a sample_of commonly used j b reading materials. To theextent that
(1) the passages constituting the JRTT represent all the reading tasks of the

WIjob, (2) the tasks people are as d to perform on the JRTT represent tasks
they have to perform on the job, and (3) job su...cess requires performance
of these tasks, then the ability to read the JRTT passages is the ability
to perform the job reading tasks and, thus, to meet the job reading,
requirement. .

o
.

.
. .

It should also be noted that, using the'JRTT7Method, reading skill
"level requirements will change, depending upon the criterion of performance
aelected.00.The problem, of specifying a criterion must be dealt with'in any
approach to the determination of reading requirements in which criterion
performance measures are obtained. The question is one of "how good is good
enough?" It is possible to say that all peopleshoule i)e-able to perform
all reading tasks with 100 percent mastery but, if there art restricted-man-
power pools and if many job reading tasks are quite complex, this goal would
seem unrealistic. ,
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Development of the Navy Reading Task Inventory/Test (NRTI/T)
7

Because of the shortcomings noted in bah the summary task statement
and the summary index 'number methods, it was decideel to incorporate aspect,
of both in determining the reading demands of 'Navy ratings. Essenti4ly;
the methodology usedinvolves a combination of the approach developed by \-

Smith .(1975) to determine reading requirements of Canadian occupations and
the job .reading task test (JRTT) method.developed.by Sticht (1975a) for
determining reading demands of Army occupations.

As Wicated previously, the JRTT methbd involves identifying reading
tasks'through interviews with workers and using these tasks in co strutting
special tests; By relating performance'on these test's to on a standardized

'reading test, it is possible to state how high a-geheratreading level a
persoApeeds,..on the ayeragt totbe able_to-Perform at a selected criterion
evel-on the JRTT. This.reading_lever then represents the reading demands
of the JO. The fact_that the JRTT approach uses adirect evaluation of a
person's ability to perfprm test items using job-related reading-materials
.is obviously advantageous. However, it also is disadvantageous, because,
the determination of reading demands of each job requires the testing of
personnel in those jobi. On the other hand, the Canadian summary task .

tatement method uses an inventory technique'to'detirtint that lands of
materials job performers read, and' why they read those:materials. ,AllhOugh
this inventory technique ear'beused in any number of Jobe', it does not r

provide general readinglevels of occupations.

In the methodOlogy-evaluated in the presen* study, 'a Navy reading task
inventory and test (NRTI /T) were developed. To-establish reading require-
menEs of Navy jobs using the inventory approach, it was.necessary to identify
.reading tasks. performed in Navy ratings and to scale those tasks according
to the level of general reading ability at which the probability-Of being,
able to perform the task eqUals or eiteeds some judgmentally established
criterion. With. this information, thexciding demands of a job can be
established by computing the average general.RGLneeded to pergorm the job
reading tasks found in the job duty position. Procedures for accomplishing"-
this activity include (1) identifying-job reading tasks, (2) classifying&
reading tasks in some general taxonomy Or categorization system, (3) coin-,
structing the Navy Reading Task'Inventor5 (NRTI) and Test (NRTT), (4) stal-

'. ing the reading difficulty level of Navy reading,tasks, and (5) weighting
the occurrence of itfferent tasks in different jobs by frequency and criti-
cality of performance to obtain the average level of --difficulty of the job
reading tasks. e.,

Identifying -Job Reading Tasks A

In Sticht et al. (1977), specific job reading, tasks were defined as
enabling subtasks that help the individual accomplish a specific job task.
For example, if a Auartermaster eeds,-to verify a computation of the,; times .

. of sunrise ann sunset (job task);'he*uld have to refer to the Air Almanac
for information about those times ai a given latitude and dafe/(enabling

'



subtask),and verify the computation. 'TwO types of enabling subtasks--
reading-to-do and reading-to7learn--were identified based on the type of
information processing required to perform the task.. A reading-to-do sub-
task involyes Looking up or'reading information for immediate use in com-
pleting a job. task; and a reading-to-learn, reading informatio: that is to '

be rdetained for later use. Subjects'in the Stich,t et aI. (1977) study (i.e.,
students, instructors, and job performers=in II different ratings), were asked
to provide examples\of both types bf reading tasks. A total af 325 tasks
was obtained, 186 of'\which were reading-to-do tasks. Becinese 70 percent

I

A the tasks reported\by job performers fell into thin category aid the NRTI
and NRTT,werefOcused on the job' situation, only the reading..-to-do tasks
were used in the exploratory development; of the NRTI andNRTT.1

. -

Clagaifying.the Reading Tasks ". 1
The first step in the reading task classification procedure was:to

sort.them into the following three job type groups .r cluStero defined'
by',Sticht-et :(1977)1

'.1. SerVice/Maintenance, consisting. of Boatswain'b Mate, Hull Main-
tenance Technician, and Mess Management SteVard ratings.

.1 '

2. Technical Maintenance/Repair, consisting of Aviation Structural
'Mechanic, Electrician's Mate, Electrohics Technician, and Gunners Mate
ratings.

3. Data, consisting'of AviationStorekeeperp.Personnelman, and
Quartermasteriatings. . ,!

The reading tasks within each job cluster were then examined to
determine what kind of skill they required for completion. As a-result,
two types of skill categnrieri-were established: fact-findingand following
directiona. In the case of fact - finding skills, it was assumed that the
indiiidual already knew jiow to do the particular job but needed some addi-
tional informitiop to completelt. For example, suppose the individual
was called upon to'rig a certain type of boom. He knew hnw to accomplish I

thetask but needed to use a manual to find out what type of pulley to lose.

Following directions skills, on the other hand, involve using a.
.

manual or other document to find out how to do a job. .For example, suppose
the%individual was called upon-to write a notice. If he did not knoichow
to dO it, he would have to consult a correspondence manual for step-by-step
instructions.

11/00
1A complete kit of 300 specific job reading tasks was developed from the

interview data, including jobjeading tasks for students, instructors, and
job' performers, and ncluding readViig-to-learn and reading-to-dn tasks. These
materials can be,used in developing job reading training curricula and
additional test items.

ON.
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Using these definitions, three raters;, all experienced in the-study
of job reading tasks, 'sorted the 186 tasks into one or the other of these
two skill classifications. The results and the percent of initial agreement

-along the three raters are shown in Table 1'. Agreeme4 as to whether a
--=given task was a fat-finding or following directions task ranged from 63
percent to 100 perCent of the tasks on the first sort. Subsequent discussion
'among the,three raters resolVed disagreements.

.

Table let

'Initial Agreement* Among'Raters Sorting,Reading -to -Do Tasks

. .

Instructors . Students Jbb'Incumbents, Total
..._..:,.

.

No. of_
Tasks .`

gating
Clusters

No.. of

Tasks
%

Agree
,---

Sery Maint 7 ' 71. .15

Tech Maint'

bata .

16

6
I - 63

100

18 ,

16

.
0

% No. of % No. of %
Agree Tasks Agree Tasks Agree

4.7 39, . .71 1 61 76

78 38 68 72 '70

63 31 , 74 53 79.
/ ..7

,
1

Table 2 shows the results of the classification analysis. Most.
task°1(N = 110) were classified as fact-finding. Instructors and job fiery
formers utilized fact-finding skills two to four times more than following
directions skilli, while students used following, directions skills much
more-than 'fact- finding skills (except: those;, in the Data cluster).

Table 2
_ .

:Classification of Fact-finding and Following DirectionsaTasks

RatIng
Clusters

. 5..."

Instructors Students Job Incumbents Total

FF FD FF FD 'FF *FD , FF FD

,,,,,

.

Sery Maint 5 2 4 11 - 26 13 35 26

-Tech Maint 14 2 , 2 i6 " 18 ! -20 34 38
Data 4 '' 2 10 6' 27 4 41 .12_ _....... ___

TOTAL '23 ,6 16 33 71 37 110 76.

0 2)
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Finally, the 186 tasks viei,:,analyzed to identify the type(s),--of
display contained within each. Th following types-were'identified: -(1) .'
text, (2) figures (forms), (3) tables, (4) text andryfigures, (5). text, and ,

.taliles, and (6) tables and figures. 44

The initialagreement between eaters on thid classification task
,.renged from 80 to 190 percent across job clusters. The average agreement

was 90 percent. Discussion among the raters resultedin the final agreement
shown in Table 3. _

4-

.Reading tasks requiring either fact- finding or followingdirections
skills applied to the six display types were found in all of 111e. ratings.
studied and reptiesgpt, #t an abstract level, the bulk of Navy Job reading

'teaks perforped in .the course of doing a job task in a.joit situation.

Table 3

-

.Classifidation of Job ReadiEg Tasks by Type of Display
,14 0.

v

Display Types

Rating CitIsters

Seiv/Maint Tech/Maint Data Total - 0

FF FD FD FF FD FF .FD

Text ,

Figures (Forms)

Tables

Taxt &.Figures

Text & Tables
b

Tables &.
ii

Figures,
a

TOTAL

16

26

7

,5

0

1-
55

' 25

.12

10

9

7

,

0

63

24

3i

12

14

1.

0

82

'

. '

33.

25

6

9

1

0

.74

25

15

20

6

'7

3

76

4,11

6

"2
.

3

1

0

23

-65

72

39'

25

8

4

213

69

43-

18

21

9

0

160

'

,

r

.

a
This display type was deletad from subsequent anal is because of its,

minimal occurrence. 4

14
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Constructing the Na;y Reading Task Inventory/Test (NRTI /Jr)

1. .

Development ofAthe NRTI. To deVelop a conbviet,set of reading-tasks
to represent the abitiact tasks derived in the classification effort, it was
necessary to find displays assource material for testing fact-finditig and
following directions skills that would not require specific job knowledge\
but.yet would be similar to,the1naterials used in various Navy jobs.' The
source found to be ideal for this purpose was The Bluejackets' Manual, which

'covers.a wide range of material relevant to all.Navy ratings. and is the basic
manual for new Navy recruits.,

.

r
;For each of the five display types, three examples-eagy, medium,

'and difficqltere selected from the manual. Selection cas baied'onthe
judged complexity of their information'processing requitements, For example,,
one table might be rated more complpx than another based on -the'number'of
rows and. columns or the amount and type of symbols used. Figures might be
rated more- or less complex based on the number of callouts or of_parts.

Using these displays, two forms of the inventory were constructed, one
for job.performers and one for t4eir supervisors. For each display included
in the inventory, questions were'asited on (I) performance, (2) frequency,
and (3) criticality (i.e., conseqUences of'naking an error) of the reading
task. The-questions included in the NRTI 'for'performers are, shown in '

. Figure 2; and those for supervisors, in Figuie 3.

z

-4

0 %re
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1

4.

.1"

(For FactFinding Displays)

(1) In your job.WOuld'you ever
have to perormreading tasks
using materitl'like thin to,
look up facts?

YE4* NO

(For'FollOwing Directions Displays)

(1)'In your jol would you ever have
to use material like this to
folloiiing directions?

YES NO

. 4

If YES If NO If YES , If NO
Answer .

't

go to next Answer- go to "next
,

' 2.6 3 example. . .2-& 3 example.

(2) How frequently do you perform a reading task similar to this?

1 to ,3

times
a year

-2

1 time
each
month

3

2 Co 1
times
a month

4 '5,
2

. 1.or more Daily
tithes

i:ach week

(3) What tight be the 'consequence cf a reading error with this type of
readg task?

1. No Consequence.

2. I would be disciplined and some tide would be wasted.

3. The job would have to be done over again and sometime would be
wasted.

4. The job would have to be done over and some materials would be
wasted.

:- The job'wou'd :ve to be done over and some people would be
inconvenien

6. Equipment w e damaged or, lost.

.7. I.Might be inju d or other personnel might beinjured.

Figure 2. _Sample of job performer fnventoryArform.
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(For Factzqinding Displays)

(/ Do the personnel yhom you .

u efvise perform reading
sks using material like

this to
6 look up facts?

YES NO

(For Following Directions'Tisplays)

(1) Do the personnel whom you
supervise perform reading tasks
using material like this to
follow direcions? -

YES ICU

(2) Of the total num.r of personnel in your rating, what percentages
must be able to perform this type of reading task?

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

(3) How often would personnel in your rating perform a reading task
similar to this?

1

1 to 3
times
a year

2 3

1 time
each
month

s- 2 to 3
times

month

4 5

1 cr mor2
ftimes

each week

^

(4) What mightbe the consequence of a reading error with this type of
reading task?

1. No consequence.

Daily

2-. The individual would be disciplined and some time 0Ould be wasted.

3. The job would have to be done over again and some time would be
wasted.

4. The job would have to be done over and somematerials would be
wasted.

5. The..job would have to be done over and some people would be
inconvenienced.

6. Equipment would be namaged or lost.'

7. The individual might be injured or other personnel might be
injured.

Figure 3. Sample of supervisor in"entory form.

3 .2G
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9.s shown, the supervisor's inventory, in ackltion to providing his
perception of the performance, frequency, and criticality of a reading task,
also obtains an estimate of the percent of people who must be able to per-
Aprm it. This information was needed for. use in conjunction with the expec-
tancy table data generated by the NRTT scaling to establish the task's teed-
dng grade difficulty lel.!9_..1

Pilot Testing of NRTI. The experimental NRTI was administered to
an Electrician's Mate (ER), a Gunner's Mate (GM), an Electronics Technician
(ET), and a Boatswain's Mate (BM) to determine whether or not personnel
would be able to respond to information displays as generic displays by
ignoring the grittific content. *

Table 4 presents the results for the responses to the "frequency
of use" questiori for the four Navy personnel. Some indications of the
degree to which the four resp6ndents ignored the display's content can be
obtained by comparing the pattern of with the pprson's rating
and with the content of the displays he-reported usin13. (It should be re-
called that an attempt was made to use display types of three levels of
complexity.) Looking. at the'fact-finding/text.ratings, we see that the ET
and EM personnel said they used'all three samples of texts. The BM reported
that he used no texts for faci-finding, but he did report-using figures
similar to examples in the inventory. In this case, both of those displays
dealt. with,content of special relevance to Boatswain's Mates: one with fire
hoses on ships; the other, with rigging. A similar situation seems likely
in the case of.the GM whO reported using only a certain text for fact-finding
which, incidentally, contained information about weapons. Both the GM and
BM probably were responding to some degree to the content of the display and
not to the-generic type alone, while the ET and EM appeared to be responding
only to the abstract category represented by the display.

The considerable variation shown in frequency ratings -for the four
men indicates that-the use of the 'frequendy rating with the inventory does
result in differential response patterns, at least among individuals. Whether
or not differential patterns would emerge for different/Navy ratings remains
to be determined through a large-scale survey.

follows:
The distribution of responses to the frequency categories is as

1. 1 to 3 times a year--9 percent.
2. 1 time each month--17 percent.
3. 2 to 3 times a month--10 percent.
4. 1 or more times each. week--28 percent.
5. Daily--9 percent.

A "OP rating (never) wasassigned to 32 percent of the reading tasks.
Note that some 37 percent of the tasks were rated as being performed e4ther
daily or one or more times each week.

18
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Table 4

Frevency of Usage Results from Exploratory StudYof NRTI,

Display

Type

Navy Rating

ET EM GM BM Combined

FF FD FF FD FF FD FF FD FF FD

Table of Contents 4 --- 4 4 -- 0 -- 3.0 --

Index 4 4 2 -- 1 -- 2.8 --

Text Easy 3 3 3 5 p 0 0 0 '0 1.5 2.0
Medium- 1 1 4 4 5- 0 0 0' 2.4 1.1
Difficult 2 2 4 5° 0 g 0 0 4 1.5 2.8 /

I

Figire Easy-- 3 2 5 5 4 2 2 4 73.5 3.3
Medium 2 1 4 4 0 0 0 4 1.5, 2.3
Difficult 3 2 4 4 0 0 4 4 2:8 2.5 .,

Table Easy 3 5 4 5 0' 0 1 3.3 2.0
Medium' 3 2: 4 5 0 0 0 0 1.,8 1.8
Difficult 2 1 4 4 0 0 0 0 1.5 1.3'

Text & ;

Figure Easy 3 2 4 4 0 0 1 3' 2. 0 -2..3
Medium 3 1 4. 4 '5 0 0 4 3.0 2.3
Difficult 2 2 4 4 0 0 "0 0 1.5 1.5

Text &
Table ,Easy 0' 2 4 4 1 0 ',0 0 1.3 1.5

-`Medium 2' 2 4 4 0 .0 2 3 2.0 2.3 :

Difficult 1 1. ;4 4 3 3 5 5 3.3-.3.3
,...

Note: Rating scale alternatives were coded as follows:

1: 1 to 3 times a year.
2. 1 time each month.
3. 2 to 3 times a month'. :

4. 1 ordore times each week.
5. Daily.

2Ef
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A "QP rating indicates that the respondent does not perform this
type of reading task.
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Results of the ratings of consequences of reading task errors are
given in Table 5. These data indicate that, as-with the frequency ratings,
a wide dispersion of responses is obtainable using the consequences scale.
The most frequently estimated consequence vas injury to self op others (7),
and it occurred most frequently with the figures display.
A

The distributiOnpof responses 'to consequence. categories is as
follows:

1. No consequence--11 percent.
2. Disciplined; some time'wasted--10 percent.
3. Job done over; some time wasted=13 percent.
4: Job done crier; materials wasted--5 percent.

'5. Job done over; people inconvenienced-3 percent.
6. Equipment damaged or lost---5 perceit.
7. Injury to self or others--25 percent.

A "0" (do not perform) was indicated for 32 perdent of the examples.

As shown,'the major consequence of categories"2, 3, and 5 above is the
loss of tide; of categories 4 and 6, tile'loss of material/equipment; and 7,
harm to personnel. Using these conseqUences as criticality. indices, reading
errors leading to loss of time would be least critical; to loss of material/
equipment, medium critical; and, harm to personnel, most critical. Following
this thinking, then responses of 2, 3, and 5 can be'assigned a value of 1;
of 4 and 6, a value of 2; and.of"7, a -value of 3. These values will be used
later in disdussing how the criticality intonation may be used to estimate
the reading deMands of Navy ratings.

I.
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Table 5

Consequence Rating Results 'from I&ploratory'Study of NR1I

Navy Rating

Display
_ET EM GM BM

Type
FF ---( FD .,, FF' /FD FF FD FF r, FD

Table of Contents
.-

Index

Text Easy'

Medium
Difficult

Figure Easy

'Medium
Difficult1

Table ,Easy`
Medium
Difficult

Text &,

Figure _Easy

Medium '

'Difficnit

'Text &
Table Easy

*Medium

*Difficult-

2
I_

.2 --

1 6

1 7

1 3

7 6'

.1 3

7 , 3

','. 3

5* 6*

7 1

3 7

3 4

7 7

0 5

7 7

1 1

2 -- 7 0
.

,2 --. 7 --.
,,

-----,; 7
..,

0 0 0 0

2-: 7 7 0 -, 0 0

,3 3 0 0 0 3

4 7 5 16 3 7

7 7 0 0 0 7

3 7 0 0 7 7

4 2 . 7 .0 0 3

7 7' 0 '0 0 0

7 7( 0 0 0 0

,,

3 4 0 0 4 4

7 3 -7 0 7 0 .3
7 -7 0 0 0 0

---3-- -2_ 1 0 0 0

2 2 --0_____G_____ 6 6

2 2 1 1 ----1- 1

Note: Rating scale alternatives were coded` as follows:

1. No consequence.

2. - I would be disciplined asgd. some timevnuld be wasted.

3. The job would have to be done Over again and some time would be
wasted.

4. The job would have to be done erer again and some material would
be wasted.

5. The job would have to be done over again and some people would be
inconvenienced.

6. Equipment would be damaged or lost.

7. I might be injurg,i or other personnel might be injured.

A "0" rating indicatesthat_the respondent does not perform this type
of reading task.
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Development of the NRTT. Development of the:Navy,Readifig Task .

-Test (NRTT) consisted of writing questions for the.displayfiypes used in
the Navy Reading Task Inventory (NRTI) (i.e., the five types:identified

;-plus the Table of Cont2uts and Index). Using .,the examples bf each display,
type from the -inventory (i.e.,; easy, medium, and difficult), three forms
of the NRTT were.constructed on thebasis-of judged complexity. These tests
were labeled Formi M, and D to reflect their estimated difficultylevel.

,

.The forms comprise 16 questions.' Thefirst'sixquestions of each
. .

forth are identical--three concerned with the Table of Contents; and three,
with the Index. Those qutstions are designed to test the studentis search/:
locate skills. Jheremaining ten questions--five requiring fact- finding.,
(FF) skills and five, following dpections- (FD) skills- differ for each:'

V NRTT form. The FF and FD sets of questions were designed so that one ques-
tion from each set requires the use-of one ofthe.five,identified-dfSgaY
types (i.e.,-text, figure; table, text and figure, text and tablf);::.-Ihe.
development of these qdestions vac, based ona conceptual analystdf the
reading task differences between looking fora specific spiece,Rfinformation
to complete a task that one already knows how to perform (F skill) and
looking for information that tells one how toperfarmA task (FD skills).
Essentially, the difference is in the type ofknowledge,the person has before
he starts the reading task--ihat he actually does with.test, figures, etc.
'ip performing the task may be basically the. same in either case. .Althodgh
both` FF and FD questions involve the locatiOU of facts,,following direftions
usually consists of finding out "whatioto do ne*t.'" Since the distinction
between FF and FD material is not always clear; the FD items in all three
forms involve (1) the statement of a task the person is perforthing, (2)
a listing of one or more steps the person has taken, and (3) a question
about what to do next. .

Appendix A includes (1) instructions-and sempleAuestionb provided
to testees, t(2) test items included in'NRTTFormsE, M, and D, and (3) the.
correct answer for each item. As shown, for' both FF and FD items (items
7 through 16 on all forms), data was provided as eb the type of display in-
volvedand the page in The Bluejackets' Manual where the information could
be found (e.g., "Text and Table, 206" for item 11, Form E, Page A77);-,.

Appendix B presents plates containing the following:
A

1. Test items included in Forms E, M, and b, juxtaposed with materials
from The Bluejackets' Manual testees were to use to answer the item.

2. Table showing the Tercentage of personnel at'each RGL (6 through
14) who got the correct answer to each item'. These resulti were used in

'scaling'the NRTT items for difficulty--see section be164.

3. Table showing the frequency of performance estimates by one job
incumbent in each of four Navy ratingeo.

Scaling the NRTT Items for Difficulty

The. scaling was accomplished by ediinisiering the three forms of
the NRTT to 247 Navy trainees undergoing recruit braining at San piegq, . 4

, 2
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California. All trainees brought their own copies:of The BlUeiackets'
.Manual to the.testing session'to be used in taking the NRTT. In addition
to the NRTT'i.trainees Were also administered the Comprehension section of
Form B of thehelson-Denny (ND) Reading Test(1960).- This test,,which was
selected. because it had been used peviously in Navy studies of the'reading
skills of A School persdnnel,(Aiken, Vuffy, & Nugent, 197E4, provides
tables for converting raw scores to reading. grade ldvelscAes over the
range from 7.2 to 14..-0. For the purpose4'of the present study, the lower
end of the grade level conversion.table was extrapolated downward to grade
6.0.

"

Testing time for the, NRTT was-45 minutes, which appearedmto be suf-
ficient for everyone to complete the test. ThiS was indicated both by ob-
servations during. the test session, and by the verylow rate of omissions
of questiofis coming near, the end of the,, test_.

Testing;time for the ND,'on the other hand, which was 20 minutes
was clearly not sufficient for many of the trainees; as indicated by the]
large number of omissions in the secorkihalf of the 36-iim test. This is /

consistent With the design of the ND which,lunlike theliRTT, emphasizeS
speed rather than power.

Results of the ND testing are; summarized is Table 6. The median
',reading grade Level of this Sample:is at the 10th grade level, which is
consistent with data reported by'i3uffy,(1976), using a different standardized
reading' test. 1

Table 6
3 \

Frequency Distribution 6f Nelson=Denny'RGLs of Navy Recruits

Reading Grade '
Level N

Frequency

(%)

Cumulative
, (%)

6 11 11
26 11 22

8 21 ,9 31
25 10

\
41

10 41 17 58
11 14 6 64
12 28 11 75
13 10 7 6 81
14 50 19 POO

J

TOTAL

m.mi

247 100 4
100,

3,2
23
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Table 7 presents the summary statistics for the three forme of the
NRTT for each reading grade level grouping On--the ND, It should be recalled
that each form of theO4RTT has a total of 16 Iioseible'points: The data
.indicate that, in terms of total scores, Form E was, atA)lanned, the least
difficult of the three fortis'. However, Forms II_AELa D are .not noticeably
different in overall difftpulty.

As shown in Table 7, considering the three NRTT forms together;
ezross all grade levels, the percent of correct scores ranges from 58, to
-94-jpercent%- Thus, even _the poorest readers (6th grade level) were able
to perform over half of the reading tasks on-the-moredifficultlorms.1
Oveiall, the rate of omissions dropped from 8 percent across the threei
forms for.6th grade level readers to less than'l percent for 10th grade
'level readers and beyond. Thus, most people attempted all/items.

-

The' correlations for the Nelson-Denny reading test witrthe'NRTT:
gOrms E, 114 and D were .53, .41, and .54, respectively. These somewhat
low Pearson r'e reflect both the fairly high success rate on the,Ehree
NRTT forms and the fact that ',.speed test is being correlated with a power

4

test.

;
If the time limits for the NRTT were decreased, the rate of infor-

mati processing could be used to further discristinate among trainees.
Under thii arra:.gement, an increase in the size of the correlation coef-
ficients for the NRTT and ND tests woulct,be expected.

Tableg 8, 9 and 10 show the proportions of. the total sample and
of each general ROLwho correctly answered each item on each NRTT form..
As shown in Table 8, on Form E, only.two items--13 and 16--had overall
accuracy rates of below 79 percent. Item 13 required respondents to study b*
a figure to determine two steps that-must be performed. Errors on-this
item were primarily due to omission of one step. Errors on item 16 were
primarily errors' of commission; that is, in('entering the wrong answer in the
space provided. In both cases, however, responses were takenfrom the ,

correct source: Thus, althOugh only 40 percent of the 6th grade level
readers got item 16 of Form E correct, 90 percent of them were able to
read/interpret the situation part of the qUestion and the'question itself
and to locatethe'specific material in-The Bluejackets' Manual vibe
used to answer-the question. However, they were unable to extract/enter
the appropriate,_ information needed.

-
Of the seven items on Form M with-accuracy rates below 80 percent,

one--#3--is a Table of Contents item that also occurs on Forms E and D.
Becluse accuracy rates are above, 80 percent tor this same item on Forms
E and D, the 70 percent accuracy rate of Form M is suspect. Finally,'nine
items on Form D had accuracy rates below 80 percent, confirming it as the
most difficult form. However, on an item-by-item basis,. there is a mixture
of difficulty levels among and within the three forms. In subsequent research,
these items could be reassembled into one or two forms having a more uniform
difficulty level.

4.3
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Table 7

Results'of NRTT and Nelson -Denny Testing .

ND

RGL
NRTT
Form N

tF

Mean Median
Standard

. Deviation.

Percent
Correct

6 '10 10.5 -11.5 3.6 70
M 6 9.2 9.5. 58
D 10 9.3 8.5 2.9 58

7 , E

M
D .

8

10

. 8

11.3

1 .1.0*

10:4 ,-

-

-4.0
11.0

11.0
21..37

2.5
1

75
69

65
,.0

.

8 . E 7 12.7 13.0 . 1.2 -/ 85
M 5 11.2 1J.0 1.3 70
D 9 .6 11.0 1.2 ,7.: 73

'';
9 E 8 13.0 13.0' 87

M 9 17.7. 13.0 1.7 1 79

,
D 8 9.8 10.0 3.1 1 \ 61, ,n

t
10 E *11 13.2 13.0 1.2 88

M 19 12.8 13.0 1.9 80

. ,

D -; 4 14.4 ' 13.0 1.6 . 78.

11 E 8 12.9 13.0 1.6 86
M 3 12.0 12..0 1.0 75
-D

r
3 12.3 12.0 0.6 77

12 E 7 13.0 13.0 1.2 87
M 6 12%5 12.0 1.8 78
D 15 12.5 13.0 2.1 78

13 E 6 13.8 13.5 0.9 92
M 5 - 11.2 12.0 2.5 7,0

D 5 13.2 13.0 1.8 83.

14 E 17 14.1 14.0 1.0 94'
M 18 13.4 13.0 1.3' 84

. D 15 11.7) 13.0 1.4 83

.34
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Table 8

Percent of Personnel Gettitirach -Item Correct on the
Experimental Navy. Reading Task, Test (Form E)

Task General Reading Grade Level of Personnel

Mate ial Item
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13. 14

Total

, .
... \, Table\ of .

f. .
Contents . 1 80 100 86 ,100 91 100 °100 .100 100 95

2 70 100 100 -100 100 88 100 100 94 .94
3 0 80 75 100 88 82 75 71 100 88 84 C;

Indee 4 80 75 86 100 100 88 100 100 100 93
5 90 62 86 88 91 88 , 100 4 83 '100 89
6 50 75 8 88 42 100 100 100 100 87

I/ Finding Facts
'Using:

.-!. ..

Texts ,7 60 62 71 88 91 62 57 100 100 79
Figures 8 '80 50 71 62 91 75 86 83 94 79
Tables- 9 . 90 100 100 100 100 88 100 100 100 . 98
Text & I-

Figure 10 90 88 NO 100 100 100 100 100 94 96
Trext & '

Table
,. .

a
11

Following
Direc
Using:

Text§ 12 70, 88' 100 88 91 -100- 86 83 100 90
Figures '13 y 20 25 14 38- 55 62 57 67 :59 45
Tables 14 90 100 100 10.0. 91- 100 86 83 100 95

Text &

Figure 15. 60 75 86 100 100 100 86 100 94 89
Text &

Table 16 - 40 50 86 62 55 62 71 83 82 66

N 10 8 7 8 11 8 7 6 17 82

-aThis item was deleted,from the test.

t P
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Table 9

Percent of Personnel Getting Each Item Co-erect on the
Experimental Navy Reading Task Test (Form.1) .

. -

Task/
,Genefal Reading Grade Level of Persennel

Material Item

Table of
Contents -r

2

3

Index 4

5

6

Finding Facts
Using:

Texts 7

Figures
Tables 9

Text &
Figure 10e

Text &
!!;.Table 11

Following
"Directions

Using:

Texts 12

Figures 13

Tables 14

Text &
Figure 15

Text &
Table 15

N

6 -..7 '8 9 10 11 12 .13 14
Total

ceki

100 90 100 100 95 100. 783 80 100 95
50 90 80 100 95 67. i00 80 94 89
33 '60 80 78 , 74, 67 67 80, 78 '70

83. 90 80 -78''.'21b0 100 100 80 100 93
50 90' 80 89 95 100 ?3 80, .100 89
50 80 1100 89 95 100:, 83 80 100 8.9

tc.

100 90 100 106 100 100 ,83' 100 100 98

50 AO' 60 56 68 33 50 20 56 53

83 90 100 100' 95 100._-.100 100 100 96

33 5(i- 0 89 41 33i: 50 60 56 51
4

83 90 100 89 89 67 100 100 100 93

.77

50 90 80 89 84 100 83 100 '89, 85
33 10 20 44 63 67 67 20 56 46
67 50 40 67 -79 100 67 60 72 68

33 60 80 67 84 57 100 '80 83 75

33, 60 -80 67 84 67 100 80' .83 75

6 *EY 5 -9 19 3' 6 5 18 81

27
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Table 10

Percent of Parsodfiel Getting Each Item Correct on the
Experimental Navy.Reading Task Test (Form D)'

s -

,General Reading Grade Level of Personnel

7 8 9

Table of

Coutent3 1 70 '88 100 75
2 90 88 100 75'

.3 100 38 89 50

5O

6

100 100 100. 75

100 100 89 50
80 75 89 88

10 11 12 13

90 100 100 .00
82 33 87 100
91 100 87 100

100 100 100 100'

72 100 $7, AO
.91 100 93 -46

Finding Facts-
Using:

Texts ` 10 "63 67 38 ?DO 100 93 100.
r Figures 4 60 50 56 75 82 67 73 80

'Tables . 9 70 88 67 50 72 '100 53 60'.

Text &
Figuze. 10. 40 75 78 , 75 91 100 60 80'

&

Total

.

14

100 92

73 ,4J13

80. -81
.,

9"3 96-

93 81
93 88

100 -75

93.1. 73

601-

93 75 .

. Text

Table 11 30 50 67 75 64 100 '80 so' - 07 48
Following,

Directions
,,d"Using: r _?

,

Texts 12 . 40 38 78 50, 73 100 87t 100
Figures 13 .20 SD 50, -27 0 20 80
Tablas 14 1 20 38 22 38 46 p SO 80
Text. &

Figure 15 lb 30 38 56 63 55 33 67 . 40
Text &

Table 16 70 63 78 50 100 100 87 80
-A

N
1

10 8 9 8 11. 3 15 5

4

3r

.1

-100 74 .

40 33-

67 49 .

67 54

87 80

I
15. 84

1,1



Overall, bn.the three forms of the NRTT, there are36 different .

items (3 TOC, 3 Index, 15 fact-finding, and 15 following directions). Of
these, 17 or 47 percent, had an. accuracy rate of less than 79 to 80 per' -
cent correct. .0f those, 10, about' 60 percent, were following directions
items, suggesting that the additional information processing involved in
many of the FD items': which render them more like "problem'solvire items,
makes them more difficult to apswer correctly,

4
fit The relationship of general reading ability to performance on the
NRTT itemsis illustrated in Figure 4, which shows that for the 48 reading
tasks attempted by 6th grade level readers on the three NRTT fo s 42 per-
cent of the tasks had accuracy rates equal to or less than 50 pe cent. The
proportion of reading tasks having this accuracy rate decreased t a low of
6 percent averaged over the 12th, 13th, and 14th reading grade levels. Thus,
the probability that more than half of the people at a reading grade level
will be able to perform a.given Navy reading task,showg-a seven-fold decrease
from the 12th to 14th grade level to the 6th grade level.

#-^

' With the data on general RGL ability and on performance on the Navy
reading tasks 'given in Tables p, 9, and 10, it is possible to determine
the proportion of people at.various general RGLs who can successfully com-
plete each Navy reading task test item. For instance, we can se4 that 40 4,
percent Of 6th grade level readers can successfully complete item 10 of
Form D (Table 10r, compared to 93 percent of 14th grade level readers;

, --
To 'establish the reading difficulty level .of a givenNavy'reading

task, a jddgment must be made c6ncerning the proportion. of men ata given .

'general RGL who must be able to perform thaexask. In-general, as indicated
in Figure 4, the higher the proportion-of people whom the Navy would like to
be able to perform a'given reading task, the higher the general RGL of ability .

,

needed. For instance, if it is desired that 93 percent of personnel arg
able to do the task described in item 10 of Form D,. this will require a.,14th
grade level of general literacy. If it is desired that 40.percent of per-.
sonnel perform the reading task, this criterion will be met by people having
a 6th 0ade.level.of literacy. Since the actual stringency of the criterion
level may reflect the nature of the reading task and itelrequency and/or
criticality, the.criterion'levels of

.1'

performance for each reading task must
jbe established in consultation with job supervisors and job performers.

It should be recalled that he Navy Reading Task Inventory for supervisors

(t
calls for a judgment of th percentage of personnel in the supervisor's -rating
that must be able to perform each type of Navy reading task represent&I in 0

the NRTI. .

Once this perFentage criterion is'established, it is a simple matter
to examine Tables 8, 9, and 10, results for Forms E, M, and D of the NRTT,
to determine the lowest general RGL at which the criterion is achieved for
a given reading task, which then becomes the reading difficulty level of
that task. i

29
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Establishing Reading,RequIreients for Navy Ratings

Reading requirements for Navy ratings are established by combining
the information about the reading difficulty level of Navy reading tasks with -

the data on the frequency and criticality of reading tasks obtained with the
NRTI so as to assign more weight to those reading tasks of greater frequency
and criticality. If all,tasks are equally frequent RGL
will simply be the average of the item RGLs for the percent passing specified
by the supervisor.

To illustrate the procedure involved in using the frequency.and
criticality information and the RGL of Navy readihg tasks for determining
the general rpading requirement,of a Navy rating, the fictitious data of
Table 11 will be used. This table shows three reading tasks that were cited
as being performed on the job (by one or more persons). 'The first task
(Fact-Finding, using texts as represented on Form E; NRTT), is performed
daily (F = 5)i'and an error results in a loss of time (C = 1). 'Supervisoes
have indicated that 80 percent of the people need to be able to do this
type of reading task. Table 11 shows that on Form E,,Fact-Finding using
Texts, it is at the 9th grade reading'level that we first find at least SO
percent of the people performing the task accurately. Thus, the task is
assigned an RGL of 9. Following this same procedure, the data fiir the Fact-
Finding/Figures and Tab2ei tasks are obtained.

Table 11

Hypothetical Data for Illustrating How Reading Grade Levels
Are Determined for Navy Ratings

Reading Grade
Nal?), Readilhg Task Frequency (F) Criticality:(C) Level (X)

Fact Finding Using:
(Form E)

Texts 5 1 9
Figure, 3 2 6
Takes 2 3 6

.To compute the reading grade level for a rating, the formula shown
below is used. This formula involves adding the,frequency and criticality
of scores for each reading task and then multiplying the RGL of the task by
the sum of the frequency and criticality scores. Then, the sum of each of
the products resulting from the preceding operation is obtained. Next, all
the frequency and criticality scores are added to obtain an overall total
for these scores. This total is then divided into the preceding sum, and
the result is the RGL of the rating, weighted by the frequency and criticality
of the reading tasks. In the example shown below, the RGL for the rating is
7.1.

40
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RGL =
[(F + C) X

1
[(F +.C) X

2
] + . . . [(F + C) Xn]

ting.

[(F + C), + (F- C), + . . . (F + C)x
. A2

[(5 + 1)9] + [(3 + 2)6] + [(24 3)6]

[(5 + 1) + (3 +' 2) + (2 + 3)]

54 + 30 + 30 114

RGL = 7.1

Following this general approach, with the NR11,'one obtains an
indication of the types of reading tasks Navy personnel perform and the
frequency and criticality of these tasks. Used in conjunction with the ex-
pedfancy tables that show the proportion of personnel afdifferent reading
levels who perform Navy reading tasks correctly, it is possible to calculate

- the general RGL of Navy ratings.
64.

Critique of the NRTI /T

The.materials and prdcedures described in this section for determin=
ihg the reading tasks performed in Navy ratings and the general level of
reading skills required by these raters must be considered.of an experiMental

. nature. First, only four Navy job performers (EM, dm, ET, and BM) were
administer& the NRTI, none of whom was a supervisor.' For the GM and BM,
there,was some indication that they were responding to some degree to the
content, of the display and not to the, eneric type of task alone. Further
research to develop instruction's or brief training periods for helping people
to better understand the nature of the task might help remedy this problem.

Second, there is no evidence to suggest that, the three samples of
display. type (texts, figures, etc.) in the.NRTI actually represent different
levels of complexity or that they were responded to on this basis. Indeed,
there is evidence to the contrary. The last item of each NRTI displayed
three passages of materials that had been previously scaled for difficulty
in the development of a readability formula (Sticht, 1975b). The four
testees were asked to read' all three rassages'and rate them as to their
difficulty. .Since onlyone rater, agreed with the original scaling, it seems
unlikely-Oat the testes werg,samitive to differences in rfaaplexity in
the ,three samples for each display type as they Cqmpleted the ,NRTI, espe-
.cially since they were not instructed'to attend..to t4e display complexity.
FUribir, it is. neither certain that the-displays are, in fact, of different

^. complexity, levels (even though they were judged ad Such by the NRTI devel-
.

Oper) nia that the dimension of complexity yds tapped in the NkTT and con-
tributed to the difficulty of the 'err items. In the latter case, the
difficulty may'haverresided in Oe questions rather than the materials or
in a combination of the materials and questions,.



Despite initial editing, some NRTT items still remain ambiguous and
permit a wide range of responses that might be considered correct. This is
especially true for,the following directions questions. These questions
should be more carefully draffed so that (1) in the situation component,
the reader is l'ed mentally through steps of a process, and (2 ) the question
is then posed as to what step or steps must be performed next to reach the
desired outcome. In Appendix A, Item 15 of NRTT Form rI (page"A-10) illus-
trates this approach fairly well, although the open-ended response format
still permits a variety of respbases that require some judgment for scoring.
This latter problem could be resolved by using carefully designed multiple-
choice questions.''

Determining whether use of the NRTI/T presents a valid estimate of the
reading demands of Navy jobs is a most serious problem. It may be easier
to know that an approach is not valid-than 0 know that one is. For instance,, .

a a variety of Methods for detertining'reading demands of jobs was reviewed
earlier: The readability method is an empirical method that can be performed
by clerks or computers. HOWever, the question of validity seems clear with
the readability approach: It in no way involves figures -and tables in the
estimate; and, as we found in the structured interview (Sticht et al., 1977),
only 32 percent of the reported reading tasks involved texts-only while"
62 percent used figures or figures and teRts.combined. Thus, simply on the
basis of the information displays involved, the readability formula :approalch
does not appear to validly represefit NaVy reading tasks.

As men4oned-on page 12, the structured interview produced over 320.
specific job tasksin which reading subtasks wefe performed. Perhapi the,
most valid estimate-of the reading difficulty leve-of Navy ratings would
be obtained by having pet onnel of vatious readidg levels peitfOrm the actual
job tasks and reading'subtasks that were reported tehave been performed.

f. These items could then be scaled for difficulty'as in-the present study
if a "proper" scoring system were available. CompletionVf the job task .

might be scored but perhaps some could be completed even though some cr all
of the reading material was not understood. There is no way one can know
this: Similarly, the importance of reading speed depends oh a number of
situational factors; thus, the relative importance of a speed scorecannot
be specified-for the general case. Finally, the options for determinipg
reliabilit, raised a whole new stet of problems.r

From all this, it should be apparent,that there 16 no such empirical
= . "thing" or "stuff" or "event=' or "condition" known`as "the reading demands
' of a job." Reading demands are not discovered, they are created by proce-. .1

dures that are moe or less systematic and performed according to more.or
less specifiable rules. Thus, the question of the validity of any estimate
canronly be answe ed in respect to a model or theory of job-related reading

--that would define stematic procedures for obtaining estimates of reading
demands of jobs for various purposes permitted by the theoretical constructs
'involved. In this regard, a general model for a specific job reading task
was developed in the Sticht et'al. (1977) stUdy'of the role of reading.
The specific job shown consists of a number Of steps. With each step, there
is an implicit question: Do I know how tcl do the next step? If the answer
is yes, the person proceeds through that step to the next one. If no, he-
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performs asubtask involving a general operation call "read," which-acts
on a data base called "material." Information is extracted by the "read/
material" routine until the job task step can be performed, and the per-
son proceeds through the task.. Although this model 4efines a job reading
task so that the goal of obtaining samples of such tasks is readily achiev-
able, ignorance of the'size and composition of the ,domain of reading tasks
leaves open the question of the validity/representativeness of the sample.

'Although this model is useful for-,cof/ecting samples of reading tasks,
it is not so useful for developing reading task tests. In this case, a
theory or model is needed for constructing reading tests that can be applied
to the sample of reading tasks. ,HOtrever, to be certain that these reading"
tests match the information processing that was done in the actual perfor-
mance of the reading task on the job, the theoretical, constructs in the .

reading test model must be incorporated into the interviews or other approaches
used to obtain the sample of reading tasks. Thus, it is necessary to query
people about their information processing during the performance of a reading
task, in,order to discover= Whether or not they perform the types of informs-.
tion processing involved in the odel of reading. This was the approach
taken indthe Stichtset al. (1977)

-a?

study of the role of reading in the Navy.
As indicated on page 12, the 186 reading-to-do tasks obtained in this study
were used in the development of the-NRTI/T since they represented 75 percent
of the types of reading tasks job performers reported.

The construction of the NRTI introduced a host of new conceptual/
procedural problems. For_instance, is it possible fdr people to rate their
performance of generic reading tasks, when all the NRTI can present is a
number of specific displays (texts, figures, tables, etc.) with their spe-
cific content and(unspecified) dimensions of complexity, legibility, etc.?
Although the Canadian,study (Smith, 1975) has Presented numerous displays
that people used as generic displays (even though each display was a'"species"
of the "genus"), that study did not have any way to determine the extent
to which a genus versus a species basic accounted for people's judgments:

8 In the present study, responses to the NRTI by the !our job performers:'
contained evidence to suggest that people mai not respond to the genus aspect
of a species display but, rather, to the content of the latter.

In addition, responding to information displays with a simple "yes,
read things like that" or "No, I do not read things like that" doesnot

define a task, because the term "read" is not defined. ,However, since figures
and tables are considered to be "read," a'general definition like "extracting
information from visual displays" may be necessary. Theproblem with this
definition is that extraction of information can go on at various levels.
For instance, one can extract inforiation about the kind of type (pica?)
used md the color of the ink--or one can extract information useful for con-
structing ideas represented by the message encoded in,the printed display.
If the latter is the goal, it is necessary to know what type of information
is being sought, for what types of ideas, and with what type of given display.

For the above reasons,'an attempt was made tddetermineJ(1) what
kinds'of generic displays (texts, figures, etc.) people read and (2) whether
or not they used these displays toseek two generic types of information.
These two types are specific data for accomplishing a task -(fact finding)
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and specific information about what to do next (following directions). How-
ever, since we have little evidence that _these wrious'distinctions entered

into people's judgments when completing-the_NRTI, we cannot be certain that
the NRTI validly represents our conceptual distinctidns--whether or not the.
latter are'useful ways of thinking aboUt job reading tasks.

Finally, the question of scaling tie NRTI items for difficulty imposes
the additional problems of how to formulate fact finding and following direc- ,"
tions questions. Some of the problems involved in this endeavoi' were discussed
aboVe. Suffice it to say that a better conception of the distinction between
fact finding and following directions question seems desirable to determine '

whether or not any major differences in information processing exist betwee
these activities, and, if'so, whether items "an be written to separately /
evaluate these differences. Beyond this, problems of drawing inferences/
about; a generic type of itcl from a specimen of that item still remain.

It should'be pointed out that the foregoing problems are not specific
.

tothe detefmination ofjob reading requirements. Indeed, they permeate all
aspects of job and task afialysis and all psychometric jpproaches to the evalua-
tion of skills and knowledges in anyidomain of activities. Within these
limits, it is believed that the,NRTI/T procedures described herein can, with
further refinement, be usefully, applied to the assessment of ,the reading
demands of Navy ratings, sc that job-related re4a4ling curricigaand objectives
can be more meaningfully conceived.

Li
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SURVEY OF THE NAVY'S TRAINING SYSTEMS-

To build a more responsive career development system, it is'necessary
to understand, the components of the subsystems to be integrated,, and to
identify any existing formal or informal linkages between these subsystems
that might be used to facilitate the integration,of job skills and literacy
skills training. Therefore, -.his-section will.biiefkitescribe the Navy's
current Job Skills Training, General Education, and Career Counseling
Systems.

Information concerning these career development subsystems was obtained
via site visits to Navy Training Centers, interviews with nizant Navy and
civilian training personnel, and review of relevant Navy andc ilian litr
erature.

Job Skills Training System

The Navy's Job Skills Training System, illustrate& cn the:left side of
Figure 5, is designed to receive relatively unskilled civilian personnel and
to*train them to become competent job performers witEina short time'period.
This allows the Navy to maintain a constant manpower level both on share 'and
in the fleet.

44_1

Nature of the Training and Its Components

7 '
.Briefly, Davy enlisted personnel are selected into the Navy based on

the results of the mental and physiti examinations administered at the Aimed
Forces Entrance and Examination Station (AFEES). Upori inductic;n, these per-.

sonnel proceed through a series of training programs; Recruit training, and
Basic Technical (Class A) School or Apprenticeship training, before.being
assigned to their first tour of sea )luty. During their.initial job assign-
ment, new personnel receive on-the-job training under '-the directiod of their
work supervisor,ig-part of their regular work asSlgnments. After an individual
has mastered the entry level jobs in hig rating, he is eligible for advanced
job training, generally provided as a reenlistment incentive by the Nair?. Upon
completion of that trainirri, hejs again returned to the regular work force and
continues' -in the training/work cycle until career termination.

Reading Demands of System Activities

A major reason for studying the job skills training system iwto
identify areas in which reading requirements, as imposed by some career
activity, might act as a,barrier to areer,fedVancement. 'Taus, relevant Navy
policy end training documents, describinglhOth the resident and nonresident
training programs, as well as,any formal advancement requirements, were reviewed.
The Navy's "Manual of Qualifications for Advancement (NAVPERS 18068) was of
special value in phis regard. This review indicated that, with'thesexception
of E-2, all rate advancement steps have substantial reading requirements. In
fact ; -as soon as a person applies-to enter the Navy, he is faced with a very
heavy literacy skill requirement in the farm of the aptitude testing, whi.Ch
occurs at the AFEES. Since most aptitude tests are paper-and-pencil tests, the
person's reading ability (literacy skills) has a.diteqt affect on his ability
to demonstrate his true aptitude. His performance on these tests has a lasting
importance, in that the scores obtained are used to detemine his initial career.
andijob training assignment, as well as his future career and training assign-7?
ligeAPP.
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Figure 5. Relationship between the Job Skills Training and GED Systems.
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Resident Training Activities. In hii first formal NW.Ty assignment,
Recruit Training (RT), the new_recruit again faces a literacy skills require-
ment in the dual form of taking lecture notes and studying (reading) them..
and studying thd Basic Military Requirements Manual and bluejackets' Manual
in'preparation for taking the four paper-and'pencil multiple-choice tests
administered in RT. In,order to successfulr complete RT, he must meet a
specified percent c ect standard on each to t. Sticht et al'. (1977) found.
that 35 percent of the ob performers and'5 percent of the students reported
experienCing some,readi g problemc in RT. Sin e the job performers are
recalling their RT expe iences, while the stude ts are reporting immediate,
IT experience, the stu nts' judgment should., probably be considered as more
valid; hence, it wo seem that the reading demands are not particularly,
heavy for this car er activity.

\
Despite e fact that only 5 percent of the students reported'.

.

7

experiencing r ading'problems in RT, this is the only point in the training
pipelihe where literacy training is formally required for Navy, personnel.

_Thus, it would seem that either the literacy load in RT ip perceived as being
r'''substantial, or that this literacy training is perceived as preparation not -.

' only eor RT, but for-the next phase in the recruit's training, The latter '''
may be the case, since neithdl the recruit nor the students in Class oi.'

Apprenticeship schools have any other opportunity te,acquire literacy' training.

% Upon successful completion of RT, the recruit A assigned to either
A school, initial job skills training, or to apprenticeship training in one
of four rates: Airman, Constructionman, Fireman, or Seaman: In any case,
the student is again faced with the need'to use his literacy skills to success-
fully complete this stage of his formal training. From obserVation of the
Seaman apprenticeship school and specified A schools, the research staff

.

,

observed that both types of schools tended to rely heavily on, the lecture/note-
taking/text-reading/written-test-taking procedures of training. It was also
observed that the materials and academic load is heavier in the A schools than
in the apprenticeship schools. This observation Is supported by the Navy's
policy of generally..pending only its more qualified, better aptitude personnel
to the A schools, with the apprenticeship schools usually receiving the other
personnel. In any case, the training'ac:this stage of a person's career relies
heayily updn the person's ability to obta.,in and demonstrate his atf-zinment of
knowledge through the use of his literacy skills. This conclusion is reinforced,
by the fact that some 56 percent of the students interviewed by Sticht et al.
(1977) reported having some problems understanding (reading),the materials

,

used in Class A school programs. Overall, -RI percent of -all the personnel
interviewed reported reading problems with the A school training.

Nonresident Training Activities. Once an enlisted man is Termanently
. assigned to'a duty station, the next major literacy skill requirement, in

' reference to formal career advancement requirements, occurs either when he
begins to prepare for advancement to the next rate level, or when he is sent,
for advanced training at a Class C school. The latter ,literacy lead is
probably very similar to that described above for the Class A schools in
most cass. In reference to rate advancements? there is no formal literacy
skill barrier for advancement to E-2. For advancement to E-34 A school grad -
pates mustcomplete,the Basic Military Requirement (BMs) correspondence
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'course (i.e., -read the text and-answer the multiple-choice questions provided,
with the text). Students are required to meet a modestostandard of number
of cotrectly.answeredoqu,lstIons per section before being officially certified
as having s*cesdfUlly completed the course. Apprenticeship graduates must
'take the same coursnder the same conditions, in addition to taking the
correspondence course for their.rate (i.e., seaman, Fireman, Constructionman,
or Airman)., This course operates under-the Stme.guidante and standards as
the.iMR correspondence course. However,,these students must take a written
end-of-course-test, either a locally constructed one or one available from
the correspondence course center, in order to be officially certified as having
successfully completed the course.

;.There are two najor mandatory correspondence course requirements
(literacy requirements) impOsed,on all Navy personnel for preparation for
advancement to Petty iifficer 3rd Class (E-4) and 2nd Class (E-5):

1. Military Correspondence Course(CC)'for P03 and"P02.

2. Rating seecific,3 and 2 correspondence courses.

Both courses are composed of a rate training manual and a aeries:of
multiple-choice questions and,follow the same administrative-procedures
described for the'BMR CC.' There is a separate Military ReqUirements CC for

'personnel advancing to E-4 and to E-5. However, the railing CC is d combined
course for p0 3rd and 2nd Class, which IS required to be formally completed
only once. Apprenticeship graduates are required to take their specific rating
P03 and2 CC in order to be eligible for advancement.to E-4, while A school
griduates are not required. to take their speCific rating CC until they are
ready for advancementto E-5.,,After completing the CC requirements for advance-
ment; All personnel must take A Navy-wide Military Leadership Exam and a Navy-
wide exam in their specific rating for proMotion to E-4 (P03) and for pro-,
motion to E-5 (P02). Both of these exams ire.paperTand-pencil teats.

For promotion to E-6 and E-7,.the mandatory' requirementcorisista of the
P01 and Chief CC,,, which need be taken only fOr the E-6/promotion; and theNavy-
wide exam in the specific rating for E -6 -and for E-7. Thus, the reading demands-
imposed by correspondence courses'seeM to be rather heavy; in. this regard, over
a third of the personnel interviewed reported having difficulty understanding
the CC materials. In fact,. -73 pereent'of the instructors (N 11) indicated
that they had difficulty with their CCs.

General Education Training System

Paralleling the job skills! training system is the Navy's General
Educational Development(GED) system, which is designed to, provide Navy
personnel with opportunities for personal growth and develbpment in the
areas of general education knowledges and skills. For'present purposes,
we may consider this' system to be composed of two major components: (1)

in-house literacy training programs (on-duty) and (2) off -duty general
education,progpmm; The latter is subdivided into two branches: (1) the
Navy Camputt.Or Achievement (NCFA) and (2) the Defense Activity for Non-
"Traditionaljahcational Support (DANTES). Before discussing the current
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linkage,s between the GED system and the job 'skills training system, a brief
-deeckkion of the components, of the GED ayStem will be presented (see
Figure-5).

/

lin,:House Literacy Training

One aspect of the.Navy's GED system is the:On-duty remedial reading
.

training provided fckr, selected Navy recruies.during the early. weeks of,.
Recruit Training - -the Academic Remedial Training (AR9. This training,
given at the' Navy's three recruit training centers at Gleat Lakes, San Diego,
and Orlando consists of'short-ter0-(maximum length is 8-weeks).training pro-
grams provided to assist marginally skilled personnel in coping with the
minimum readingdeman6 of Recruit Training. ART, the first general educa-
tion training offered' to Navy recruits, is provided by removing from RT those
students identified as having marginal reading skills; i.e., reading below
the 5.0 reading grade level. 'These selected students are sent to a short
remedial reading program at the Recruit Training Center, upon completion of
which they are returned to Recruit Training.. 'Depending on the local ART
regulation-, nonsuccessful ART students can be recommended for discharge from
the Navy.

/
' Off-Dut cation

I

,/ The Navy's off-duty education system is the Navy Campus for Achieve-
anent (NCFA) prpgram. The NCFA, officially delpribed by CNETINST 1560.3;
,(1975), is "the management ystem that coordi#4tes all voluntary off-duty/.

.

/ educational experiences
>

an& integrates them-s.401,on-duty programs . . . (so
as to) contribute to the ge ral academic and vocational development of all
naval isonnel" (p. I-1):

,

1

NFCA Objective. The formal objectives of the NCFA, program are:

1. "To piovide;maVar personnel With voluntary off -duty
educationni Opportunities for career ong,range needs of *-ft.

Navy, the nation, and themselves.

2. "ToreprpvTae for theblighMent of on-site off-duty,
/--eclUcat4nal servicesprograms at every naval activity

'(3,,Shorqan0 afloat) eficOmpassing'a broad range of
'edUcafional experiences fhcludingbasic and remedial,
,,education; high school equivalency and/or high school

....

,d4ploma programs; associate, baccalaureate, and advanced
,degree programs; and vocational and technical programs.;

fc

. 'ITo maintain a petwork of professional educational
advisorS who provide unit commanders with technical
guidance concerning educational programs and Navy

,

personnel with educational and vocational counseling.,- -,
-,- ,

, ' .
2..".

,

"To provide for the elimination of obstacles nava0erl:,
sonnel face in- the attainment of educational goals .- ,:

='

4

/
1
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such as residehcy requirements, non-transferability '.
of credi, non-recognition of Navy on-duty education
and tragnink by civilian institutions, and reluctance .

by trade organizations tovalidate,Navy job experiences."

(CNETINST 1560.3, 1975, pp 1-2.6, 1-3)

NCFA Programs. The six basic programs included in the NCFA are

listed below:

Program -Name Basic- Purpose
r-

NCFA Degree Program

Instructor Hi Pr gram

Tuition.Assistance-Prograz

Program for ,

Afloat CollegeEdpcation (PACE)

Veterans AdminisAtion Educe-
!.;ir_lnal AssistsscejOI Bill,

s'Vetztans Administration E4uca7 Provide basic skill upgrade

tioual Assistan6--Predischarge training to permit studentto
Education Program (PREP) obtain GED or high school diploma.

SANIELImup/and Oblectives. NCFA ,also coordinates the DANES

progtam which has two Ir.;',:n objectives:
.

Provide Pose-Secondary Educe -

"tional Oppoitunities.

r.

-;ravide credit-bY-eximination programs for military
personnei through the Services voluntary education

.

programs, and

2. "to.prepare'and distribute a Catalog of independent
study programs and courses available to servicemen

And women.,"

This prograk is just getting ;tatted, but it .t.co is geared towards providing

post secondary assistancelto gory'personnel. Thus, the majOr thrust for the

Navy's General-Education Devplopme:t system is at the post secondary level,

with only minor concern being gi' :a tol.rograms like PREP and ART, whi9h are

concerned with assisting marginally skilled or educated personnel. -

Linkages Between JOb S'ills Training and GED'

Formal

Currently, two linkages exist between the job skills training and GED

systems in,the form of official Navy literature.x!One of thus' linkages is

between RT and the academic remedial (reading)7iraining (Al., .ntioned

above. According to BUPERS-,----11,personnel-identified byRT instructional
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or administrative Tersonnel as having "severe, genuine difficulty with the
mastery of presented subject matter because of literacy problems, . . . will -
be considered a candidate for remedial literacy training" (BUPERS'letter
13 Sep 67, Pers-C211a-aJr, Ser:C21/209). Formally stated, the objective. of
ART is to help recruits raise their reading ability to a reading grade level
of approximately 5.0, as soon as posSible.

Another formal linkage-is-mandateeby NCFA policy,,which requires
that personnel4ceive educational counseling within 36 days of arrival at
a new duty station: Howgver, during conversations with NCFA staff, it was
indicated that current NCFA staffing (including Education Service Officers)
does not permit close adherence to this policy. Other than the NCFA policy
and the RT/ART linkage, there seems-to be no other formal Navy policy-imposed
'linkages between the job skills training:and Lae GED systems.

This same relationship was examined in both the and Air Force
systems to see if those services operate differently tharithe Navy. It was
found that this same limited formal relationship also exists.in the.Army,
where the4only tx.skicy linkage is between the Army's entry level job skillg
training program and Its literacy training program.. -ThesArmy's Advanced
Individual Training Preparatory. Training (AITPT), Training and Doctrine
Command Circular 621-1, requires that all Mental Category III and.IV person-
nel; with certain jpb assignments, who read below the 5.2 grade :level, are to
be )given remedial reading training. The regulation also permits °per per
sonnel-in trainee status to be assignedto theAITPT program on a space avd11-.
.able basis-.- This training, with a maximum 3.ength of 6 weeks, isgiven just -
prior to job training so as to prepare marginally literate personnel to cope
with the reading demands inherent in the job skills training. The program's
objective is theattainment of a minimum 7.0 reading grade level in job.-

. related reading.
.7k

In contrast to both the Army and the Navy, the Air Force has estab-
lished two-policy linkages between their,job skills training and their GED
training systems. The first, equlmalent to the Navy's-RT/ART, and to the
Army's Job Training/AITPT linkages, is the Air Force regulation requiring
all newly inducted Mental category IV personnel reading below 6.0 to be given
remedial rea'ing training. The program, of 13 weeks maximum length, is given
pribr to basic militar training and has the objective of having personnel
attain a 6.0 reading grade level. The Second formal'llnkage, created by Air
Force Manual 50-23, is between -job skills upgrade training, given after an
'airman 'has been assigned to a permanent duty station, and remedial reading
training.- The regulation requires that all personnel with an Airman Qualify-
ing Examination score or Airman Classification-Battery general score of 50
or less, and who score below the 9:0 reading-grade level on a standardized
reading test, be enrolled in a reading improvemet course concurrent with
-job skills upgrade training. (The latter isa correspondence course designed
to prepare airmen for'the next highet level of job skills and duties.) The
regulation also permits other-spersonnel, identified aS having reading prob-
le4 on the job, or in the vpeade training, to be assigned to thi rtieding.
training program. The objer,:tive of the reading training is the achi6vement.
of a 9.0 reading grade level. Thus, the Air Forceig the only one-of the
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three services that formally (i.e., through written regulations) provides
a linkage between the job skills training and GED systems beyond the entry
stages of a.person's military career.

Informal (Content) Linkages '.

. .

In addition to policy-based linkages, there is a question as to whit
extent content linkages exist between the job skills training and the GED
training systems. That is, does the content of the various GED 'programs
upplement, enhance, or otherwise directly relate to facilitating the Nakry's

\that the GED end job skill\S and literature regarding the NCFA indicate s

j skills training programs? Examination of descriptive materials from

training systems exist as separate'and distinct entities with little or no
attempt to interrelate their training objectives or their content. Basically,
the Navy's job skills training-has been designed to provide_personnel with
rating-specific informatiii'and-skills, while the GED programs were set up
to focus On?-improving and broadening one's general cognitive and affective-
skills andlnowledges. Perhaps there are somendirect benefits afforded
one system is a result of Braining in'the other, but the benefits are notia.s
dIrialy cable nor' noticeable, as should be the ease, if the.two train-
ing systems h been purposely designed to interact and reinforce the train-
ing in each othe Even in the ARt program, which; ma a policy link to the
skills training sy tit', the content has not, with some small'exceptio 'been
designed to complu. it,. reinforce, or even relate to, the .content enco tered
in Recruit Trainin:'. This is particularly inappropriate, since thp
of-the ART trainin is to assist marginally skilled personnel in succe sf lly
completing RT.

The content of the ART progkam at all three locations is of taeInera
educational nature, in which commercially available, and locally developed,
beginning reading -and'public school remedial reading training materihls are
used. Some of the'programs have interspersed Navy terms and vocabulary words
in their general materials, and have provided some minimal training in RT
basic subjects. However, aside from these similarities, there is considerable
difference bettieen the three 'programs, including terminal objectives, assess-
ment instruments, emphasis in course content, program length, instructor
philosdphies, and program resources: So, while there is a formai regulation
requiring the conduct of ART fOr specified personnel, there is only minimal
regulation on the conduct/content of the training. The latter has been left,
to tbii'discetioil of local-commands, thus permitting wide variability in the
threerograms.

. In examining the Army apd the A r Force systems in relation to content
linkages, it was found that while the it Force and Navy programs are similar,
the Army's program is completelidif rent, 'both in is materials and basic

losophy. The Army's AITPT program is a job - related reading program utiliz-
he materials which the student is expected to use both in his job skills

tra- A program an4 out on the job itself. The fraining is, however; pre-
sented in isolation of the actual job skills training as a preiequisite train-
ingprogram which people must complete prior to going into their job'skills
training.
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Career Counseling ten

Currently, th avy's Career Counseling System has a two-fold purpose:
(1) to maintain,an adequate force of qualified active-duty personnel and (2)
to provide career development information and guidance to meet the individual
needs of all enlisted Navy perSonnel Holoter, Dow, & Grace, 1972, p. 1).
The systeM is staffed with three levels of counselors: full-time career
counselors at the command level

he
part-time counselors at the department

and divisioh levels. Throug he use of personnel interviews, content.area
experts, and other perso interactions, career counselors try to facilitate
the dissemination of information,to enlisted personnel in the context of three
basic career phases (Meshi et al., 1972): (1). Preassignment Contacts, (2)
In-Service Counseling Actions, and (3) Post-Separtion Alternatives.

Phase activities parallel the AFEES and Recruit Training activities
of the Job Skills Training System. The purposes of this phase, conducted'
mainly by the recruiter with assistance from administrative personnel, are
(1) to acquaint civilian personnel with the various opportunities available
to people through a career in the Naliy,' (2) to assess the and abilities
of potential recruits, and (3) to initiate the recruit's Navy Greer by assign-
ment to an entry-level job skills training program.

Phase 2 is divided into three basic types of activities: Career-
Related, Preseparation-Related,_and Reenlistment-Related Inverviews, which
parallel the various career/training activities enlisted personnel encounter
after completion of Recruit Training. The Career-Related Interviews are con-
ducted by various administrative, command, and advisory personnel tohelp
enlisted personnel keep abreast of occupational and educational opportunitips,
changes in Work assignment and command mission, progress in rating, recluTie_
ments foradvencement, and other.beriefits and considerations relfavant to tfle
person, his family, or the Navy. The Preseparation-Related Interviews are'---

conducted to assist the enlisted personnel in deciding about a Navy or ivilian%
career by discussing the opportunities and advantages available in both areas.
In the event of his reenlistment, a series of congratulatory interviews are
conducted and the person moves back into the Career Interview subphas:tof the
In-LService Counseling Phase. These three subphases operate in this cyclical
fashion until Phase 3 occurs. \Y

Phase 3 is designed to assist Navy personnel who are either retiring
or separating from the Navy by acquainting them wikh4the various benefits and
opportunities available to them as a civilian because of their service with
the Navy.

At all times, retirees and active duty personnel are eligible for
special counseling services, which are provided in four broad areas: transfer,
new assignment, details concerning other Navy relited assistance, and
personal services. Included in the personal category are: legal assis-
tance, religious counseling, marriage, alcohol or drug problems, minority
group assistance, medical assistance, and'education assistance. These
special counseling sessions are conducted by area experts providedlby

. the career_ counselors. For instance, personnel needing or desiring educa-
t 'mai counseling are referred by the career, onselorto the ship'or
station's Educational Services Officer (ESO)ior the-MCFA Zounselor;
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Formal LinkagesLinkages of Counseling Program With GED and .16b Skills Training

As indicated above, there 'is frequent interaction bemeen Phases 1 and
2 or the counseling system and the various components of the Job skills
system. Many of these linkages are formal in'nature; that is, they are man-
dated by Navy regulation or policy such as the annual personal career pro-
gress interview, formal briefings of group or individuals re new policies/
programs/career opportunities, and the periodic review/update of personnel
records with the individual. Other linkages are less formal in that the

- interaction is initiated by the enlisted person, himself through a request
for special counseling or tome career or reenlistment information. In com-
parison, there is little formal linkage between the' counseling and the GED
systems except that which occurs when an enlisted person is referred by the
career counselor to an ESO or NCFA counselot for educational assistance.
Otherwise, interaction of both the career counseling and the job skills
systems with the GED system seems to occur most frequently on a voluntary,
self initiated, walk-in basis.

The current linkages between the Job skills and counseling system appears
to be facilitated by the fact that various administrative personnel petform
dual roles and, thus, 110 the two systems. For instance, Personneloen are
an integral part of administrative network of any Navy activit,;. and they
are also utilized by the counseling system to conduct some of the interviewing
and counseling activities. For the GED and counseling systems, the only example
of a linkage-based on multiple roles is the Educational Services Officer, who
represents the GED system and is also utilized as a content expert by the
counseling system. Because the ESO also. has responsibility for obtaining, dis-
tributing, and monitoring the Rate Training Correspondence Courses, he forms a
threel-way.:Iink.lamong the job skills Zrainin:1, GED, snd counseling systems.
Generally, itappears that the career develoOment system could be used acre
advantageously in the operation of an integrated job skills/reading skills
training system.

One obvious area of contribution is in the counseling of personnel about
the need for reading training for career development, and the explanation of
how to obtain such training in the Navy's education system. A second, perhaps
not so obvious, area in which the counseling system could help is in providing
closer linkage:to psychological, legal,"and what might be called "life problem
solving" services for marginally literate personnel who are more likely to need
such services than more highly competent personnel (Hoiberg, Hysham, & Berry,
1974).
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DESIGN-, DEVELOPMENT; AN!) IMPLEMENTATION OF AN
INTEGRATED JOB SKILLS/READING SKItaTRAINING SYSTEM

The transformation ffom a career development, system that treats job
skills and reading training as unrelated programs and that teaches com-
pletely different knoWledgea and:skills,.to One in-which job skills and
reading skills are developed in an integrated manner can proceed in an
evolutionary manner. Early changes should build on what already exists

.. by tightening the policy linkages among the job skills training, career
counseling, and General Educational Development. (GED) components of the
career development system, and by developing content linkages among the job
skills and GED systems. An integrated job skills and GED system should bey
developed through R&D that begins with development of job-related training
programs to prepare trainees for reading tasks in A-school, in recruit train-
ing, and on the'iob at duty stations.

. _

Initial Ohenges to Existing System

Changes in Policy Linkages

Policy linkages can be tightened by requiring reading achievement
testing at all, Recruit Training Centers rather than,permitOng each RTC
to formulate and conduct its'own pplicy and methods for determining individual r
reading training needs. Mandatory. testing of all recruits in mental categories
III and IV might be initiated at all three RTCs using the same test. Ideally,
this test would be similar to the NRTT in that it would test the respondent's
ability to perform reading td-st ks encountered in-NOY training programs. How-
ever, even a standardized test, consistently applied across the three RTCse
cetad assure'a more uniform basis for assignment to reading training than cur-
rentlyexists.

Policy liRkage can also be'tightened for A school training-and on-the-
job traininf by the specification of mandatory levels of achievement. Again,
achievement Should be specified in terms of the performance on tasks using
-job reading materials, and calling for the types of information processing
useful for performing Navy reading tasks. Although the iirecise specification
of such tasks would require considerable research, it is possible to proceed
on the basis of the best state-of-the-art informiation and to introduce rpvi-

-
, sions as research developments permit:

Career Counseling policies can be modified to require education officers
to provide information about the reading demands of Navy ratings based upon
the discussion in this report and in other documents that discuss reading
problems and training within the armed services in general (Sticht & Zapf,
1976; Sticht, 1975a, b) and the Navy in particular,(Duffy et al., 1915). This
might be facilitated by the development of a su6cindt pamphlet containing per-
tinent infofmation that education counselors could use.

a
1
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Career counseling regarding the literacy,demands of NaVy ratings,
should begin early, during'the preinduction phase,.with repeated discus-
sions of the rol, of reading in overcoming the various barriers to career
Advancement discussed earlie-. This type of counseling should be included
in the ART as a means of helping the person of very low literacy skills to
understand the need foi and relevance of reading skills and other informa-
tion Processing capabilities that lead-to amore-adaptable person capable
of meeting the'Navy'S job performance and advancement requirements.

0
Additionally, job supervisors can be directed to recommend persons

suspected of having reading Problems .61 contact the education' counselort .

Of course, unless there is a literacy training program that produces results
which supervisors can detect and appreciate, this type-of job skills/reading
skills linkage will not be sustained).. This is another reason'for developing
reading programs with direct job r evance.

Changes in Content Linkages

The improvement of relationships among job skilia training and reading
training by policy changes is a.relatively simple matter. Iimostly-requires
making decisions and then converting t...esedecisions into regulatory, directives.
The development of content linkages among job skills and GED systems is more
complicated. Beginning with the current system, the content linkage between
Academic Remedial Training (ART) and Recruit Training (RT) can be tightened
by the provision of a policy directive that all three ARTs will immediately
provide at least 1 hour of practice per day in reading the Blue Jackets'
'Manual and the Basic Military Requirements Manual. 'While leaving open the
enact nature of the reading training and, hence, still permitting a diversity
of practices and a range of effectiveness, such a directive would at least
ensure some common element of reading training focused on job skills training.

The problem of changing the content of reading training programs for
duty station personnel is even more formidable because'there is no existing,
systematiC reading training program offered for them. Instead, a reading
course may be offerect on an as-needed basis at a given naval base or.aboard
ship. Sometimes, Navy personnel attend civilian institutions such as a
local community college with a PREP program./ It is probably unrealistic to
require these civilian programs to develop Navy job-oriented reading materials
within their own budgets and time constraints, so a Navy-sponsored development
effort will more than likely be necessary. In fact, a similar effort is cur-
rently underway in the Air Force (Huff,Sticht, & Joyner, 1976).

.

R&D Toward an Integrated' System

The Changes in policy and content linkages between the job skills training .

and GED components of the Navy's career development system require very little
research and development. However, they fall far short of producing an effective,
integrated job skills training and GED system. For instance, simply requiring
ARTs to have students read'the RT manuals for an hour a day does not provide
for the systematic acquisition of a uniform set of skills and knowledges., This
requires a carefully developed' program of job-related reading teaks with 'forma-
tive and summative evaluation instruments for prescribing instruction and for
quality control.
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The required approach is to develop an integrates job skills training
tend GED system through R&D that begins with the development of a job-related
reading program to pre pre trainees for reading tasks found in A school.
This fixed duration prolgram'is to be offered in a conventional classroom just
prior to A school. It ,is: aimed at providing reading training in one of the
three career cluster areas--service/maintenance, technical/maintenance, and
data--becaude there are; too many different ratings to attempt to build a
separate reading program for each one.

. Following the devplAment of job-oriented reading programs for the three
career clusters of.A school preparatory training (ASPT), similar procedures
could be followed to develop job-related reading programs to prepare people
for RT (using the current Academic Remedial Training program).and to provide
job-oriented reading training for duty_station personnel. (Because of the
similarity of the RT and ASPT programs, the development of an'RT job reading
program will not be discussed.)

Following the development of the three job reading programs, a second
phase of R&D activities can be undertaken to integrate the ASPT program into
the regular A-school program with the goal of reducing, as much as possible,
the front-loaded, fixed-duration job readInt,,Togram. This'will require
systeM engineering of A schools to reduce unice7to-know" information and
retain only training that is needed for entry into job duty. Additionally,
the A school training should permit self-pacing orinstruction to reduce
the training hours spent by personnel to complete the course. Because systems
engineering of a training program requires a lot cf time, money, and manpower,
it is expected that this revision would occur as part of the Navy's regular
updating of training programs. This would constitute a long-term,,gradual
modification of the Navy's training system.

During the design of the self-paced A school training, the front-lbaded
job reading program should be modified St that reading training is available
during the regular job skills training day and is closely articulated, in
sequence and scope, to the job skills training.

Fallowing this second phase of activities, which should probably be
extended only to A schools at which reading is a major problem, a similar
integration can be accomplished for RT. For duty station training, a major
effort would be to integrate the job reading skills training into Rate Train-
ing Correspondence Courses that have been thoroughly system engineered to
train only those aspects of Navy job skills and know3edges that are not better
learn4d through OJT.

T us, the major steps envisioned for an R&D program to develop an integrated
job skills and reading skills training system included the following:

1. Develop a front-loaded, fixed-duration A school preparatory training
(ASPT) program for each of the three career cluster areas.

2. Develop a job-related academic remedial training (JART) program of a
front-loaded, fixed - duration nature for recruit training.

`
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3. Develop a job- ;elated reading program for duty station personnel,
consisting of reading tra g materials in the-three career cluster areas.

4. Systema,gngineer selected A schools and integrate the ASPT into the
regular traininislay.

5. Systems engineer RT and integrate the JART into the regular training
'day.

6. Systems engineerthe rate_training correspondence courses'and in-
,

corporate job reading training into them.

Example of an A School Preparatory Training '(ASPT) Program

The first product required im the R&D program is a fixed - duration, front=
loaded, job-related6reading program to prepare personnel for the reading
tasks to be encountered in A school. The Army's Advanced Individual Tra ring`''
Preparatory Training (a job-related reading program) is the model for th
discussion in this section (Sticht, 1975a).

The ASPT student population is assumed to be reading below the 7.0 grade
level as measured by a standardized reading test or by a Navy job reading-
test scaled to produce glade level scores. This level is based on Figure 3,
which showed that 70 percent of. the NRTT items were answered correctly by
more than 50 percent of the people reading at the 7th gradevel. Also,
research on reading demands suggests that grade 7.0 is a reasonable minimum
target objective for reading training (StichtE 1975a). It is further assumed
that the lower reading level for students in ASPT will be around the grade
4.0 level. Presumably, people below this leveT will have been brought to the
4.0 level in the Academic Remedial Training given duririt-RT.

The duraiion of the front-loa'ded ASPT program is assumed to be 6 weeks.
Occasionally, the assigament of a more-skille4reader to the program will
require that he be moved to A school. Other.irsbIems involved in early
graduation include waiting for orders, waiting tor an A school opening, and
maintaining the morale of those who have graduated and those who must continue
their training.

Instructional Curriculum

The instructional curriculum of the ASPT consists of three strands:
Reading-to-do, Reading-to-learn, and Decoding.

Strand IReading-to-do. This strand is illustrated in Figure 6.
Essentially, it employs an instructional curriculum format with learning
modules based on the types of information sought (fact-finding and following
directions) and the types of information sources or displays (text, figures,
etc.). Each module is accompanied by a pre- and'post-proficiency test (PT),
which. determine eligibility for the module training and mastery 'of the module.
Data obtained with these PTs provide formative data for module development and
criterion referenced achievement data for students. The pre- and post-summative
reading test shown in Figure 6 would be a Navy Reading Task Test scaled for read-
ing grade level or normed its percentiles (if reading grade level scores are not
desii:ed). _The former permit the use the norms established for the standardized
test used in scaling the NRTT and they articulate the Navy results with other
prograki that use reading grade levels. 5o
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The module materials reflect the
primarily. intended to provide extensive dr and
Navy reading tasks. Thus,,each module w uld c
and numerous worksheets that require that the per
indicated by the-Module name. The worksheets shoul
three dimensions: .structure, content, and difficulty.

A structural worksheet should cause the person to notice how an in-
formatiOn sburceor display is put together (e.g., a table may have rows,
columns, headings; etc.). SOlcific questions should be developed to require
the processing of information about structural features.

A content worksheet should cause the person to attend to the content
of an information display (e.g.; a fact-finding worksheet might-ask for, a
person to locate a specific-fact it) a'given display).

Ct that Strand' I is

ractice in'perf .ing
of soulte erials
perfo i e tasks

esigned toemphasize

A difficulty dimension should be incorporated into both structural
And content worksheets. Essentially, the. idea is to start with easy questions
and gradually make them more difficult in terms of the amount of information
to be presented in the amount of paraphrasing (which places a stress on the
students' vocabulary), or other techniques as appropriate.

,

The kit of more than 300.job reading taskadeveloped during this
``effort (see Footnote 1, page112).provides a resource for the initial7d-evelop-
ment of Strand Imaterials., Thikit includes the actual uaterialsiiaVy per
sonnel reported reading on the jobs in Class A schools, and can serve; as the
information sources for tbe instructional modules. Each reading task-state-
ment in the kit includeasstatementszon an information need the person had when
the materials were read, which illustrate the types of questions'that can be
included in the 'module worksheets.

Strand II--Readiug-to-learn. This strand contrasts with the Strand I
Activities in that it is oriented toward processing information for future
use, and hence emphasizes the development orskill in manipulating written
information to increase its,storage in and retrieval from memory. To process
information for learning, a person must have the knowledge base that can be
brought to bear in comprehending theuaterial to be learned, and he must be.
knowledgable of and,be able to skillfully perform the following intentional
learning strategies Identified by'Sicht et al. (1977): reread/rehearse,
problem solve/question, relate/associate, and focus attention.

To promote the acquieltion,of a relevant knowledge base that will
help learn better from their-A school written materials, much of which will
be written at readability levels of 11th to 12th grade (Duffy, 1976),
Strand II includesuaterials that are written at a lower difficulty level
and that incorporate'the basic concepts within a eer cluster.

To identify the basic topics to be dis seed in Strand II, candidate
lists from A school curriculum guidesCan be d veloped and content experts at
the A schools and on the job can be consulted. .

The content materials can be 300 to 1000 words in length with a high
density of concepts. The redundancy and elaboration usually needed to explicate
concepts, in written materials are not needed in_Strand II because the student
will perform repeated readings and conduct various elaborations in storing and
retrieving Information.
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Figure 7 presents a fictitious set.of content topics diay might be
developed for the Data Group career cluster. (The Contentareas are actun
ally. taken from the content area matrices developed by Huff et al. (1976)
for the Air Force's job-oriented reading program for duty station person-
nel.) The figure also shows the information processing activitievas
column headings'. Cell entries suggest different types of specific activities'
that might be required for each content area and information processing
activity reading-to-learn task:

Strand ff activities would be taught in,the classroom, with students
working in teams or small grgiips, and with teacher demonttration and feel
back. This app:oaCh,permits students to take a break from,the solo drill
and practice of Strand i and to engage in social activity. This is necessary
under a front-loaded, full7day-of-study type, of program to prevent boredom
and fatigue.

- .

.

Because Strand 11 materials are teacher-guided, a thorough teacher's
manual must be developed. Such a manual should include'the rationale for'the
ASPT program anda summaryLpf the general research in information processing

,which the Strand'II activities reflect. Much of this research,is-summarized
in Dansereau, Long, and McDonald (1975); Frase (1975)'; and Stibht (1975a)..
Hayes (1976) also suggests topics to be discussed in this regard.

Evaluation of Strand II activities is lest systematic in the formative
area than Strand I. In Strand.II, student classroom products are evalbated
by the teacher and by other students in group discussion. In addition to pro-
viding the teacher with opportunities for evaluation, these discussions also
present the information in the written passages in a spoken form and can be
used for defining unfamiliar words and elaboratin& on unfamiliar concepts.
These discussions should also be used to introduce new content areas. The
oracy to literary sequence is discussed elsewhere (cf, Sticht, Beck, Hauke,
Kleiman, & James, 1974).

Informal evaluations can be supplemented by pre- and post-summative
tests developed for each of the four categories of information processing.
Sticht (1976) presents examples of two tests of relate/associate activities:

0 skill in making classification tables and flow charts using content area
passages. Additional tests caq be developed for the remaining information
processing activities.

Additionally, pre- and,post-test summative measures of the acquisition
of knowledge included in tire, content area passages shonl.: be constructed to

measure the student's development of a knowledge base for learning by reading
in A schools.

Strand III -- Decoding. This component of the ASPT program is meant
tr 'proakide students with knowledge useful for transforming printed words into
spoken words and senteL'es into semantic representations. Additionally, the
decoding strand provides practice to develop skill in efficiently transforming
connected prose into meaning. -
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CONTENT AREAS REREAD/%, PROBLEM SOLVE/ RELATE/ FOCUS
REHEARSE QUESTION ASSOCIATE ATTENTION

'-=--.77----

Career Field Efficiency ' Answering Classifica=' Underlining
Progression k of Reading questions tion matrix

' A(Skills upgrad- about who, construction.
ing process, what, where, .

skill levels, when,"why.
career field

_

general struc- 4

ture)

Communications Preview/ Writing
Security Review questions.

(Seeurity clas- Techniques`s ificat ions, .
methods of
transmission,
accountability
of classified
informatiOn)

Supply
Requisitions

(Supplies and
equipment cus-
todial accounts,
submission pro
cedures, con-
trolling doc-
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Publications
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dures, files)
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tions.

Solving vo-
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Natetnking

Figure 7. Illustration of a partial matrix for Strand II:
content passages and information processing activities./

to be performed on the content passages for the Navy's'ffita-V
Group.career cluster.
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The knowledge useful for transformingiprinted/yords into spoken words
is that generally known;-as phonics or sight=soUnd 9444ondences. While
people who -teading skills in a "normal",M4hber over the school years
may nob),;e/CongtiOus of these correspondences and may not require explicit
instra*pn's in such'kilowledge, poorer readers may find this information of
great vglue.' Although the number of sight-sound correspondence rules is so
;great that teaching all of them is out oftheluestion, explicit instruction
in a few general

P.

rulescan be of heuristic value/to tle pooerreader.

)At a mo e complek level of analysis, knowledge for decoding sentences
can also be a useful tool for poorer readers. The Army's Anctional literacy
program contains a simplified approach to the decoding of sentences that
divides all sentences into two basic parts: (1) the main idea, and (2) more
about 04 main idea (Sticht, 1975a), /In turn, the main idea is broken into
subject and action while the "more about" eompon&tr is discussed in terms of
who, what, when; where, etc.1 Th s type of knoviledge may be of most value
whgre complex texts must be analyzed.

The third part of the decoding strand simply provides practice in
reading to develop the same capacity for storing-information preserited in
thP pri eed .form that one has for processing spoken language. FOr this
purpose, textual materials should be used thft present nariaa;Ves such as
Navy history or the content passages of Strand

Recently, an experimeritaltest for assessing discrepancies in oral
and written language capacities. was developed for the Air Force (Sticht &
Beck, 1976). This test might be examined for ideiis about assessing-the
development of automaticity fn reading which, in the case 0e-the Air Force
test, is, considered to'be achieved when one uses printed language as accurately
and efficiently as one uses the spoken language.,

o.

Implementation

The developmental e ort shopld involve an experimental school
where tryout of'techniques, material's, and procedures, both for teaching
students and training instructors, clan take place. The current ART may
serve as an initial tryoutschool-bqt, as, soon as a rough- but -ready
curriculum can be developed, an opeational, experimental ASPT should
be established. To gain.credibility for subgequent dissemination and
implementation, it is essential thai the development and implementation
team have extensive experience in'o0erating-an operational school';'-amid-
in dealing with the various administrative and instructional "crises" that
"operational" people experience. This experience makes possible the develop-
ment of greater rapport-,for the diseminatIon of the ASPT program.

An Integrated Job Skills/Reading Stills Training Program

The development of the front-1 aded ASPT program permits a total concen-
tration on the development of an ffective job-oriented reading training pro-
gram. However; once considerable/experience with such a program has been
achieved, the next step is to develop an integrated job skills and reading
skills program in which the trailing day contains both types of training. As
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mentioned-earlier, the change from the front-loaded to integrated reading
training is evolutionary, occurring as part of the regular upgrade of the job
skills training programs.

To accomplish the,integration of job skills and reading skills training,
, the training prograd'developmeni guidelines-must require that new programs or

program revision's eliminate "nice-to-know" information to reduce total training.
-time.\ Thus, extra time.spent in reading training would produce little or no
increase in the total map-days spent in the resident training program. The
object is to overcome the costs of a front-loaded program, which adds an to
the time spent in the resident training pipeline while reducing the-learning
requirement of the job skills training by focusing only on job-relevant, "need-
to-know" information. ;

There a precedent for the teaching of reading skills in'the course
.

of. the training day: The Department of the'Army's Marginal Man and Military
Service (1965) describes research projects by the Army and Air. Force to
teach academic skills during basic military trailing. .However, the reading
was not job-related, nor was the basic mi1'itarq training program developed
to be self-paced and performance oriented. Rather, the traditional cla'ss'-
room /lecture, lock -step procedures were in effect.

Only one case has been found in which the job skills training was first
transformed from the traditional classroom to a self-paced, performance
(rather than paperLsnd-poncil test) relented program, and then jobioriented
reading training was introduced74Hungerland and Taylor (1975) describe the
effect of.introducingAelf=paco4 instruction into the Army's Supplyman course.
They found that, in the lock-st4 course, students were held in the prdgram
for 35 training days-while the average time in the self-paced course-was'25
days, with a range from 13 to:44dayet. Only 7 percent of the self-paced
trainees required additional time to comOlete course requirements. All
graduates of'the Self-paced course met the same end-of-course test criterion
used in the regular, lock-step course.

To incorporate reading training into the Supplydan course, the Clerical
career cluster was modified from the AITPT program to focus exclusively
on the pplymaes materials., Reading training was provided for 2 hours
per rda or:students enteri; the Supplyman course and who read below
the,-St rite leVel as determined by the standardized reading tests and
the special job - related reading tests used for summative evaluation of the
AITPT program. .

Integration of job reading training with the self-paced, modular job skills',
training system was accomplished by directing students froi their self-paced

,study in a Supplydano's module to the daily block of 2 hours of job reading
.

instruction. They then returned to their job skills training--all within the
normal training day.

In addition to focusing the job reading specifically on the Supplyman's
materials, the AITPT Clerical program was modified by strictly pacing
the student's reading training to his progress in the Supply course.
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This was done to'accelerate-student progregwithrough all the job, reading
modules, regardless Of mastLry, wittiInthaeevei:. time it took the student
to complete the job skills trainingspaion of the Advanced Individual
Training course. .

if
.

. -

ReSults_shoed.th4--perfoimance-on the job reading task test (JRTT) in-
Creased from an:average-reading grade'level of 5.5 before training to 7.2
after'tRaihingriand the percentage. 0, students uteeting the minimal job read-
ing-rpilutreOentoI 7,0 grade JRTT increased from 16 percent
berfore tiaining to 53 percent aethe en. of the integrated training program.
Additional details are- iiven\in--,Sticht (10.5a).

.

. .,
This study -suggests that it Is feesible-tO,introduce.ob training and job 77'

reading training within therSame tra3ining_day 'Without adding Wthe'Diverall
training time of traditional classroom,-lock-step-,rating training, programs.
Althdugh-snch training is not likely to be sufficient for the poorest +
readers whn enter the Navy, the inclusion of reading training during recruit
training before the'student gets to ASPT, and the provision' of reading
training at the duty station following ASPT, makes possible the longperiod
of training needed by the poorest readers to utilize the printed language
more adaptively for learning and task performance.

- -

JOb-Related Readin Trair.in: for Dut Station Personnel

The major difference between school and duty station personnel is that
the former are in a residence, training program with a daily set of. activities
involving' Aearning and extensive processing of information, which involves
considerable reading, while duty station personnel are in an operational
mode, with ak-the -job training conducted in a casual manner. lbe pace of learn-
ing activitietis much slower in OJT, where only 25 percent of the reading
tasks obtained from job performers are reading-td-learn tasks. Another con-
sideration is-that duty station personnel include a wide mix of ratings., with
perhaps only a few in each rating at a given duty location. Thus; few or no
persoontI may be available at a given time to participate in 4(Sb-oriented.

-reading program.

The manner,in which current reading instruction Is delivered for duty
-station personnel reflects the fact that students of a wide-background may
appear on a sporadic basis for reading instruction. Thus, advantage is taken
of civilian programs; such'as community college learning centers, and of
general reading classes conducted by.the basP education office.

To tak.4 advantage of this typeoUsystem while still providing job-
oriented reading, the Navy must.develop materials that are largely self-
instructional or that can be administered by a teacher with a minimum of
instruction. Such materials could be distributed to local reading programs.-

or be used in a base learning center or education office as needed. An
example of ajob-oriented reading program being developed for duty station
personnel in the,Ali Force is described by Huff et al. (1976); the use of a
learning center on a drop-in basis for job-related reading training in the
Army is discussed by Sticht (1975a).

ij
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Another alternative fOr dui), station person-del is the development of r te
training correspondence courses that (1) reflect the actual demands for ow-
ledge on the job and.(2):use exefcises calling, for the types of informs' ion
procesiing activities taught in the job-oriented reading programs for/recruit

. training, A sdhool, and duty station perb,-.,nnek. /,

Finally, as suggested earlier, the counseling system must be modified (1)
to bring to the attentiop of persOnnel thejleed for and availability of train-
ing in job reading skills, and (2) to assist personnel with emotional or other
personal problems that interfere with career development.

4
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_ITCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

' Navy Reading 'Task Inventory/Test (NRTI(T)

Although the NRTI was tested on only four personnel, the results have
provided insights for futilte research in this area. During the develop-
ment and testing of the there was some concerr as to whether or not
personnel would be able to disregard the material content of-the generic
display, when determining if they perform-job reading tasks using similar
displays. Analysis of the responses indicated that, indeed, people did
not completely ignore the display's content. 'Either additional research
and refinemenLis necessary to assist personnel in better understanding
the task involved in the NRTI, or the approach has to be modified to remove
the content distraction.

There'was 'also a question Of whether or not the three examplea of the
generic displays in the NRTI represent, in actuality, different levels of .----complexity, or whether the personnel were resppnding to the three examples
with any awareness that 'the displays were suppOted to be of different

. complexity. The pilot test results provided no evidence to indicate that
the display complexity was a factorin-fhTe-selection proces,W. Furthermore,
it is also uncertain that this-dititnsion of complexity was tapped in the
-construction of the IATT, so as to contribute to the difficulty.level of the
NRTT -items. It may be, that the difficulty of the' NRTT is a function of the
questions alone, or a combination of the complexity-of the display and the
statement of the questions.

Le

Analysis of the NRTT data also indic ted that sore of the items, par-
ticularly the Following Directions quest ns, were ambiguously stated so as
to permit a Wide range -of correct respons . This problem can be rectified
by carefully designed multiple-choice questions.'

Another concern dealing with the statement of the Following Directions
items -is how close an approximation these questions are to the real-world
situation. This artificial creation of the reading task maybe imposing
unrepresentative information, proces "ing demands that are not involved in
the real-life execution of this type cf reading task. Additional con-
ceptualizing of the information processing differences between the Fact-
Finding and Following Directions tasks is necessary, along with more study
on how to formulate the NRTTAuAtions sp as to reflect the various aspects.
of these two skills.

Probably the most difficult question to and*er is that of the validity
of the NRTI/T as a measure of-the reading demands of Navy ratings. Job
reading demands do not exist in and of themselves; they are created. The
only way to determine the validity of an instrument's ability to measure
an artificially created requirement is to have a model or thedry against
which to compare the results. In -part of this research, a model was developed
for the collection of samples of job reading tasks. 'Following the guidce
provided by the model, the Job Reading Task Interview was constructed an
permitted the collection of a large number of job reading tasks. However, the
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model was not appropriate to, nor useful for, developing the Navy's Job
Reading Task Tests. What was needed was a "reading test models" that would
include theoretical constructs for better identification anA-understanding
of the information processing demanus required in performi4g reading tasks
so that these demands might be reflected in the construction of the NRTT
itself. By using such a model, it is expected that the reading task tests
would better simulate the information processing dobe in actual performance
of reading tasks in a job situation. 'Also, without _this model, it is dif-
ficult to knoir if people are making a distinction between the dis7
play and its-content, of if, in fact, there are'any differences in the
manner in which these displays are used with the two generic skills of Fact-
Findigmkor Following Directions. As mentioned above, the problem of formulat-
ing to questions needs more conceptual' development and exploration so as
to determine if there are major conceptual differences in the information
processing tatween these two skills, and, if to, if test items can,be written,
to evaluate thiS difference. Given these methodological considerations, it
is not Clear that .the current NRTI/T actually represents our'oion conceptual

distinctions, or even if these are useful ways of thinking about job reading
tasks.

What has been accomplished.is the initial exploration of the feasibility
of. determining_job reading requirements using a methodology which both
identifies the types of reading tasks performed in the job and the level of
general reading.skfll,required tb perform that set of reading tasks.. As a
result of this exploratory research, three NavyReading Task Tests ere
-developed and scaled, a job incumbent'S and supervisor's version of the Navy
Reading Task Inventory were deVeloped and pilot tested, and a procedure for
combining the data from the NRTI and the NRTT into a single statement of the
reading requif:ement for a specific rating was developed. "in addition, the
Methodological and procedural problems encountered in the research and develop-
ment of the NRTI/T were discussed and recommendations for further modification
and refinement of the NRTI/T have been made. Given these experiences, 'test
results,,and test.conatruction limitatiortsit is the opinion of the authors
that the NRTI/T approach can, with additional refinement, be used effectively
to assess the reeding demands of Navy ratings, as well as to provide informa-
tion so that job7related reading curricula and objectives can be more meaning-
fully conceived.

Job Skills Training and"GED Systems

Analysis of the interview data and, inspection of the Career Development

System both indicated that reading could act as a barrier to advancement for
a substantial number of enlisted personnel, and that the Navy does not hav'e
any systematic approach-to literacy training. However, the effect of this
barrier-is unknown and needs to be assessed through future research.' Also,
considerable interaction was found between the job skills training and career
counseling components, but again, there appeared to be little or no inter-
action between the career counseling and GED componen& of tht Career Develop-
ment System. Thus, it appears that even though the Navy's Career Development
System is composed of three maior subcomponents, there are only'weak or limited
formal and informal linkages between and across them. In fact, the GED sub-
system seems to operate almost as a separate nonrelated entity. However, it
does seem quite possible to utilize this current system in the development of
the integrated job skills/reading skills training system with only minor
modifications.'
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Integrated Job Skills/Reading Skills Training Program

The long range changes for developing. an integrated Job Ski1J.s/Reading
Skills Career Development System require a sustained program of R&D. The
general approach is composed of two basic stages.

Stage 1 requires the development of individual job-related Teading
programs for Class A School Training, Recruit Training, and permanent duty
'station personnel. In this stage, the A Scho4J and Recruit Training job-
Oriented reading programs would be 'developed as front-loaded (given prior
to the job skills training), fixed duration (6 weeks long) programs designed
to prepare personnel to perform the reading tasks to be encountered in their
skills training program.' The suggested developmental sequence involves. the
initial development of an A School Preparatory Training (ASPT) program for
selectedratings, followed,by revision of Recruit Training's current Academic
Remedial Training program. The duty station personnel'program would be the
last program developed. Since it is not a resident course and the program
must be designed to accommodate students of a wide background appearing on
a sporadic basis for training, this calls for the design of a job-related
reading program of alargely self-instructional nature, Which could be
administered by a regular classrodm teacher with a minimum of instruction.
This Navy developed program could then be utilized in the current remedial
reading training, program provided under'the PREP prograt or, as part of the
trainng provided in a learning:center environment.

Throughout this phase of the R&D activities, it is necessary that an
experimental reading school, under the control of the R&D staff, be avail-
able to provide development and implementation staff members operational
,experience in operating-a reading school, as well as to permit the tryout
of techniques, materials, and procedures, both for.teaching students and
training instructors. By following this developmental sequence, it permits
the complete developmenClof effective job-oriented reading programs prior

initiationnitiation of Stage 2 activities.

The Stage 2 R&D activities are concerned with integration of the fully
developed A School Preparatory Training and Academic Remedial Training job-
oriented reading programs,with their apprdpriate job skills training pro-
grams. This can b :sically be accomplished in a two-fold effort. First,
system engineer the training program to reduce "nice-to-know" information
and to permit self - pacing of instruction. This would be followed by modifi-
cation of the above job reading programs to fit into the engineered job skills
Program through careful articulation of the sequence and scope of the various
skill training activities.

The development of this type of integrated, self-paced training both
eliminates the costly front-loaded, fixed duration programs, and permits
the faster matriculation of brighter students, thus effecting not only
savings in training costs, but also in training time. In addition,,job-

' related training enables personnel to become better performers of job reading
tasks. a )

The overall goal of the integrated Job Skills/Reading Skills Training
ysrem is to provide a sustained period of training, available to all levels

of enlisted personnel, which both adaptg the training,to fheir individual'
learning needs and trains them to become more adaptive learners.
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Cost Effectiveness of Job-Related Vs. General Reading_TraininA

Few empirical data exist for,evaluating the cost-effectiveness of job-
related versus general reading training. In deVeloping the Army's program,
a comparison was made of improvement in job reading task test scores for
graduates of the job-related reading program with those of graduates frip
the Army and Air Force general remedial reading training programs (StidfiE,
1975a). Results indicated that the job-related reading program produced,
three times as much improvement in job reading task performance as the general
reading program did. This was accomplished in-less time than the Air Force
program and at no more time than the Army's general reading program. Because
Army manuals and materials were used extensively, material costs were kept at-
or below those of the Army's general reading program.

Thus, the scant,data available suggest that the job-related reading pro-
gram is a more cost-effective program for producing improvement in the per-
formance of job reading tasks. Aside frod this, the logic of reducing train-
ing time and making reading training more job relevant by the development of
an integrated job skills and reading skills training system must carry the
argument for a more cost-effective approach to reading training.

7u
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-ECOMMENDATIONS

,

''A major purpose of the, enfire enteilirise of developing an integrated
job skills/reading sk0.1s career development-systei is to improve the jub
proficiency of personhel while reducing the costs of training. To do this,
it is recommended that:

1. The training programs be systems engineered and self paced to reduce
training time.

2. Training time be reduced for reading programs suchas Academic
Remedial Training, which add several weeks of resident training to persorl-=.
nel training time, by converting general reading training into job-orient0'
reading training, and ..hen integrating the job skills and reading skills/
training.

3. The effectiveness of reading straining for improvement of---,lob per-
formance be increased by converting general cldticational development programs,
such as ART and education office offerings, into job-related reading which,
while emphasizing the development of the same kinds of information processing
skills developed (usually, inefficiently) in GED programs, also teach a job
content knowledge base for performing job-related reading tasks.

71
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Experimental Navy Reading Task Test (NRTT)

1. Instructions to students.

2. The NRTT: Forms E; M; D.
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NAVY REAPING TASK TEST

\
(Instructions to Students)

YollarelleretodaYtofill&MA, how well you can do Some typical Navy
-z

1 job reading tasks. You will use your Bluejackets' Manual to answer the
kinds of questions that have to be answered when performing various Navy
jobs.

Is there anyone who does not have a copy of the Bluejackets' Manual
with him at this time?

On the half-sheet of paper that is attached,. to your test

1. PRINT your last name, first name, and middle initial.

2. On the second line, write your social security number.

3. On the third line: If you have ever been in the Navy before,
write "YES" and the number of years you were is the Navy. If
you have not been in the Navy before, write "NO" on the third
line.

4. Circle the number which indicates the highest year of education
that you have completed.

Three forms of this test have been distributedrach with'a different,
but similar set of questions. Ea..:h test has 16 questions in it. You will
earn .e point for each question that you answer correctly. There is no
penalty for a wrong answer, so try to answer all the questions. Don't get
hung up on a question that is hard for you--skip it,'go on to the next
question, and come back to the hard question when you have finished the
others.

Please look at your test.

All answers for these question: 1.)e found in the Bluejackets'
Malual. Notice that the answers for questions 1, 2, and 3 are found by using
ONLY the Table of Contents, and the answers for questions 4, 5, and 6 are
found by using ONLY the Index of the Bluejackets' Manual. For questions 7
through 16, you are given the page number or numbers on which the answer can
be found and the type of material in which the answer is found. Notice
that you will be using five different types of material to answer these
questions--text, which is just straight printing; figures; tables; text
and figures combined; and text and tables combined.

Write your answers in the spaces provided on the test sheet,. When
answering a question, be'sure to give a complete answer to each question.
Some of the questions will require answers longer than just a few words. Be
sure to read each question carefully, so you know exactly what the question
is asking.
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We will now go through several practice questions of the type you
will find on the test.

PRACTICE QUESTIONS

OK, does everyone understand hoW to take this test? Are there any
questions? If you have a question during the test, raise your hand and
someone will come by to help you.

You will have 45 minutes to complete the test. If you finish the test
early, review your answers and then sit quietly until the end of the test
session. Are you ready? Begin.

I
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PRACTICE QUESTIONS ******* PRACTICE QUESTIONS ******* PRACTICE QUESTIONS

ANSWER KEY

Example 1

Using'only the Table of Contents, answer the,following questions.

a. What is the title of the chapter where you could find information about
different types of ships?

SHIP TYPES

b. What is the page number where you would look to.find information about
different types of ships?

o

202

Example 2
P.

Using only the Index, gisve the page number(s) where you could find the
following item.

Lower Deck Patrol

Example 3

Type of
Material Page

169

Text 457 Why is the metal_ nozzle at the end of a fuel
hose grounded?

TO PREVENT SPARKS FROM STATIC ELECTRICITY.

/.

Example 4

Text & 487 . Situation: You are lifting an injured patient
Figure by u sing the "Fireman's Lift." You have lifted,

the patient up to his knees.

What else must you do before you can begin to
raise him to a standing position?

SLIDE YOUR HANDS DOWN LOWER AND CLASP THEM AROUND HIS BACK.

70
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ANSWER KEY

NRTT FORM :E

April 1976

Using only the Table of Contents, answer the following three questions.

1. What'is the title of the chapter where you could find first aid in-
structions for treating a burn? FIRST AID

2.1 What is the chapter number in which you could.find information'about -

firefighting? 15

3. What is the page number where you would look to find information about
the history of the Navy? 597

Using only_the Index, give the pa e.number(s) where you could find the
following items.

5. Rigging wire rope (a) 347-355, 447
Cc) 347-447

6. Precautions when handling ammunition

Location of Material
To Be-Used In

Bluejackets' Manual

Type, of

Material Page

173

k

(a) DIVISION POLICE PETTY OFFICER

8. Fig 15-7 295

9. ',le . 245

10. Text 6 Fig 381-383

11. Text & Table 206

567

(b) 347,348,349,350,351,352,447
(d) 347

(a) 244, 435-436 (b): 244

(c) 435 (d) 436

In assigning enlisted details, who serve
as assistants to the ship's master-at-arms?

(b) DPPO

How many 100-ft hose sections are ,ncldde
in a standard shipboard fire plug J.1a-

T1K?

(a) 2 (6) 200 feet 7 7
What is the weight of the Mi6 rifle?

7-1/2 lbs

When using a spray painting
from surface should the gun

6" - 10"

gun, how far
beAield?

What does the general ship classification
for a seaplane tender-Mean?

AUXILIARY

A -7
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Material Lize

12. Text 476 Situation: You are treating an unconscious
person for heatstroke. You have aloved the person
to a cool place and removed his clothing.

What else should you do before you spray his body
with cold water?.

PLACE ON BACK WITH HEAD AND SHOULDERS RAISED. ...
13. Fig 15-8 .06 Situation: You 'are fighting a fire using an all7

. 'purpose hose nozzle in the high velocity fog
position. You have just received ceders to use
'low velocity-fog on the fire. After you have
turned off ,the water by moving the lever , he

"SHUT" position,

What two things must be done to get low velocity
fog?

ATTACH 4-FOOT APPLICATOR FOG HEAD AND MOVE HANDLE TO FOG POSITION.

14. Table 72 Situation: You have been given instructions to
check all clothes to make sure they are marked in
the right way. When checking, you find out that
your raincoat has not been marked.

Where.should your raincoat be marked?

INSIDE ON LINING; THREE INCHES BELOW COLLAR SEAM.

15. Text & 381 -383 Situation: You were asked to paint a small building
Figures

t)r.

,using a spray- painting gun. You have painted the
entire .building except for the corners.

How should the corners be pfanted?

(a),SPRAY DIRECTLY INTO CORNER, NOT FAST IT.
(b) SPRAY UP TO WITHIN 2 INCHES OF CORNER TURN GUN SIDEWAYS & SPRAY DOWNWARD

SPRAYING BOTH SIDES AT ONCE.
(c) CENTER THE GUN DIRECTLY INTO THE CORNER.

(An answer with any or all of this information shall be scored correct.)

16. Text & 206-207 Situation: You are on- watch and have been told to
Table report all ships that you see. When reporting, you

have been told-to/fi.:st give the 'ship's general
classificationeand then the designation. You have
sighted alight .cargo%hip.

What do,you report?

(a) LIGHT CARGO SHIPUAKLAUXILIRY-1,AKAKL
//
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ANSWER KEY

NRTT cORM M
Apr 1976

Using only the Table of Contents, answer the following three questions.

1. What is the title' of the chapter where you could find first aid instruc-
tions for treating a burn?

. . FIRST AID

2. What is the chapter numberin which you could find information about
firefighting?

.15
3. WhAt is the page number where you would look to find information about

the history of the Navy?

597

Using only the Index, give the page number(s) where you could find the
following items.

4. VRB r 567

5. Rigging wire-rope (a)347-355, 447
(c) 347-447

(b) 347,348,349,350,351,352,447
(d) 347

6. Precautions when handling ammunition (a) 244, 435-436 .(b) 244
(c) 435 (d) 436

Location of Material
Te Be Used In

Bluejackets' Manual

Type of
Mater'-1 Page

7. Text 365 In taigeLdetection, what does IFF mean?

IDENTIFICATION, FRIEND OR FOE

8. Fig 20-2 409 How many white navigatidnal lightg are required for
a 200-ft poWer vessel underway under international
rules?

3

9. Table 412, What eoes three short blasts of a whistle mean in
international waters?

MY ENGINES ARE GOING' ASTERN.

10. Text & 246-247 When stripping a .45 caliber pistol, what must be
Figure removed from the muzzle end of the barrel?

(a) BARREL BUSHING. (b) RECOIL SPRING PLUG (c) BARREL BUSHING & RECOIL SPRING
PLUG.

11. Text & 341 How many fathoms of chain are in a 4 shot anchor chain?
Table

60
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Type of
Material Page

12. Text

J

451 Situation: You have been asked to go aloft to
work on the toasts and stacks. You have read
your work assignment and ate about ready to go ,

aloft.

What else must you do before you go aloft?

OBTAIN PERMISSION FROM 00D.

13. Fig 16-25 355 Situation: You are on a delivery ship rigging an
all-wire span for fueling at sea. You have attacht i
the trolleys and the free trolly to the wire span.

What else must you attach to the wire spills'?

PELICAN HOOK HOSE
(An answer with any or
additional information

14. Table 329

(a) 36

CLAMPS, RETRIEVING WIRE. OUTBOARD SADDLE, FUEL HOSE.
all of this information is scored correct, -unless
is included, in which case the answer is scored incorrect.)

Situation: You are in charge of loading personnel
on 1:CVPs. The four crew members are already in the
boat. If you -load the boat to capacity with combat-
equipped troops,

What will be the total number of personnel you can
put in the boat?

(b) 40 (36 + (c) 40

J.5. Text &

Fig 16-4
315-316 Situation: You are putting a permanent whip on a

line. You have - finished binding and are working on
the last crossseize.

How do you finish whipping the line?

(An answer with any or all of the information given below shall be scored
correct.)

(a) SHOVE NEEDLE THROUGH MIDDLE OF STRAND AND CUT TWINE.
(b) SHOVE NEEDLE THROUGH MIDDLE & CUT,
(c) THE LAST ONE GOES THROUGH THE MIDDLE.
(d) PULL GOOD AND TIGHT.

PI -SE2

225-226 Situation: You are responsible for classifying
merchant ships. What°classification would you give
a ship with the following characteristics:

A 475-ft paSsenger'ship that carries 300 passengers
powered by turbo electric'drive and has 2 propelaara?

A-10 t:-;
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ANSWER KEY

NRTT FORM D
.April 1976

v the Table of Contentsj answer the following three questions. .

1. What is the title ofthe chapter where you could find first aid instruc-
tions for treating a burn?

FIRST AID

2 What is the chapter number in which you could find information about
firefighting?

15

3. What is the page number where you would look to find information about
the history of the Navy?

597

Using only the Index, give the page nu6Ser(s) where you could find the
following,, items ,

4. VRB,
. 567

.
5. Rigging wire rope (a) 347-355, 447 (b) 347,348,349,350,351,352,447

(c) 347-447 (d) 347

. 6. Precautions when handling ammunition (a) 244,435-4
(c) 435 (d) 436.

Location of Material
To Be Used In

Bluejackets' Manual

Type of
Material Page

7. Text

3 HOURS

390 When calculating GMT, how many hours would you
add to the standard time if you were in zone +3?

8. Fig 16-18 348 In addition to the boom heel swivel fitting,
what else is attached to the kingpost?

(a) SWIVEL FITTING FOR TOPPING LIFT.
(b) SWIVEL FITTING FOR TOPPING LIFT & BOOM STEP BRACKET

9. Table 416 What is the meaning of this symbol, *****'', when
used in a fog signal table?

RINGING A BELL FOR FIVE SECONDS.

10. Text & 413-414 When two vessels meet end on, how do they pass?
Figure

PORT TO PORT

11. Text &
Table

135 In a single 24 hour period, how many times are
8 bells struck?

6

A-11



Material Page

12. Text 317

(An answer with any or
all of the information
given below shall be
scored correct.)

Situation: You are making a long splice. You
haVe completed the first operation and have pairs
of strands at three positions. After each of
these strands are halved,

What is done with the four halves before the loose
ends are trimmed?

(a) TWO ARE TIED AND THE REST ARE TUCKED OVER AND UNDER THE STRANDS.
_.(b) TWO ARE TIED TOGETHER WITH OVERHAND KNOT TWO AREORICKED OVER AND

UNDER ONE OF THE FULL REMAINING STRANDS.
(c) ALL STRANDS ARE TUCKED.

13. Figure 348 Situation: You are rigging a single swing boom.
You have completed all the rigging except to rig
the topping lift leadline.

Which three blocks! muat'this line go through
before it reaches thelgypsy head of the winch?

SNATCH BLOCK, DOUBLE TOPPING LIFT BLOCK AT KINGPOST DOUBLE TOPPING LIFT
BLOCK AT BOOMHEAD.

14. Table 416 Situation: You are in charge of sounding fog
signals. Your ship is towing another power
vessel when you encounter heavy fog.

What signal will you sound and how often will you
sound it?

(a) - o o ONE MINUTE APART. (b) A LONG BLAST, 2 SHORT BLASTS,

1 MINUTE APART. (c A 4-6 SECOND BLAST FOLLOWED BY TWO ONE-SECOND

BLASTS AT LEAST ONCE PER MINUTE.

15. Text & 413-414 Situation: Your ship
Fig 20-Y, boat-a and wishes to p

In which direction is
message is sounded?

meets another ship to star-
ass.

the passing made and what

STARBOARD TO STARBOARD (TO RIGHT) AND TWO SHORT BLASTS.

16. Text &
Table

135 Situation: You are on evening watch. You are
told to report to your chief at 4 bells and at
8 bells.

At what times will you report?

(a) 6:00 & 8:00 (b) 3800 & 2000

8q
A-12
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APPENDIX B

NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY:
RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

,..-,..............,.....

4 ,

Note--Last-minute changes in the NRTT/I, and the discover? that an edition
of The Bluejackets' Manual different from tnat used in the present study
was being used by Navy personnel, resulted in some items being omitted
from either the NRTT or NRTI studies.

B-0
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Index

peferences to 111usts storms Le printed mu boldface Pape

N
Algulett,s 75,76 America, USA 205
Air bedding 130 Anierscan Red floss 571
Airborne early warning aircraft 230 Ammunition handling
Air conditioning 157 precautions 243 41.5-436
Air controlman 89 Ammunition ships 224
Aircraft carnets 207.211 Ammon tions types or 218, 241, 242
Anent. Amphibious ships, types of 216, 217.219

designation 235.236 Ampbobvem warf are 22t 222

Index 639

Ranks and ratings 5859.67 Revolver, 38 247, 248
Ranks, commissioned 58-60 - Ribbons, decorations 71
Ranks, Warrant 64 Rifle salute 493
Rating badger 62, 63, 64, 65 Rigel, U55 224
Rating conversion S52 Rigging 347 304 349 350, 331, 352,
Rating descriptions 89-91 353. 354, 355,447
Ra't guards 344, 346 Robb coupling 357
Raymond releasing Look Rockets 217

1,,,dek 643

UUT 222 Visit and search 261
Unauthorized absence 43 Visitors 15, 136
Underwater Demolition Teams 222 Visual signals 188
Underwater insignia 67, 68 5'oice radio 195 198
Underway defined 407 Volatile furls 457
Underwly replenishment 221, 261, Vomiting agents 270

3.5o4.--.8, 455-457 VRII 567

Underway watches US 116 %Yost breast line 341,344

NAVY READING TASK TEST /INVEh'ORY --#RESULTS OF EXPLORPIORY STUDY

Type of Task: Index Item 1:

Item'2:

Item 3:
Questions:
Using only the Index, give the page
the following items.

1. A,
2. Rigging wire rope

3. Precautions when handling ammunition

Locating Information
Directly Given in' Index

Locating Information'
Indirectly Given in Index

Locating Subordinated Informatiohl

number(s) where you could find

1

Test Results: Perc ntage of persbnnel at each reading grade.level who got
the c rrect answer.

tt

READING GRADE LEVEL

6 L7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Item N ).6 26 21 25 41 14 28 16 50

1 % 88 89 91 84 100 93 100 94 98

2 % 85 85 86', 76 88 93 89 81 98

3 % 62 77 91 88 90 100 93 88 98

Inventory Results: Frequency With which this type of material is used.

. 1 2 3 4 5
.

1 to 3 1 time 2 to 3 1 or more Daily Not
Rating times each times times Used

a year month a month each week

Electronics Technician
El!ctrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate

Boatswain's Mate X

X
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ENLISTED DETAILS
There arc many jobs involving work and responsibilities which are not

covered by any particular rating description. Men may be detailed to these
jobs by a division officer, department head, or the executive officer.

Peach Guard (In Port)
He is a petty officer detailed to control boat traffic and help maintaun

order at a fleet landing during liberty hours.

Chief of the Bost
He is the senior enlisted man in a submaine, and reports direct to the

executive officer. (See Chapter 11.)

tta Compartment rleaners
1 They are non-rated men, detailed by their division officers, to be respon-ts.)

sable for cleanliness and good order of their assigned compartments. They
do not stand watches, but take part in all

Division Police Petty Officer
These men are assistants to the ship's master.atarms, and perform their

duties in that part of the 4,ip for which L. division is responsible. The
DPPO makes taps and reveille in his own division spaces, turns standing
lights on at sunset and off at reveille, and directs traffic and clears the
compartments during drills

Fresh Water King
He is an engineering department petty officer f.f chsc;e of the ship's

evaporators.

Guard Mail Petty Officer (In Port)
He is a man detailed to carry official mail between the ship and other

sl- and commands (see Chapter 10)

NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of Task: Finding Facts in Texts (form E, Item 7)

Question:' In assigning enlisted details, who serve as assistants
to the ship's master-at-arms?

_jest Results: Percentage of personnel at each reading grade level
who got .the correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 TOTAL

N 10 8 7 6 11 8 , 7 6 .417 82

60 62 71 88 91 62 57 100 100 79

Inventory Results. Frequency with which this type of task is performed:

1 2 3 4 5

1 to 3 1 time 2 to 3 1 or more Not
times each times times Daily Used
a year month a month each week

Electronics Technician X

Electrician's Mate X

Gunner's Mate
. X

3oatswain's Mate X

8D



1100 FEET OF I INCH HOSE

ADJUSTABLE SPANNER

AFOOT APPLICATOR

CLOSED

WYE GATE

100 FEET OF I INCH HOSE

FIRE PLUG

SELF CLEANING
STRAINER

OPEN TO PROVIDE
DRAIN IN CASE OF
DEFECTIVE FIRE PLUG
VALVE " ,

Figure 15 7 Stenderd shipboard nstalleton of fire plug, arsine'', and hose sections.
Note lower valve On wye gate ti open to provdis dram m use of Meetly, fire plug
valve

90

NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of Task: Finding Facts in Figures (Form E, Item 8)

Question: How many 100-ft hose sections are included in a
standard shipboard fire plug installation?

. -Test Results: Percentage of personnel at eac) reading grade level
who,got the correct answer.

St

6>

READING GRADE LEVEL

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 TOTAL

N 10 8 7 8 11 8 7 6 17 82

80 50 71 62 91 75 86 83 94 79

Inventory Results: Frequency with which this type of task is pe f6rmed.

1 2 3 4 5

1 to 3 1 time 2 to 3 1 or more Not
times each times times Uaily Used
a year month a month each week

Electronics Technician
Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate
Boatswain's Mate X

X

X

X

91



NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY - RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of Taskf Finding Facts in Tables (Form E, Item 9) .

Question: What is the weight of the M16 rifle?

Test Results: Percentage of personnel at each reading grade level
who got the correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL,

5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 TOTAL'

N 10 8 7 8 11 8 7 6 17, 82

S 90 100 100 100 100 88 100 100- 100 98

Inventory Results: Frequency with which this type of task is.Verformed.

1 2 3 4 5 ,

1 to 3 1 time 2 to 3 1 or more Not
times each times times Daily Used
a year month a month each week

Electronics Technician (omitted)

Electrician's Mate
Gunne-'s Mate
Boatsw.in's Mate

X

X

X

SMALL ARMS TABLE

M- Jr! Caliber Capacity Weight Barrel Length Type of Action Max Range Effective Range

PISTOL M1911A1 45 cal 7 rounds 2 1/2 lbs 5 inches semiautomatic 1600 yds 55 yds
magazme

REVOLVER 38 2AL .38 Special 6 rounds 1 1/2 Ibs 4 inches single/double 16.00 yds 53
Action

M14 RIFLE 7 6,2 mm 20 rounds 10 lbs 22 mches semiautomatic/ 5000 yds 50Oyds
magazine automatic

M16 RIFLE 5.56 mm 20 rounds 7 1/2 lin 20 inches semiautomatic/ 2900 yds 500 yds
magazine automatic

SHOTGUN 12 gaugt 5 rounds " 7 1/214 20 mches pump 748 yds 40-50 yds
various

MACHIN GUN M2 .50 cal 53 or 303 Ft4 Ibi 45 inches semiautomatic/ 74C3 tvs 2250 yds
round belt automatic

MACHINE GUN MW 7 62 mm 100 rounds nibs 24 inches automatic 3200 meters 1100 meters
belt

1.1NE THROWING GUN A6 cid single N/A HiA K/A 1C0 yLs KO yds
Blank Snot

B-4



! NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of Task: Finding Facts in Texts and Figures (Form E, Item 10)

Question: When using a spray painting gun, how far from the
surface should the 'gun be held?

Test Results: Prrcentage of personnel'at each reading grade level
-4 who got the correct answer.

r

N

READING GRADE L.VEL

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 TOTAL

10 8 7 8 11 8 7 6 17 82

90, 88, '100 100 100 100 100 100 94 96

Inventory Results: Frequenc, with which this type of task is performed.

1 2 3 4 5

1 to 3 1 time 2 to 3 1 or more Not
times each times times
d year month a month each week

Daily Used

Electronics Technician
Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate
Boatswain's Mate X

X

X

1

6 0 IC

-DO NOT ARCH
ST RoKE

VOVE 0.14 14
STRAIGHT LtitiE

BMW STROKE,
s'fitYN PULL

TRIGGER

RELEASE TRIGGER
BEFORE COMPLETING

OROKE

WRONG
",.../mETHOO

CORRECT
MFTHOO

f

screw, If a wide pattain'it used, the flow of paint is increased accordingly
with the fluid control screw. Fo!loyAmc Lules.in spray painting

Ilcfo;e starling to Spray. test the gun on a surface similar to the one sOu
will work or

ll sills minimum pressure for the job and hold the gun from six to ten
inches from the surface.

Hold the gun perpendicular to the surface and at a constant distance at
all utiles on the strokes Start the stroke Wore squee/ing the trigger,
and release it berme finishing the stroke

Spray up to within one or two inches of a corner and stop. Then turn the
gun sidews)s and tn.ty downwards, spraying both sides at once.

If small pietes.protn4 from n large area i mg painted, paint them first,
and then do the entire tIrca.

Thoroughly clean the prny gun, paint container, and hoses after each
use, as descrsbed in 04 training course for boatswain Slate & 2

93



V. I

Mt ahgp.. t14,iguali-10- o nrutip uS later, which illdwde
flu Ii iyiH athl 144'11.11 11,1 411111 111114 11111111111k WI 1111 iitii uwully ii ;111d

m Tien, i tyr, .1% Ihcy :n Inuit. 1.1.4. rdtHtifyuo: thAgna.
both ate ,itstt1 e. and%

ult ,hip: bo.kb, because letter :mil insinbr tk,iyualiun, :are
shinier than II c shii s 11.1111MAhmson Capistrano, (AC 162)and hylp to
avoid confusion ban een such similar names as Horne (DIG 30) and
Hemet tCVS 12) or Ando, MSC 199) and P webus (YF 294).

The first letter in a designator is a gent classification: D for destroyers,
S kr subinannes, L. for amphibious vessels, M for minew.ufare vessels. A
for ausiliars, for Coast Curd vessels, T for Military Scalift Command
ships, and T for sersice and yard craft. In combatant designations, the
letter N means nuclear powered and C means chip is eluipped to fire
guider! missiles. A listing of most ship designations follows, minor yard craft
and service craft have been omitted.

AD Destroyer Tender
ADC Degaussing Ship
AE Ammunition Ship
AF Store Ship
AFS Combat Store Ship
1G Miscellaneous
ACDE Escort Research Ship
AGE!! Ilydr foil Research Ship
ACER Envi .nental Research

Ship
AFC Miscyllaneous Command

Ship
ACM Missile Range

Instrumentation Ship
ACMR Major Communications

Relay Ship
ACOR Oceanographic Research

Ship
ACP Patrol Craft Tender
ACS Surveying Ship
ACSS Auxiliary Submarine
ACTR Technical Research Ship
All Hospital Ship
AK "" Cargo Ship
AKD Cargo Ship Dock
AKL Light Cargo Ship

91

AKFt
ANL
AO
AOE
AOC
AOR
AP
AR
ARS
AS
RSPB
ASR
ATA
ATC
ATF
ATS
AV
AVM
CA
CC

vehicle C.algo Ship
Stores Issue Ship
Net Laying Ship

Oiler
Fast Combat Support Ship

Gasoline Tanker
Replenishment Oiler

Transport
Repair Ship, Salvage Ship

Subm :me 'render
Assault Support Patrol Boat

Submarine Rescue Ship
Auxiliary Ocean Tug

Armored Troop Carrier
Fleet Ocean Tug

Salvage and Rescue Ship
' Seaplane Tender
-Guided Missile Ship

Heavy Cruiser
Command Ship

CCB Corninand and Control Boat
CC, CCN Guided Missile Cruiser
CL Light Cruiser
CLC Guided Missile Light

Cruiser

NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type 3f Task: Finding Facts in Texts and Tables (Form E, Item 11).

Question: What does tilt general ship classification for a seaplane-,
tender mean?

Test results: Percentage of personnel at each reading grade level
who got the correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 TOTAL

N
le54

S POS°

Inventory Results: Frequency with which this type of task is performed.

1

1 to 3
times

a year

2 '3 4

1 time 2 to 3 1 or more
each times times

month a month each week

Electronics Technician X

Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate X

Boatswain's Mate

X

5

Not
Daily Used

X

93
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Heatstroke (Sunstroke)
Heatstroke and heat exhaustion are caused by exceasi.4 exposure to

desert or jungle heat, direct rays of the sun, or heat of machinery spaces,
foundries, bakeries, etc. Under similar circumstances, one person may
develop heatstroke and another heat exhaustion. There are important
differences between the two afflictions.

Each represents a different bodily reaction to excessive heat, and for this
reason thisyniptoms and treatment are also different.

Heatstroke results from a failure of the heat-regulAting mechanism of the
body. The body becomes overheated,fle temperature rises to between 105
and 110 degrees Farenheit, but there is no sweating or cooling of the lody.
The victim's skin is /lot, dry, and rixl; he may have preliminary symptoms
such as headache, nausea, dizziness, or weakness; but veryoften the first
signs are sudden collapse andiloss of consciousness. Breathing islikely to be
detp and rapid. The pulse is strong and fast. Convulsions may occut.
Heatstroke may cause death or permanent disability; at hest. recovery is
likely to be slow, and complicated by relapses.

The loriger the victim remains oveiheated, the mor likely he is to die.
These are first aid measures to immediately lower b.xly temperature.

...

klovi the victim to a cool place, remove his clothing, and place him on
his back with head and shou)defTeightly raised.

-

Sponge o; spray his body With cold water, and fan him so the water will-
evaporate rapidly.

When he regains ciarisciousness, give him cool (not cold) water to drink.
Don't give stimulants or tot drinks.

Cet him to s medical facility as soon as possible. Keep, him cool while he
is being transported/

A

NAVYREADfNG TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATOY STUDY
.
Following Directigns Using Texts (Form E, Item 12)

Sitpation You are.treating an Anscious person for
heatstroke. You have moved the person to a cool plate
-and removed his Clothing.

What else should yotito before you spray his body with
cold water?

Type of Task:

Question:'

4

Test Results: Percentage of persnnnelOt each reading grade level
who got the correct answer.

N

READING GRADE LEVEL

6 7 8 9 10 11

10 8 7 J 8 -11 8

12 13 a 14 TOTAL

.7 - 6' 17 82

70 88 100 86 01 100 86 83 100 90

Inventory Results: Frequei(Ey With which this type of task is performed.,a
1 2 3 4 5

.1 to 3

times
a year

1 time- .2 to 3 1' or moire

bach times times
month a month each week

ElectronicsTechnician
Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate -

Boattwain's Mate

X

Nbt
Daily Used

. -

X
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STRAIGHT STREAM

ilk1

,TIOG

. .
SHUT

0
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7

Figure 154 Allpurpose hate nozzle In use for high velocity fog, low velocity fog,
and treight Mem..

. 4 1.

6
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;
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NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY = RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of Task: Following Directions Using Figures (Form E;Item 13Y

. 4

Question: Situation -- You al fighting ,a fire using an 411-purpose
oszz1e the'h gh velocity, fog position. Youahave

just received orders to use low 'velocity,fog. on the fire.
d. After you have turned off the water by moving the lever to
"" the "SHUT" position,

What two thing's must be done to get low velocity. fog?

Test Results: Percentage of personne teach reading grideleve);
who got the correct an wer.

READING GRIIIE LEVEL

6 7 8 - 9 10 11 12 13' 14 TOTAL

.%

: .10 13. 7 8 11 i8 : 7 6 17 82

20 25 14 * ..55 ''62!;* 57 67 59. 45.,
Inventory Results: Frequency'with which this type of tail' is performed.

1 2 3 4 5 . .9

'1 to 3 1 time 2 to 3 1 or more . Not
. times each 'times times Daily Used

a year month .a 'month each week

Electronics lechnician X
, -.

Electrician's Mate 4,(.. ,e,-. _.,,. , .,..,-,4. sGunner's Mite . -......-..-:. ..
Boatswain's Mate --.._ !---- ' ,,r x

-

O .

^

99
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OyiNERSIIIP MARKINGS ,

'Articles of ,cluthing slutl he legibly marked with le o%,ner'i name .and
SSN using black matking flind for marking white clothe:, and chambray
shirts; Mute marking fluid for marking blue clothes and dungaree trousers;
or indelible ink when labels are provided for the purpose. All 'markings
other than those an labels shall be made with a one-half inch stoned or
stainpf available, but not larger than one inch.

Recruits arc furnished detailed instructions on nuuting clothes at the
time of Lvue. These instructions must )3e followed explicitly. As a general
rule, the instructions for marking'clothes, as laid down in Uniform Regula..,
tions, should be followed when additional uniform equipment ii obtained.

The word "right" or "left" means the right or'left when wearing the
garment. On towels, it means the owners right or left Whin standing
behind theartielelaid out for inspection. Markings on all aFticles, whet;
properly rolled of laid out for bag inspection, will appearright side up to
the inspecting officer and upside down to the person standing behind them.

Men
a

Bag (duffel)Along the canying.strap on outer side, and on opposite side
from the Carrying strap, around the bag about one foot from the top:
BeltsInside.
Cap, blue workingInitials only on the sweatblind.
Cap, knit (watch)On label, inside, one-half inch from the bottom.
Coatc(peacoat)On the lining, right side of slit of tail three inches from
and parallel to bottom.
Drawerseigtside of the right half of the waistband, or imiliediately un- \
deraeath the waistband,on drawers with elastic waistbands. . I
ClovesInitials only.'inside. near the top.
Ha4,:vlviteClutside of the brim, when brim is turned down, sufficiently
close to theicrowo that marking will not show when brim is turned up.
Jacket, blue)votingInsfde of hem at the 'Aght,of the center line of the
luck:
Jumpers, blue and' white Inside of hem at the, right of the center tine of
the back.
NeckerchiefDiagonally across center.
RaincoatInside on lining, three inches' below collar seam.
Shirt, blue chambray-7On shirt tail; last name only onleft trot& one inch
above pocket
Shirt, white tropicalVertically, beginning one inch from the bottom on
the inner side of the right front fold on which the buttons are sewed.
ShoesInitials only inside. near top.
SocksInitials only on the foot.

to o
. 1 .

.

o.

NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF' gkPLORATORY STUDY .

Type of Task:. Following Directions Using Tables (Form E, Item 14)
A a

Question: Situation You have been given instructions to check all
clothes,to make sure theyeare marked-in the-right way'. When
checking, you find out that yciwkraincpat has not been marked,

.Where should your ri'incoat be marked?

-
Teit Results: Percentage of 'personnel at each reed iq grade level

who got the correct answer.

g

S

i. .
READING .GRADE.LEVEL

6 7 8 9' 10 It" .12 13 .TOTAL

10 8 7 8. 11 8 7 6 , 17 82

90" 100 100 .100 /91 100 86 83 - -400 95
0

Inventory Results,: Frequency with 'which this type- Of task 51s performed.

la 2 38 4

1 to 3 1 time
times each
'a year month

Electronics Technician .
'Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate
Boatswain's Mate. , X

2-to 3,, 1 or more
times times
a month, each week

Not
Obily, Used'

X

X

X

a

1
4I
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All 'ships mu assign ed designaii;lina group of letters which ituficate
thcirtype.and 1.tencral useand bull minim, which are usually assigned
in sewn:ste no ships of a type as they are built. These identifying desipa-c.
tions are used in correspondence, records, plans, communications, and
sometimes on ships' boats, because leter and number designations are
shorter than the ship'i names Mission Gap(stranv, (AC 162)and help to
avoid confu.sion between such similar names as Home (DLC 30) and °
Hornet (CVS 12) or Phoebe (MSC -199) and Phoebus (YF 294).

.The firstietter in a designator Ls,* general classification: D for destroyers, .
S for submarines,-1. for amphibious vessels., M for tninewarfare vessels, A
for auxiliaries, W for Coast Cuar,1 vessels, 'Tfor Military Seal& Command

,hips, and I' for. service and yardCraft. In combatant 'designations, the
lettetN means nuclear powered and C means the ship is equipped to fire
guided missiles. A listing of most ship designatimis follows; minor yard_ciaft

.and service craft have ben onutted.. .

° AD Destroyer Tender
ADC Degaussing Ship
AE ' Ammunition Ship
AF Store Ship
AFS Combat Store Ship
AC Miscellaneous

s ACDE Escort Research Ship
ACEH Hydrofoil Research Ship .
ACER Environmental Research

Ship
. 'AFC Miscellaneous Command,

Ship
ACM Missile Range

Instrumentation Ship
ACMR Major Communications

Relay Ship
IGOR Oceanographic Research

ACP Patrol.Cruft Tender
ACS Surveying Ship
ACSS . 4uxiliary Submarine
ACTS 'Technical Research Ship
AH Hospital Ship
AK Cargo Ship
AKD Cargo Ship Dock

I AKL Light Cargo Ship,

10

AKR Vehicle Cargo Ship
ANL Stores Issue Ship
AO - Net Laying Ship I
AOE Oiler
AOC Fast Combat Support Ship
AOR Gasoline Tanker
AP '1 Replenishment Oder
AR tradpon
ARS---tepalr Ship, Salvage Ship
AS Submarine Tender
ASPB Assault St.Rport Patrol Boat
ASR Subrnar:rie
ATA Auxiliary Omin Tug
ATC Armored TrOop Carrier
ATF Fleet Ocer1411/
ATS Salvage and Rac Sl!IP
AV Seaplane Mda.
AVM Guided Missile Ship
CA Heavy Cruiser '
CC Cornmand.ShIP
CCB Command and Control Boat
CC, CCN Guided Missile Cruller
CL t Cruiser
CLC Missile 1.411t .

Cruises:

),,,..,
7

S
'

NAVY READING TAITiSTANTORY. RESULTS OF EKPLOIlAtO 54UDY

---_-- --'s,
Type of Task:: Following DirectiOnSlisf3g Texts and =Tables (Fdretlf Item 16)

.,/'' --)c.. .----
---S---1-------,

--'

, 1.7

'Question:. Situation You are on,ivitch Ind have,ieen told to report all
ships that you see. --When ,reporting, yoW have been told to first
give the,shipi,s general Flassifieationiand hen the e.,,,ignation.
You havi4sigaida light cargb Ship-.

What do,you report? .

lest Resulis:

. 4 1

Percentage of:personnel at
0

each reading grade level
who got the correct'answer. ; . ,,'t - -,'

READING GRADE LEVEL' . t

6 7 . '8 9 10 lt 12' 13 14 TOTAL

10 8 7 8 11 8 1 6 *17 82
11.

40 50 86 62 55 62 il ,83 . 82 6h
.

Inventory Results: Frequency with which- ibis type

Electronics-Technician
Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Nate
Boatswain's Nate

.

1 to 3
times
a year

2

time
each
month

X

of task is performed.
-

3 4 5

2 to. 3 1 or more
times times Daily
a !ninth ea_ch week

X

Not'

Used

t4 . .

.r
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SHIPBOARD WEAPONS CONTROL
Any weapon to be effective must be Able to deliver a destructive deVIce

to a target. For accuracy, the exact lot-MI6 of the targtt mustibe known,
and for a moving- target, the velocity and direction of travel. Since many
aircraft and missiles travel faster than the speed of sound, a weapon must
be able to hit them at great dis:ances. Against such targets, r weapon is
most effective when it is used as part of a weapon system.

A.Welpon sy'stem is def.:ad as the combination of a weapon (or multiple
weapons) and the equipment used to bring the weapon's destrimfive power
against any enemy. The weapons system includes:

Units'that detect, locate, and identify the target; search radars, optical
target designation traramittels, and IFF radar (Identification, Friend or
Foe)?

Units that deliver or initiate delivery ofthe weapon to the targetguns,'
missile launFher.

Units that direct r ,sim the delivery unitgun and guided missile radar
and directars; coo- ester .devices (rangekeepers And computers); display

units (ele ronic.....cciromechanical, or optical devices); reference, devices
(stable el ments) to establish reference planes and lines to stabilize lines pf
fire and 1 nes of sight.

Units tat will destroy the target when contact is made, or when near
the tarp tstlells, missiles, torpedoes.

The rirhary'mission of a weapons system is to destroy the enemy or a"
practick target. To accomplish itimission, it thes through this procedure:

N

104
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NAVY READING-TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

.

Type of Task: Finding Facts in Texts (Form MI: Item 7) '

Question:' In target detecttbn,,,what.does IFF mean?

Test Results:

N

Percentage of personnel at each reading grade level
who got the correct answer. .

READING GRADE' LEVEL

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13'

6 10' '5 9 19 3 6 5

r.

14 TOTAL

18 81

S _100 90 ipo 100 100 100 83 100 100 94,

Inventory Resulti:
. ,

Frequency with which this type of task is performed..

1 2
.. 3 4 5

1. to 3 1 time 2 ca 3 '1 or' more

timer each Limes times Daily
a year month' a month each 4mee4

Electronics Technician X

.Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate

X.,
X

Boatswain's Mate

Nat ,

Used
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NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Tipe'of Task:

Question:

Finding Facts in Figures (Form M, Itefv8).

HOW many white navigational lights lare required for a 200-ft
power vessel. underway under international rules?

fest Results: Percentage of personnel at each reading grade level
, who got the correct. answer.

.

N

f.

RUING GRADE LEVEL.

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 TOTAL

6 10 5 '9 19 3 , 6 5 18 81

Q

50 40 60 56 68 33 5Q 20 56 53 4

.,'
U.S. MAAND WAITAS-AKS 0 VIStitUlY .

Inventory Results: 'Frequency with which this type of tick is performed:.

t 2 3 4
..

1 to 3. 1 time 2 to 3 1 or more Not
times each times times Daily Used %

a year , month a month each week 1

1

INOTSSIAGOIHO vISSSU

STUN UGH?
I Wm

rNO Crib
TVs*, AIT

nir. 202 Novignionisi lights required tit bower molts under ray, shoring
colors sod are of visibility.

*

1.0

Electronics Technician-
Electrician's Mate X

Gunner's Mate X

Boatswain's Mate X

I

a

rA

10 7
O

4



,.Spray .whiting Tex 'anilines

mit is shot out of the no/rle in A thin jet, and compressed air Spreads it
11, s raw 11ie sprayijsattern is changed by adjusting the air control

WRONG
METH00

C CORRECT
METHOD

sae.. If a wide patter- is used. the flow of paint is increased accoidingly
with the fluid control screw. Follow thestrules, in spray rioting:

Before starting to.spray, test the gun on a surface similar to the one you
usil work On.

Cse the minimum pressure for the job and hold the gun from six to ten
inches from the surface.

bold the gild perbendienlanto the surface and -it a con2tant distance at
all times* on the strokes'. Start the strAc before srp.e/ing the trigger,
and release it before finishing the stroke.

Spray up to within ohe or two inches of a corner and atop Then tutu the
gun sideways and spray downwnis, spraying both sides at once.

If ,mall pieces protrude from a large area being painted, paint them first,
and then do the entire area.

Thoroughly clean the spray gun, paint container, and hose.
use. as described In the training course for Boatswain Mate 3 & 2 _

I

-NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type, of Task: Following Directions Using Text & Figures(Form E, Item 15)

-

Questipn: Situation You were asked t6 paint a small building using'
a spray-painting'gun You have painted the entire building
except fer the corners.

How should the corners be painted?

Test Results:

N

Percentage of personnel at each reading grade level
who lot the,correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL

6 8 9 10 11

10 8 7 8 11 8

60 75 86 100 100 -100

12 13' 14 TOTAL

7 6 17 82

86 100 '94* 89

Inventory Results: Frequency with which this type of task is performed.

1 -2

1 to 3 1 time

times each
'a, year month

Electronics Technician X

Electrician's Mate
oner's Mate '
Boa Sri's Mate

3 4 -5

2 to 3 1 or more
times times
a month each week

Not
Daily Used

X.

X

0

10.9
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Fivre 137 Automate pixel in field stopped condivon

. . .
Proper care of the pistol is a requirement-of the user, and the following,

steps outline the procedure for,field stripping the weapon f,9r maintenance
(figure 11-7). -

-Char the weapon of all runivilltr.

Push in magazine catch to remove magazine.

Cock the hammer and push the safety lock up to the safe position. huh
the recoil spring plug In and turn the barrel bushing about a quarter turn
clockwise while holding the recoil spring plug inward. Slowly release the

.pressure on the recoil spring phig, removing it from the, gun. &turn the
lafety_lock to the fire position.

Pull slide rearward until the projection on the slide stop is directly below
the half-moon recess on the slide. Push the slide stop out from right to

left using finger pressure.
-

Holding ptstorupside down, draw the receiver to the rya; removing in

from the slide. Lay the receiver on a padded surfacedot.% let it fall on
deflc.

Remove the recoil' spring and guide out the rear of the 414. Renike
barrel bushing by turning counterclockwise u far u it, will go. then pull
out with your fingers.

Tilt slide, upside down, downward and pull barrel out the mtrale 'end oft.,
the slide.

-
1 1

st

3

/ .-.-

V -.
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NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY -- RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY'

4 ...

Type of Task: Finding Facts in Texts and Figures (Form N, Item 10)

Question: When stripping a .46.caliber-pistol, what must be'removed
from the muzzle end of the barrel?

Test Results: Percentage of personnel at'each reading grade level
who'got-the correct answer.

-READING GRADE LEVEL

;- N 6 10

7 8 9 10! 11

5 9 19 3

33

12 13 14 TOTAL

6 5 -18 81

50 O. 89 47 33 50 BO 51

\
Inventory Results: Frequency with which this type of task is performed.

2 3 4 5

1 to 3 1 time '2 to 3 1 or'more
times each times times Daily
a year month a month each week

Electronics- Technician
Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate
Boatswain's Mate

X

X

Not

Used

Y.
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MEANING ON INLAND WATVIS WHISTLE SIGNAL MEANING ON INTERNATIONAL WATF,AS

I Intend to direct my course to my own
Starboard (and to leave ycu on .ny
Pdn We)

Dr m a crossing situation by the privileged
vessel: I intend to maiatain my course and
speed. .

1 Short Blast I am attenrig my course to starboard

intend to direct my COWS: to my own Port
you on my starboard We).

2 Short Blasts. am altering my coUrseto port. (and to terse

My engines are gang at full speed astern.
(Court decisions have held that this signal should
also be used when engines ire going 'stem less
than full or whet\ a ship has stermvay )

3 Short Blasts My engines age going astern.
(Court dictsions have.held this signal legal
to indicate the snp hnSttlirilly

Dinger Signal, 1 fad to understand your course
or intention. I do not believe the ProPosed course
of acton ts safe

4 or more
Slim Blalts

. .
5 or more Danger Signal. lute prnnleged vesiei)
Short Blasts - doubt that you are talong sufficient
- -. action woven collsmon:(Cannot Mr

givers by burdened vessel./
,

NOTE Except for the danger signal on inland waters. their signets may only )e sounded Mien vessels are in
sight (visuMN) of one arwthec .- .

112
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NAVY READING TASK EST/INVENTORY , RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY.

Type of Task: Finding Facts in Tables (FormM, Item 9)

Question: 'What does three short blasts of a whistle mean in
international waters? 4

Test Results: Percentage of personnel at each reading grade level
who got the correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL'

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 .13 14 TOTAL,

N 6 10 5 9 19 6. 5 18 81

S v.83 90 100 100 95 104* 100 100 100 96

Iiiventory Results: Frequency with which this type of task is

1 2 3 4

1 'to 3' 1 time 2 to 3 1 or more
times each times times
a year month a month each week

° Electronics Technician
4lectrician'sMate
Glinner's Mate

8oatswain's Mate

performed.

5

Not

Daily Used
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Asic 1 Chains These me made of oblei, sad the du varies according to
size of the *ship and its anchors. Chain comes in 13- fathom lengths (90

/feet) cal0..1 shots. A destroyer will have one eight-shot chain and one seven-
,' shot chain. Shots are connected by detachable links; these links, and their

adjacent has; are painted red, white. or bll'ae, to help the detail
know how much chain has run out. Each link of the next -to -last shot is
painted yellow; the entire last shot isted. This is. to waro4kat the bitter
end of the-chain is coming up. When an anchor is hoisted, the chain comes
off the anchor windlass and into the chain locker.

S.*? of

CO Shot Number Detachable Link
. i

4 1 (15 fathbms) Red0
2 (30 fathoms) White
3 (45 fathoms) Blue
4 044mmoms) Red

,.

6 (90 fathoms) Blue

5 (75 fathoms) White

.1

114
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NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of Tesk: Fihding-Facts in Texts and Tables (Form 14,. Item 11)

Question:.

a

How many fathoms of ..:hain are in a 4 shot anchor chain?

Test.Results: 13'ercentage,of personnel at each reading grade lev3l

Number
of Adjacent Links

Painted White

Turns of Win

on Cm
VA he Links

'

-3

%

1

2

.

4

5

's

1

2

3

4

5
6-.

4..

..,

N.....*-.)

who Rot the correct answer.

READING,GRADE LEVEL

6 7 8 9 10 11 '12 13 . 14 TOTAL

6 0 .5 9 1,9 3 6 5 18 lir

% 83 90 100 89. 89 67-. 100 100 100 93

'.

Inventory Results: Frequency with which this type of task is pt. nned..

2 3. 4
.

5
.

t,

1 to 3 1 time 2 to 3 1 or Aori Not,
- times each ..times times Daily Used

a year month . a month each week

,

Electronics.Technictan. X

Electrician's Mate X

Gunner's Mate; X.
Boltswain4s M. to X

O
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Radiatfr Words

r --The power generated by electronic equipment can result in biological
Injury to atop. Where such 'danger isrpossible, an r-f (radrp frequency)
radiation hazard exists: and warning must be posted.

Before a man 'goes aloft to work on masts or stacks, he must obtain
permission from the 00D. He will usually have to have a chit stating that
radio and radar transmitters have been secured and tagged. "seemed. men
aloft." The folleiWing specific precautions must be observed to avoid him-
anions intensitilevels.

No sisual inspection of any opening. such as a wave guide, that emits r-f
r.uctgy is allowed unless the equipment is definitely secured for inspection.

Operating and maintenance men must inspect all r-f hatard signs posted
in the operating area to ensure that the equipment i cur rating in such a
manner that nearby personnel are not subjected to hasardous nuliation.

AN personnel must he aware of and observe r-f warning signs in a
specific area.°

When the possibility of accidental expOsnre exists while the antenna is
radiating, a man mustle stationed topside. within view of the a'ntenna put
svelldut of she beam). and int:ominuniNit ion with the operator.

Radiation listard warning signs must be permanently posted and also
nsed so ternporarily restrict access to certain parts of the 'ship where
eqtlptneittkradiating.

1E3

. t .

If
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EADING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of Task: Following Directions Using Texts (Form 4T.Item 12)

Question: Situation You hiVe been asked to go aloft to work on
the masts and stacks. You have read your work assignment
and are about ready to go aloft.

What else must you dwpefore you go aloft?.

Test Results: Ptrgentage'of personnel at each reading grade level
wh-o- got the correct answer.

READ9IG GRADE LEVEL

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

50 90 80 89 84 100

6 5 9 19 '3 18 81

83 100 .89 85.

6 5

14 TOTAL

N

X,

Inventory Results: FnqUency with which this type of task is

1 2 3

1 time

each .

month

1 to 3
time.
a year

Electronics Technician X

Electrician's MAte.:
Gunner's Mate

i'dqatswain's Mate

performed.

4 5

Daily
2 to 3 1 or more

times times

a tenth. each week
-or", .

X

Not

Used

X

X

o
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NAVY.READING TASK TEST /INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY'

Type of Task: Following Directions Uiing Figures (Form M, Item 13)
,

4

O

o

Flours 1 -2 Fueling at so. envies speri method. A. delivering ship, B. receiving
C flen:D. OeliC411 hook. E. free Smiley, i.'srelleir.IS. outboard saddle,

M. inboe-i'mdchs, 1. hasS eisimps, J. writ/NIA. MIT. K. wiry pendent, L. wits
issAllo WAS

..

11'0 4

Question:*
...

'Sitbation /

/

You are on a delivery ship rigging an all-wire
span for fueling at sea. You:have attached the tolleys and
the iree.tralley to the wire span.

. Whdt elsemust you 'attach to the wire,spani
, 0

V. .

Test Results. Percentage of,personnel at each reading grade level
who got; the correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL

-6 7 9 10 ,11 12 13 14 TOTAL

;6 '10 V p 19 i , 5 18 81 .

33 11 20 44. 63 67 67 20 ii 46

Inventory Results: Frequency with which this type of task is performed.

3 4 5.

1 to 3 1 time 2 to 3 1 or more . Not

times each times times Daily Used .

a year month a month each week

Electrbnics.Technician
Electrician's Mate
Gunger'i Mate
Boatswain's Mate 41.

9.1..°

113' O
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1499046) 26 3.X0
ue 26 9 . 7,900 3.9X1
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MI 40 11 16,300 11.700
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MI. 50 13 23,300 24A00
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..
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17
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NAVY-READING TASK TEST /INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of.yasic: Following Directions Using Tables (Form Mf _Item 14)

Question: Situation You-are in charge of loading personnel on'LCVPs.
The four crew members are already in the.boat. If you load
the boat to capacity with combat-equipped troops,

What will be the total number of personnel you chn put in
the boat?

J

Test Results: Perctaage ofpersonnel at each reading grade level
who got the correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL
,

."6 7 3 9 10 11 2 13 14 TOTAL

.N 6 . 10 5. 9 19 3 6 5 18 81

67 50 40 67 79 100 67. 60 72 68

Inventory Results: Frequency with wnich this type ot task is performed.

1

:

A 3 4

1 1 to 3 1" time 2 to 3 1 or more
times each -times times
a veer month a month LA week

5

Daily

. Not

Used

_Electronics Technician
Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate
Boatswain's Mate

121
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A permanent whipping is parr on with a paint and_ needk, threaded pithson twine., rkutittd. (ipre )t3-l'sbuws single twine_for dearness.) Shove
the needle °Hough the middle of a strand so that it comes oubbetwecn twostrands on the other side. PAW the end down with six or eight turns wound
as, from inboard toward the end, and ar;:tin push the needle through the
middle of a strand near the end Gnat it conies out between two strands.Then work up and down between strands, with a emss.seizi»g between
each pair. Pull each crossseizo.3 good and tight. The needle comes out inthe middle of a abandon the last shove through, so the strand will hold theend after you tut the sail twine.
Seixinp Stazinl,n (pronounced scezings) arc used to help hold a line loop
around a thimble, retain a loop in the middle of a line, hold the short endof a hitch or bend to the mam body of a line, or fasten two sister hooks

RIGHT THROUGH THE WIND TURNS TOWARD
MIDDLE OF ASTHAND tHE END

VAN

FOLLOW THE GROOVE BACK
AND PICK I. A STRAND

Palm and and, whipping

Pietas ttN IIIMPII1 s Rm. With palm and needle, diabiallat bane. FANO twin,
shaset hertla illmomen only.

DF A STRAN
THROUGH DLE

GAIN,/

NEEDLE
COMES OUT

BETWEEN TWD
STRANDS IN BACK

BACK AGAIN AND
PICK UP ANDTHER

LAST ONE COMES
THROUGH THE

MIDDLE OF A STRAND

NAVY READING TASK TEST /INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of Task:
Following Directions Using Texts and Figures (Form M, Item 15) -

Queltion:.

How do you finish whipping the line?

Situation You are putting a permanent whip on a line.
You have finished binding and are working on the last
cross-seize.

Test Results: Percentage of personnel at each reading grade level
who got the correct answer. .

t.

READING GRADE LEVEL

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

3 6 5

14 TOTAL

6 10 5 9 19 18 81

33 60 80 67 84 67 100 80 83 75

Inventory Results: Frequency with which 'this type of task is performed.

Electronics Technician
Electrician's Mate
Gunners Mate
Boatswain's Mate

1

1 to 3
times
a year

X

2 3 4

1 time '2 to 3 1, or more

each times times,
month a month each week

5

Not
Daily Used

X

X

X
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MIAOW SHIP ilASSIRCATION SYSTEM ,,

Mossy minim* skips have been Islam ''ovar by tho Navy and connnis-
skated as AP. At, EX.& and I.PA types. The ship's plans and other papers
will carry Miuitime Administration (MARAD) - tion numbers,clood
witich are confusing to most Navy men, but should be

A merchanr ship:designation coosists of three of let. ters and
numbers. The first two groups indicate the type of ship, apprcudroate
length. type of power plants, number of screws, and passenger capacity.
The thpil bolicalos particular design and modifications-the -model num-

ber." Tie iris two parts of a merchant ship desigdation are derived as
follows: . .

.
YetiselSpo length in bet

2 4 5 6 7
Cargo under 400 450 500

. , . 400 450 . 593.
Ppassenger under 500 .600 700 800' 930 over

N ° 500 600 703 800 900 100., 10:0
T tanker under

450
450
500

500 960
550 600

600
650

6503,_____70:1-

750

under 400 450 550

r 400 450 500 : 600

Passengers Propulsion Propellers

undtr 12 over 12

S SI Steam 1
M . MI Motor
SE SE1 Turbo elec-x
ME i VIE1 ' DreILL electnc

ST S2 Steam 2
MT

SET

M2

SE2

.x,
Motor
Turbo electric

2

2
MET ME2 Diesel electnc 2

Thus, a C3-SEILis a cargo ship with two propellers and turbo electric drive.
less than 500 feet long, carrying more than 12 passengers. a T2.MET is a
Unbar with two propellers and diesel electric drive, carrying less than 12

Pmenflers. ,

12=i

r

NAV READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY - RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type Of'Task: Following Directions Using Texts and Tables (Form M, Item 15)

Question: Situation - You are responsible for classifying merchant
s ips. What classification would you give a ship with the
following characteristics:

A 475-ft passenger ship that carries 300 passengers .powered
by turbo electric drive and has 2 propellers?

Test Results: Percentage of personnel at each reading grade level'
who got the Correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL

6- 7,,. 8 9 10 11

N

12 13 14 70TAL

6 10 6 9 19' 3 6 5 18 81

17 30 20 33 21 ,0 33 0 56 30

-

Inventory Results: Frequency with which this type of task is PerfOrmeo-,

1 2 3 4 5

1 to 3 1 time 2 to 3 1 or more
times each times times
a year month' a month each week

Not
Daily Used

Electronics Technician
Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate
Boatswain's Mate

./..)
125
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'
Direction :This is determined by a, compeer, either magnetic or tyro,
which will be described later. The four cardinal dinettes are north, east,
south, and west: All directions are measured from north on a system of 360
degrees, in which east is 090 degrees, south is 180 degrees, west is 270
degrees, and north is either 360 or 000 degrees.
Time Two kinds of time are used at sea: local apparent timees deter-
mined by the passage of the sun across thrisky,end Greenwith mean time
(GMT), which is mean time (time based on the sun) at the prime meridian
in Greenwich, England, from which all meridians of longitude east add
west are measured. All standard time is also measured from that meridian.
(A World Time Chart, shoying -the 24 standard time zones around the
world, appears in Chapter 10) GMT is used for o'wervations in celestial
navigaion and l shown by chronometershighly accurate clocks.'(GNIT is
also used in communications, as described in Chapter 10.)

Each standard time zone bears a number, as well as a plus ( +)or minus
(-;) sign and a letter. The number refers to the difference in time between
that zone and the Greenwich zone: The sign tells whether the time is
earlier (+) or latei () than the Greenwich zone time; the sign shows how
to find Greenwich time from the standard time in any zone. If a ship is in
zone + 4, and the clock showed the time to 'be 1300 atoard the ship, it
would be 1300 + 4 or 1700 in the Greenwich zone. In radio traffic, when
the time of origin of a dispatch is tressed in GMT4t is indicated by
ZULU after the date-time group.

O

'NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY.

.Typi.of Task: Finding Facts in Texts (Form D, Item 7)

Question:' When calculating GMT, how many hours would you add to the
standard time if you\were in zone +3?

.

Test Results:

N

Percentage of personnel\at each reading_grade level
who'got'the correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL

6 7 8 9r 10 11 ,12

10 8 9 8 4'11 3 15

K
13 14 TOTAL

5 15 84

100 7510 63 67 38 100 100

Inventory Results:,

93 .100

Frequency with which this type of task is performed.

1 2 '3 4 5

1 to 3 . 1 time. 2 to 3 1 or more Not

_times each -times times r Daily Used

,a year month a month each week

ElectroniusoTichnician
Electricia0t Mate A
Gunner's .Efate

Boatswath's"Mate

X

X .

1

I.

. -:t

x
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0
Pr41010
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,,;:NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF 'EXPLORATORY STUDY.

,Type
--)

of Task:- Finding Fatts in Figures (Form D. Item O. ..... n
.

Question:- In addition to the boom, heel swivel fitting, what else
is attached to the kingpost?

5.44..01 Mort
*1 Nem NW

re Wee
Woo. VI. Node.

re So.o

So**
Um* Jrai
1110,3

Test Results: Percentage of personnel at each reading grade level
who got the correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 .13 14 TOTAL

N fo 8 9 8 11
a

3 15 5 15- 84
5400.01 Po,

lo.e VIM

, Shod*

% ...,_60 5'50 56 -63 .82 61 . 80 93 51'

Inventory Results: Frequency with which this type of task is performed.

0000 Hee M.*

10... .4.

.M" S4Kk1/ adEve

Obli.e 3..0 1.e

Pad Ey%

Nero 11-1$ Ririe detail for in& ofInglnib.m.

lOTAM4.
0104.1..11 ,

1.0sci11

1 2 , 3 4

1 to 3 1 time. 2 to 3 1 or more , Not
times each' times times Daily Used
a ear month a month each week

EleCtrontcs Technician
Electriciaes-Mate .

Gunner's Mate
Boatswain's Mate

X

X

X

X
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4.

FOG SIGNALS

Type of Vessel

International Inland

Maximum Maximum
Signal. Interval Signal Interval

wayPaver vessel under way with ray on
Power vassal under way with no
way on
Towing

vP o w ! eisel
Sailing vessel

Vessel laying submarine cable or
revigalleit mobs _ -
Vogel mat ender command
Vaal Mud
%eel at anchor
Wesel afleatind
%log Vessel

on starboard tacit
on port tack
wind abaft beam '

%eels fishing

_
1.

I
.

..

.

_ .

.

_
.

.

.

41

41'

,

.

Min.

2 Mm.

1 Min.
Min.

1 Um.
1 Mm.
1 Msn.
1 Mut
1 M.

1 Min.
1 Mm.
1 Ma
1 Ma

7 ,

_ . .
.

.....-"
7_ . .

..

1 Min.,
1 Min.

1 Min.

1 Mm.
1 Mm.
1 Min.
1 Min.

foitri.
1 Um
I Mm.

Not= Sounding of gong alt applies only to vessels over 350 set In length at anchor or
swoon( in Ineenetional Waters.

Vase* at anclxi in Internabonal Waters may sound a three blast signal, 1 short, 1
ptolonget and 1 stoic to On warning of kir pardon.

AM** MesnIng
a that blast (about on, second duration)
a blest of unspecified duration
a prolonged Nast (four elsix seconds Bunton)
a long blest (duration it Icia 8 seconds, usually 810)
noting a bell ter the wends
Vireestreless ot a bell
gene, See wands

13',)

7 .

8,

/

4

9,

NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of Task: Finding Facts in Tables (Form.D, Item 9) .

Question: 'What,ts the meaning of this symbol, *****, when used in a
fogsignal table?

Test Results,: PerCentage of personnel. at each reading grade level"'
who got the correct answer.

READING GRADE.LEVEL

.1' 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ' TOTAL

N 10 8 11, 3 15 5 15 84

m% t 70 88 AT 50$ 72 100 ''53 60 16 64

Inventory Results: Freque'hcy with which this type.of task is performed.

1

1 to 3
times
a year

e "

2
-"

3 4 5

1 time 2 to'3 1 or more
'each' times times Daily
Mbth a, month each week

Not
Used

Electronics Technician
Electr'cian's Mate

. Gupne 's Mate
Boe.wain's Mate

X

X

X

X .
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of Way What; Iwo busts of Abpe approach each other le such ti
way that tht. Ai risk of collision, ut least one Is required to keep out of the
way of the .then. The ship'which must keep out of the way of the other Is
called vessel The other ship is required to maintain course

C and and is called the privileged vesseL
In meeting sittratfon, both vessels am burdened. In all waters, power

Is meeting in a gentaie ertcl on situation are required to pass port to
Oh. If there is any doubt condeming Us' side on whiula meeting vessels
should.peas, they should pass port to port. One short }last means a portto-
port passing; two short blasts mean starboard-tostarhcsaid passing.

. Intensatiotal Rides ifuthortze only a port-toprrt pessikg`,1ut are silent
regarding a starboardto-starboard passing. Accordingly, a etarboardto-
Aarbitard passing is proper under the International Rules only when there
is no risk of collision. In a portto-pqat passing, one short blast is sounded as
coupe is altired to starboard. , .

In U.S. inland waters; a starlmardto-starboard passi. nris not only per-
,mitted, but is required.lflhe courses of the vessels are so Car to starboardtd of ac otlier that the vessels are not considered to be meeting end on, or

1N., nearly so, they are.requiredto pass starboard-to-starboard.

FIgure204 Mutiho Situation

. . ..-1 /-.. .mectisc. .
.

-I ttsliOrT4D xissti

Q nivit 4q vast( .
...

ir ,w0,.0., ® :
. MASTS

: SOUNtst0 AS . r. 1.

COUPSOS '
AMID r
10 tOit .

--. : "" :. :'
.!\ ,.,-1

sOur4.10 ASi C

: MAP

C°Ifile ISAMOCO'tilos unoc to sopMat Or CCAUSJOHI
gtoer.sto 10 PASS
/01110. P05'

1
5)11T5)55 VOW& MAY MUM
Trif 001.1111 KAN

..
1 "

It.lor
' .. 1

..... :

I . 11 I I a
1

. I-- 5 '41 -1
MUSS ort140 vassits mitt*.c.tutu rAstmc.... Cs TO 5550 PASS twit1w0 AND
NIAttf
SO Mw PASS

MO, 50 55/0 0y1111AsitrCt
VATS*. 1

A011 To POST tACH VIAM old excHA.ce
1005)05 IWO SKowAS

001 555555 5.4011 SLAM tiNTIKT AND
youp4os om 1,4515)1 10 PASS ACIMAINTI
SmC41 SIAS% USD. 10 STIO 1145911 PASSING
aT5N1 10 PASS SY Owl vISSil
POLI 10 POs1. Ale AGOIJAWIT
SY ONIT VISSIS SY VII OTwit.
Ate AGItluna 1
SY DI Wilt

WWI* vSSUS ITO 50{5r0 SAWA/ SCwAt

.
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1.1' READING TASKHST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY :

Type of Task: ,Finding Facts in Text and Figures (Form Di Item 10)

Question When two vessels meet end on, how do they pass? e4t
0

Test Results! Percentage of personnel.at each reading grade level
who got the correct-answer.

.

.READING GRPDE 1Ellgt.
.

6 7 8 9-1 10 11 12 13 14
''''-,-At

N . 10 8 9 8
\

11 3 16 '5 15, Z4

AO 75 78 75 91 100 60 80 93 73

.

Inventory.Results: .Frequency with which this type of task is performed.

1 2 3 4 -' 5

.1-to 3 1 time 2 to '3 1 or more 4ot
times each times times Daily Useo
ar ear month a month each week

Electronics Technician k

Electrician's.Mate . X

Gunner's Mate X.

Boatswain's Mate X

.... I.

ti
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bd
1

Cr%

Ship's ikil Before timepieces were °acumen. time aboard ship was
. marked by a so-called hour-glass, which ran out in 30 minutes. Thee the
class would be turned over to start measuring another 30 minutes, and the

would-be struck so ill hands knew a half hour had passed. At the end
of each half hour, the bell would be struck one more time: finis it was
trick once at the end of the first half hour and eight times at the ere of
the fourth hour. This practice still.continues despite clocks and watches,''
Aber eight bells are struck, the sequence starts aU over spin. An odd
amebae of balls marks a hall hour, anden even number marks an hour. Fo;
till relation between Navy time, bells and watches, see

wad- morning for eon afternoon evenkig
watch watchwatch watch watch

night
watch

OM 1
0100 2
0130 3
COO 4
0e30 5
0300 6
0337 7
0100 8

b43:1 1
0500 2
0530 3
0600 4
0630 5
ono 6
1733 7
M38

'ow 1

0900 2
09303
1000 4
1033 5
r..vi 6
1130 7
MOB

1233'1
110 2
13303
14CA) 4
1430 5
1500 6
1330 7
IOW 8

1630 1
, 1700 2

1730 3
1900 4
1830 5
1900 5
1930 7=8

2033 1
2100 2
2130 3
2200 4
2230 5
2300 6
2330 7'I2433

C

NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of Task:-Finding Facts in Texts and Tables (Form D; Item 11)

Question: In-a single 24 hour period, how many times are 8 belts struck?

Test Reset_: Percentage of personnel at each reading grade level
who got the correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL.

: N 8 9 11 .3 15 5 '64

%

10

7 8 9 10 11 12 .13 14 Tr..-AL

50 67 75 64 100 80 60 37 SE

Inventory Results: Frequency with which this type of task is performed.

1 2 3 4 5

1 to 3 1 time 2 to 3 1 or more

times each times times Daily
a year month a month each week

Electronics Technician X

Electrician's Mate' X

Gunner's Nate X

Boatswain's-Hate X

Not

'used
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Sidi( Mg

splicinglfigure 16-5) k a modual of pemumently fuming the ends of two
hoe. or of betiding a line back on itself so as to form a permanent loop. If
properly done, it does not weaken the line. A splicebetween two lines will
run over a sheave or other object much easier than a knot.'
Shod Splice For a' short splice, both ends of line are unlaid for a short
distance and the strands are interlaced. One strand is tucked through the
lay of the other line, which has been opened by a marlinspike or wooden
fid. The other two stran4s are similarly tucked. Threads are then cut away
from the ends of each tucked strand until they are two-thirds their original
sire, and then they are again tucked. Again the strands are similarly cut
away until they are one-third their original size, and a third and '1st tuck is
taken. This produces a neat, tapered splice.

In splicing a 4-strand line, the first strand is tucked under two parts of
the first tucking only.
Long Splice For a long splice, the ends are unlaid farther than for a short
Thee and then are similarly interlaced. Then a strand of one piece is unlaid
for quite a distance, arid the corresponding strand of the other piece is laid
in the opening. The remaining ends of the two strands are twisted together
for convenience, the line is turned end for end, and the first operation is
repeated with two other corresponding strands.

The remaining strands of each part are left at theoriginal position. This
leaves pal. rs 'of strands at three positions along the line. Each of the strands
is halved, two of these halves at each position are tied togelher with an
oserhand knot, and the remaining two halves are tucked over one and
ender one of the full remaining strands of the liner. After all strands-hal/
been tucked, the loose 'ends are trimmed off smooth. This splice will run
over a sheave easily and is hardly noticeable. In splicing nylon line, make
several extra tucks to he,certain the splice holds.
I;)e Spike An eye splice is made by the same method, except that the
line is first brought back upon itself enough to give the desired sizeof eye,
aal the strands are then tucked into the body of the line.
Worming! Parceling, and Serving Thii Is done b protect wire rope that
must be esposeu in the weather or to exceptionally hard usage.

, Wonning coasists of following the lay of the rope between the strands
nith turn1 small staff. This keep{ moisture from penetrating to the interior
of the tope and fills out the rope, giving istnonet surface Cot the parceling
and nnving.

13o
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NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY --.-RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY'

Type of Task:

Question:

.Test ResUlts:

Following Directions Using Text (Form 0, Item 1.2)

Situation: Xou are making a long splice. You have completed
t e first operation nd have pairs of strands at three posi-
tions. After each of these strands are halved,

What is done with the four halves before the loose ends are
trimmed? ,

.5

Percentage of personnel,at each reading grade 'revel
who got the correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 '4 7C-A.

N 10 8 9 8 11 3 15 5. 15 84

S 40. 38 78 .50 '73 100 87 100 100

Inventory

S

Resblts: Frequency with which this type of task is Performed.

1 4 2 3. 4 5

1 to 3 1 time .2 to 3 1 Or more
times. each 'times tiines
&Jeer month . a month each week

Not

Daily Used

Electronics Technician
Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate
Boats'wain's Mate

X

X

X
. r

X
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NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of Task: Following Directions Using Figured (Form 0, Item 13)

4

Question: Situation: You'are rigging-a single swing boom. You have
completed all the rigging except to rig the topping lift
deadline.

Whichthree blocks must this line go through before it
reaches the gypsy head of the winch?

Test Results: Percentage of personnel at each reading gradelevel
who got the correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL

6 7. 8. 9 10' 11 12 13_ i4 'TOTAL

10 8 9 8 11 3 15 5 15 84

20 50 22 50 27 0 20 80 40 33

Inventory Results: Frequency with which thin type of task is performed.

NJ

Electronics TechnicianTechnician
Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Nate
Boatswain's Mate

I 2 3 4,
:.

1 to 3 1 time 2 to 3 1 or'more
times 'ditch times times
a ear month a month each'Week

X

X

X

5

Not
Daily Used

X
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S.

1013p4NAL3

,

Type of Vessel

International Inland
.

Maximum Maximum
Sign', Interval Signal Interval

Paver vessel oder way with way on
Power vessel under sr)), wch no
way on
Towing

Power% esset .

Sing easel .

Vessel I3y ng submarine cable or
nenganoninaks
Vogel not undo command
Vessel weld
vessel at anchor

al aroma
Salting trasse

on stabothltaCkon port tack'
mild abaft trans

Vessels fishing

__

_ . .

*
.

2 Min

2 Min.

1 Mm.
1 Min.

1 Mm.
I Min.
1 Mm.
I Mm.

, 1 Min.

'1 Min.
1 Min.
1 Mm.
1 Min.

......

1 Min.

I Mm.

I Min.

1 Min.
I Min.
1 Min.
I kn.

I Men.

I Min.
1 Mm.

Hods: Sounding of 'gin aft 'applies only to vessels over 350 fees in length a anchor or
aground in knonationalWaters.

Vessels at :richer in Internauonal Waters may sound a dyes blast signal. l' short, 1
prolonged, and 1 shod tggivewarning oT their position.

Symbols Meaning
a ton blast (about one second duration)
a blast of unspecified duration '1
a prolonged blast (tom ea six seconds duration)
a long blast (duration at least 8 seconds. usually 8.10)
*ging bell kr five scalds
Me stoles of a bell
lierS!" seconds

1.40

NAVY REARING TASK TEST /INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of Task: .Following Directions Using Tables (Form D, Itim 14)

Question: 'Situation: You are in charge of sounding fog signals. Your

ship is towing another power vessel when.you encounter heavy fog.

What signal will yousound and. how often will you sound it?

Test Results: Percentage of personnel at each reading grade level

who got the correct answer,.

READING GRADE LEVEL

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 TOTAL,

N 10 8 9 8 11 ) 15 5 .15 84

10 -38 22 38 46 0 80 80 67 48

Inventory Results: Frequencywit' 4hich this type of task is ;Wormed..

1 2 3 4 5'

1 time 2 to 3 1 or more

each- times times Daily

month a month each week

1 to:3
times

a year

Electronics Technician X

Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate
Boatswain's Mate

Not
Used

X

.49.114.

. X

X

141
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SD LION AND SAILING RULES FOR SHIPS
I

There me three lsoie sitnattons when two ships are in sight of well other
in %%MA risk of voiimon may exist: meeting, ovrrtaling. and csntsi.n,
(figure 20-4). The situation depends upon the relative ptaitoon of the two
ships when they first sight each other.
Hight of Way Wten two boats or ships approach each other in such
stay that there is risk of collision, at least one is required to keep out of the
way of the other. The Ship which must keep out ofthe way of the other is
called the Ntrdened vessel. The other ship is required to maintain course
and speed, and is called theyrinkged mud.

In a meeting situation, both vessels ate burdened. In all waters, power
vessels meeting in a genuine end on situation are required to pass port to
port. if there-is any doubt concerning the side on which meeting vessels
should pass, they should pass port to port. One short blast means a port-to. ,
port passing; two short blasts mean starboard-to-starboard passing.

International Rules authorize only a port-to-port paining, but are sitent -
regarding a starboard -to- starboard - passing. Accordingly, a starboard-to-
starboard passing is proper under the International Rules only when there
is no risk of collision. In a port-to-port passing, one short Uast is sounded as
course is altered to starboard.

In U.S. inlaixl waters, a starboard-to-starboard passing is not only per-
mitted. but is required. If the courses of the vessels are so far to starboard

C a each other that the vessels are not considered. to be,meeting end on, or
to Nearly so. they are required to pass starboard-to-starboard.

0 Ft:jure 20-4 Molting Situation

MISTING

st:En,ostssr.
tare-..:Gtx vow.

S ..1.
55,0 SAOIT .
STASIS
501,65.10 AS ; i ".

5:0:111.4 .. k 5, j
AVISIte As. 1
to A05/4......A:51.

. : :k%
'S., OW SNO0

Cal .
i i LA.S1

Al
cou nt IS
samara

ttiliD55503 Ntrit.0:5 AttO

MO..1.51 01 Cris,,Oto
10:115r 50 VASS
Mil 10 r.01

mit414411.02tiall4AY

.5

II
Pm.,
e10 ON 05

vOTINO
tO STS0 PASS, (015111.0 AND

Naito Snt. tO SLIO. 0.0110511A.G1
SO A.LISt PASS MINNA .5
P0(1 10 PM taCti vISSIt AuLS (20501015

SOUNDS MG SIGNALS
U.01 MOO SLAVS. IN100 Asa
MINOS one MINT 10 PASS AG11045,11
1115010 Ilia 55W 10 1010, WOO 0.50510'

/0 P41 IT OM VISSIt
TOO TO IOW
so out vim Sr we OTOOL
AT* AG111011

1141 OWL
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NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type of Task: Following Directions Using Texts and Figuf.es (Form 0, Item 15)

. Question: Situation: Your ship meets another ship to starboard and
7fiht-i) pass.

In whiCh direction is the passing made and what message is
sounded?

Test Results: Percentage of personnil it each reading grade level
who got the correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL

', 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 TOTAL

N 10 8 9. 8 ,11 3 15 16' 84

30 38 156 63 65 33 .67 tltr.;, 67 54

Inventory Results: Frequency with which this type of task is per'ormed.

1 2 3 , 4 . 5

1 to 3 1 time 2 to 3 1 or more

times each times tikes
a ear month a month each week

Not
DailyDaily Used

Electronics Technician
Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate
Boatswain's Mate

X

A
X

X

1
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Ship's Bell Before timepieces were common, time aboard ship was
marked by a so-called hour-glass, which ran out In 30 minutes. Then the
gl.t$$ would be turned over, to start measuring another30 minutes, and the
hell would brstruck $o all hands knew a half hour had passed. At the end
of cacti half hour, the bell would be struck one more time; thus it %.as
tnttk once at the end of the fint'half ho it and eight time, at the end of
the fourth hour. This practice still continues despite clocks and watches.
.titer eight belts are struck, the sequence suris all oer again. An odd
'umber of bell/marks a half hour, andan eyed number marks an hour. For
:tle relation between Navy time bells and watches, see table below.

;
mid morning forenoon afternoon evenirp night

watch watch wruh watch watch watch

A
=

CC.3) 1
1%43 2
61303
MO 4
C'2.3 5
GKO 6
two?
:438

w g
2

0130 1
0500 2
063' 0 3
0603' 4
0630 5
000 6
0730 7

'0330 8

144

g x, E I
ceab 1 1233 1 1630 1 2033 1
0303 2 1303 2 1700 2 2103 2
0933 3 1330 3 1733 3 MO 3
1000 4 1400 4 1800 4 2203 4
1033 5 1433 5 len 5 , 2230 5
1103 6 1600 6 1900 6 2300 6
1130 7 1533 7 ' 1930 7 2330 7
1203 8 1603 8 2000 8 2403 8

i *

.

NAVY READING TASK TEST/INVENTORY --.RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY STUDY

Type,,pf Tae Following DirctionkUsing Texts.and Tables (Form D, l4em 16)

Question:. Situation: You are on evening watch. You are told .toThreport.
to your chief at 4 bells andeat 8 bells.

At what times will you report?

C .

Test Results: Percentage of personnel at each reading grade level
who got the correct answer.

READING GRADE LEVEL

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 TOTAL

10 8 9 8 11 8 15 5 15 84`.-

X 70 63 78 - 50 100 100 87 80 87 80

t

Inventory Results: Frequency'with which this type of task is performed.'

1 2

1 to 3 1 time
times, each
a year month

3 4

2. to 3 1 or more
times , times

a month each wee.

5

Daily

Electronicsjechnician f

Electrician's Mate
Gunner's Mate ,

Boatswain's Mate

X

1

X

X

X

) Nct
Used

145
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Flying Training Division, Air Force Human Resourdes Laboratory,
Williams Air Force Base

Technical.Training Division, Air Force Human Resources Laboratory,
,Lowry Air. Force Base

-t

Advinced Syitems.Division, Air Force Human Resources Laboratory,
, _Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Piogram Manager, Life Scienceg Directorate, Air Force Office of Scientific

Research (AFSC)

Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Scieuces.
National Research Council
National Science Foundation
Science and Technology Division, Library of

-N
Congress

Military Assistant for Training and Personnel Technology, ODDR&C-OAD- (E&LS)
Director for Acquisition Planning, OASD (MRA&L)
Coast Guard Headquarters (G-P-1/62)

Defense Dochmentation-tenter (12)
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